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Abstract
This thesis proposes and analyses decision support models for power systems operating in
chronic power shortage conditions. Mostly these power systems exist in Sub-Saharan Africa,
but other countries, for example Pakistan, Nepal, Cambodia and Bangladesh, suffer from simi-
lar problems. The thesis is structured in three parts looking at demand forecasting, distribution
level load shedding and national level power rationing.
First, we develop methods to forecast the electrical load on a power system conditional on a
policy of load shedding. Our methods are based on the Linear Gaussian State Space Model
and the Kalman Filter. Conventional time series forecasting methods cannot be applied in a
power system operating in a state of chronic load shedding because the observed demand is
determined both by the latent unsuppressed demand and by the load shedding decisions of
the Distribution System Operator. We demonstrate the accuracy of these forecasting methods
on a dataset from a Nigerian electricity distribution company. In addition, these models have
potential to improve estimates of the latent demand for electricity compared to existing methods
that rely on unreliable proxy variables or ’bottom-up’ calculations that are difficult to verify.
Next, we formulate an optimization problem to help Distribution System Operators incorporate
probabilistic demand forecasts such as those developed in this thesis into their planning of
load shedding. Our problem is closely related to a stochastic variant of the classic "knapsack
problem" with random item "weights". We extend the literature on this problem to study the
case where the item weights are given by a stochastic process which is only observed after
an item is included in the knapsack. Our computational experiments provide evidence that the
theoretical benefits of planning ahead are not realized in practice. It seems that for realistic
range of stochastic demand processes a robust policy can be derived by an approach that only
considers immediate costs and benefits.
Finally, we study the problem of balancing supply and demand at the national level. We develop
an AC Optimal Power Flow model with endogenous load shedding and use this to quantify the
trade-off between maximizing the total amount of power delivered and distributing the available
power between regional distribution companies in a fairer way. Our model represents the
situation in the Nigerian power system in which the system operator minimizes load shedding,
subject to exogenous proportional power supply targets for different regions. We explore how
the level of permitted deviation from the target and the time period over which this target is to
be achieved affects the level of load shedding. The use of an AC power flow model complicates
the problem but is necessary because voltage constraints are often binding in highly stressed
transmission networks in countries like Nigeria.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 2008 Ebhard et al. wrote, ‘Sub-Saharan Africa is in the midst of a power crisis marked
by insufficient generating capacity, unreliable supplies, high prices, and low rates of popular
access to the electricity grid’ [18]. 10 years have passed, and this remains a broadly accurate
description for Sub-Saharan Africa and indeed for many other developing countries.
Power crises in Less Economically Developed Countries (LEDCs) manifest themselves in
three key ways. Firstly, we can look at power crises from the point of view of access to
electricity. Just 30% of the population in Sub-Saharan Africa is connected to the grid and
60% in South East Asia [33] 1. Secondly, for those who are fortunate enough to have a grid
connected electricity supply, the connection is often highly unreliable. Grid power supply is
characterized by large voltage fluctuations and is frequently interrupted. In many countries
utilities are forced to impose rolling blackouts to balance supply and demand. Finally, we can
take the financial perspective. Paradoxically, average tariffs in many LEDCs are high by global
standards and yet utilities are not able to cover their costs. This is a result of rampant power
theft and non-payment combined with failures to procure generation forcing grids to rely on
expensive emergency power contracts.
The literature on how to reform power systems in these conditions is extensive yet fraught with
controversy. We do not intend to engage in this debate. We take the view that Eberhard et al. are
correct to write, “The prerequisite for solid sector financing is better operating performance and
thus greater financial viability by the incumbent utilities”[18]. Therefore, we will be concerned
with how existing infrastructure and institutions could be better operated to improve welfare. To
this end this thesis proposes and analyses decision support models for power systems operating
in chronic power shortage conditions. The use of decision support models and optimization
methods is routine in the power sector to solve problems of economic dispatch, hydro/thermal
scheduling, Optimal Power Flow (OPF), fuel scheduling and demand forecasting. We seek to
adapt models of this general application area to the unique challenges faced in a power crisis.
1. Electricity access in general is a complex and multi-faceted concept that cannot be measured simply by access
to grid electricity. Instead of binary measures of access it is increasingly common to speak of multi-tier energy
access levels which consider reliability of supply and off grid forms of access such as solar home systems. Despite
this caveat, increasing the reach and reliability of electricity grids is an important part of the puzzle of increasing
electricity access in LEDCs.
1
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The scope of this thesis is therefore all power systems meeting the challenges identified above.
Mostly these power systems exist in Sub-Saharan Africa, but other countries, for example Pak-
istan, Nepal, Cambodia and Bangladesh, suffer from similar problems. We will pay particular
attention to the case of Nigeria. This is motivated in part by practical considerations; through
contacts in consulting firms we have been able to obtain access to data on Nigeria. We will
attempt to draw lessons from the Nigerian case that can be applied to all power systems in a
similar situation.
We study 3 aspects of operational modelling of power systems. We now discuss each in turn.
1.1 Part 1: Demand Forecasting
In a chronic power shortage demand cannot be directly measured from observed load because
this does not take into account the unsatisfied demand due to load-shedding. We develop
two methods for modelling electricity demand using the Linear Guassian State Space Model
(LGSSM). Using these we can forecast the latent demand without load shedding and the
electrical load conditional on a particular load shedding policy. We also consider how our
demand forecasting approaches can be applied to give a post-hoc reconstruction of the latent
electricity demand that is reduced by load shedding. This is useful for constructing electricity
demand scenarios which can inform network planning and operation.
Our first method models the demand on individual distribution feeders. We form an explicit
model for the stochastic and periodic components of demand on each feeder by representing
it with a Structural Model. We assume that in periods of load shedding the demand process
on each feeder is simply “hidden” from view and continues to evolve according to the same
process. Under this assumption the problem is therefore one of modelling time series in the
presence of a large amount of missing data. The state space approach to time series analysis
provides a principled and effective means of handling missing data because the Kalman Filter
algorithm estimates the most likely state of the system during periods of missing data con-
ditional on the observed data. We refer to this as the Agreggated Structural Models (ASM)
method. The ASM method can be extended to model behavioral responses to load shedding
by including exogenous regression variables that measure things like, whether the feeder was
disconnected in the previous hour, or how long the feeder has been disconnected for.
We propose an alternative to this method based on a Dynamic Regression Model (DRM) in
which demand is expressed as a linear function of the number of connected customers with
time varying regression coefficients. We show that, if customers are disaggregated into a small
number of categories that are roughly homogeneous, (for example residential, large industrial
or small industrial) regression coefficients that correspond to the latent demand from each
category of customer can be inferred as the states of a linear Gaussian state space model.
1.2. Part 2: Distribution Level Load Shedding 3
Time varying coefficient regression models are common in the econometrics literature, but the
novelty of our approach is to use the dynamics of the structural model to capture stochastic and
periodic variation in the regression coefficients. We refer to this as the DSR approach.
We test our methods using a new dataset obtained from a Nigerian electricity distribution
company and demonstrate that the ASM approach provides better forecasts than the DSR
method. We go on to show that the best forecasting performance can be obtained by combining
the two models by incorporating the output of the DSR model as an exogenous regression
variable in the ASM model.
Our work builds upon the state space frame work for time series analysis developed by [26] and
[17]. To our knowledge no authors have considered models for load forecasting during periods
of persistent load shedding. Structural modelling approaches have been applied to electricity
demand forecasting for example in [52] and [51]. These references use the “innovations” state
space model which does not require the Kalman filter, but we prefer the “multiple source of
error” formulation because this allows missing values to be handled in a principled way by the
Kalman filter [5]. Time varying parameter models in which unobserved regression coefficients
evolve according to a random walk or stationary process have been studied in the econometrics
literature (for example in [12] and [24]). By using a structural model for the coefficients our
model is better able to handle periodic variation in the coefficients.
1.2 Part 2: Distribution Level Load Shedding
The System Operator (SO) can only control loads directly by disconnecting large areas at the
interface between the transmission and distribution systems. Therefore, the responsibility for
routine load shedding to maintain the generation/load balance falls to Distribution System Op-
erators (DSOs). DSOs can control the power drawn by connecting or disconnecting distribution
feeders. The role of the SO is to instruct the DSOs how much electricity they should consume.
A variety of considerations affect the DSOs decisions. These may include: maximizing utiliza-
tion of available energy; avoiding overconsumption of energy relative to the SO’s instructions;
providing a predictable, if intermittent, power supply to customers; meeting service quality
standards such as minimum connection frequency or maximum outage length; and maximizing
revenue by directing energy to feeders with lower collection losses and higher average tariffs.
This is a difficult problem because the underlying demand process is stochastic and is also
imperfectly observable because it is “hidden” by regular disconnection of feeders.
We formulate an optimization problem to help DSOs incorporate probabilistic demand fore-
casts such as those developed in this thesis into their demand management processes. Our
problem is closely related to a stochastic variant of the classic “knapsack problem” with ran-
dom item “weights”. In the Feeder Scheduling Problem, the volume of the knapsack can be
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interpreted as the power allocated to a DSO and the randomly distributed item weights are
the power demand on each feeder. The existing literature on this topic (see [40] and [35] for
example) can be used to optimize a simplified case where the problem is solved for a single
period and demand forecast errors are assumed to be uncorrelated. We extend this literature to
study the case where the item weights are given by a stochastic process which is only observed
after an item is included in the knapsack.
We give an Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) formulation of this problem and
suggest a linear approximation that is more tractable. Our formulation is flexible enough to be
extended in several ways. We can consider the case where the stochastic processes determining
the items weights are correlated. We can aim to provide a more predictable power supply
by minimizing the deviation of the policy from a predefined schedule. We can incorporate
constraints that enforce a certain minimum supply quality for all feeders.
1.3 Part 3: National Level Load Shedding
In the final section we consider load shedding from a national perspective. We develop an
AC OPF model with endogenous load shedding and use this to quantify the trade-off between
maximizing the total amount of power delivered and distributing the available power between
regional distribution companies in a fairer way. Our model represents the situation in the
Nigerian power system in which the system operator minimizes load shedding, subject to
exogenous proportional power supply targets for different regions. We explore how the level
of permitted deviation from the target and the time period over which this target is to be
achieved affects the level of load shedding. The use of an AC power flow model complicates
the problem but is necessary because voltage constraints are often binding in the highly stressed
transmission networks in countries like Nigeria.
To apply the model over longer time scales we need to represent changing levels of demand
and generation availability by a set of operating points resulting in a large set of OPF problems
linked by common constraints defining the proportional load allocation targets. The resulting
minimization problem is mathematically challenging, but we develop a solution approach
based on Lagrangian decomposition which is solved efficiently. These methods would also be
applicable to several other regulatory approaches to managing the trade-off between efficiency
and regional fairness. In addition, they can be used to evaluate network expansion projects. We
demonstrate this by analysing the benefit of deploying reactive support in the Nigerian Power
System.
Sophisticated models have been proposed for efficient allocation of service interruptions in
power shortage conditions in [39], [42], [16] and[7]. However, these rely on complex financial
mechanisms which are unlikely to be practical in developing countries where institutional
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competence is often poor [1]. There is literature on optimal load shedding such as [21], [14]
and [62]. However, these treat load shedding as an emergency measure to return the system to
a steady state in the case of a contingency event. The contribution of our work is to consider
the implications of the case when load shedding is a constant necessity for the operation of
the system. Our approach builds on the well-studied AC OPF model to provide useful decision
support to system operators in highly stressed power systems. The material in this chapter is
based on our previously published work [27].
1.4 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2 we give an overview of the problems faced by power systems in many LEDCs.
Section 2.1 summarizes the challenges under three broad headings. Section 2.2 gives a his-
torical overview of the trends in developing world power systems and how they relate to the
ongoing power crisis. Lastly, in Section 2.4 we elaborate on these issues in the specific case of
Nigeria which will be used as an illustrative case study throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3 describes our work on demand estimation. Section 3.2 introduces the theory of the
LGSSM and the Kalman filter which we use throughout this chapter. Section 3.3 develops
two approaches to forecasting suppressed electricity demand based on the LGSSM. Section
3.4 compares the performance of these methods when applied to data from a Nigerian utility
company. We demonstrate how the methods for forecasting suppressed demand can be used to
estimate the latent unsuppressed demand in Section 3.5.
Chapter 4 shows how the forecasting models of the previous chapter can be used to plan
distribution level load shedding. In Section 4.1 we identify the considerations that DSOs may
take into account when determining load shedding schedules. In Section 4.2 we introduce the
stochastic knapsack problem with random weights and in Section 4.3 we go on to show that the
considerations affecting the DSO’s load shedding decisions can be modelled in this framework.
We give a detailed model formulation in Section 4.4. Section 4.6 describes some numerical
experiments that were carried out to evaluate the model.
Chapter 5 describes our work on national level power rationing. In Section 5.2 we formulate
an OPF model with dispatchable loads and constraints that model the requirement for different
regions of the network to receive a given proportion of total load supplied. In the same section
we show how these constraints can be enforced over different time horizons and develop
solution methods. Section 5.3 applies the methods to the Nigerian case.
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1.5 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis makes some contributions that will be of interest in the context of power systems
operating in a chronic power shortage. Firstly, we develop accurate short-term forecasting
methods for electricity demand in chronic power shortage conditions. These methods also have
applications for post-hoc reconstruction of the unsuppressed electricity demand. Secondly, we
formulate a decision support model to help DSOs plan load shedding using the multi period
stochastic knapsack problem. Thirdly we develop methods that the SO or regulator can use
in a power shortage to quantify the trade-off between maximizing the total amount of power
delivered and distributing the available power in a fairer way. We quantify the trade-off between
regional equity and total power supply in the specific case of Nigeria, showing that current
Nigerian policies reduce the total amount of power delivered by up to 5%.
We also make some general methodological contributions which will be of interest outside the
field of energy system modelling. We show how to extend time varying coefficient regression
models to the case of periodic variation in the coefficients modelled by trigonometric terms. We
extend the stochastic knapsack problem with random weights to a multi-period case where the
random weights are the output of a stochastic process and the forecast variance is endogenous to
the model. Although this problem is difficult to solve in general, we give a tractable formulation




2.1 Power Crises in the Developing World
2.1.1 Low Rates of Electricity Access
Just 30% of the population in Sub-Saharan Africa and 60% in South East Asia are connected
to the electricity grid [33]. Grid based power allows for economies of scale in providing
generation capacity, so a grid-based solution potentially offers the least cost way to expand
electricity access where population density is high enough. However, utilities in many Less
Economically Developed Countries (LEDCs) struggle to cover their operational costs, let alone
finance grid expansion, so a large population who could be economically served by the grid
are left without a connection. As trends towards urbanization continue this is only likely to
increase. Measured more broadly than grid connections, World Bank data from 2016 indicates
that the rate of electricity access was 43% in Sub-Saharan Africa (excluding high income
countries) and 86% in South Asia. By comparison, electricity access is nearly universal in
all other regions.
While these statistics above are correct in broad terms - access to electricity is lowest in
South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa - they only measure access to electricity in a binary
way based on yes-no indicators like “having a household electrical connection” and “using
electricity for lighting” [58]. This obscures differences in electricity access in terms of quality,
reliability and affordability and differences in energy access for personal use, industry and
community facilities. To address this the Multi-Tier Energy Access Framework [19] measures
energy access on dimensions of peak capacity, duration of availability, reliability, power quality,
affordability, legality and health and safety.
Recognizing the multi-tiered nature of energy access makes it clear that many people can
get better access to modern energy services through mini-grids, solar home systems, private
diesel generators or other very small-scale electrification projects. These types of projects can
play and important role in improving electricity access if large capital investments cannot
be financed and for those people in geographic areas where grid expansion is not feasible.
Nevertheless, for many people expanding the national grid will provide the least cost means of
electricity access. Therefore, strengthening electricity utilities is important.
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2.1.2 Poor Quality Power Supply
Regular blackouts are the norm across much of Sub-Saharan African and many other LEDCs.
Power shortages can be caused by failure to procure and maintain enough transmission and
generation capacity to keep pace with expanding populations and economies. They can also be
caused by shortages of primary energy resources like coal and gas or inadequate infrastructure
to supply them to generators. In some cases, blackouts are caused by component failure as a
result of poor maintenance.
Unplanned-capacity loss factors and measures of the length and frequency of interruptions
in transmission and distribution are the usual measures of power system reliability. However,
these figures are not collected or reported reliably by most Sub-Saharan African countries.
An alternative measure of power system reliability comes from the World Bank enterprise
surveys which ask businesses questions relating to the frequency and duration of electrical
power outages[54]. Table 2.1, reproduced from [20], summarizes the World Bank data for a
selection of countries. In the most recent year available businesses reported 33 outages per
month in Nigeria (2014), 28 per month in Benin (2016), 22 per month in Niger (2017), 21 per
month in The Gambia (2018) and 17 per month in Burundi (2014). The severity of the problem
is reflected in the pervasiveness of backup diesel generations. Also included in Table 2.1 is the
quantity of backup generator capacity as a percentage of grid capacity estimated by [20] and
the minimum and maximum of the distribution in parenthesis. This is estimated to be as high
as 46% in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 22% in Nigeria and 20% in Niger.

















Angola 4.7 13.5 760 8% (1%–25%)
Cameroon 7.6 8.7 790 1% (1%–51%)





12.3 5.6 830 46% (1%–51%)
Ethiopia 8.2 5.8 570 1% (1%–12%)
Ghana 8.4 7.8 790 12% (1%–22%)
Kenya 6.3 5.6 420 7% (1%–12%)
Mozambique 1.6 4.3 80 1% (1%–25%)
Niger 22 5.2 1400 20% (1%–22%)

















Nigeria 32.8 11.6 4600 22% (1%–22%)
Senegal 6 1.8 130 1% (1%–25%)
South Africa 0.9 4.5 50 2.5% (1%–25%)
Tanzania 8.9 6.3 670 12% (1%–12%)
Zambia 5.2 2.8 180 3% (1%–25%)
Zimbabwe 4.5 5.2 280 5% (1%–25%)
2.1.3 Financial Unsustainability
Even though electricity prices in many Sub-Saharan African countries are high by global
standards, in no Sub-Saharan African countries do customers pay prices that allow for full
cost-recovery [18]. Expensive generation, high technical and non-technical losses and a legacy
of poorly targeted subsidies have created chronically under financed power systems.
A persistent cause of financial difficulties for utilities in Sub-Saharan Africa is high rates of
non-technical losses. From the perspective of large-scale electrical power systems, electrical
losses are the difference between energy generated and energy sold to consumers. Technical
losses are the proportion of the loss that is accounted for by power dissipation in components
of the transmission and distribution system. The remainder of the loss is called non-technical
losses. Non-technical losses are not intrinsic to the physical power system but are the result
of failure to accurately meter, bill and collect payment from energy consumers. Non-technical
losses come from many sources. Customers with a legitimate connection can commit power
theft by meter bypassing or tampering. In other cases, illegitimate connections are made to the
power grid. Customers might also bribe or threaten utility staff to avoid payment. Some utilities
are simply badly administered and fail to issue bills and enforce payment. If there is a weak
regulatory regime or a corrupt legal system utilities may have little recourse if customers refuse
to pay their bills.
[49] observes that features common to countries with high non-technical losses are poverty and
prolonged economic, social and political turmoil: “In tumultuous times government organiza-
tions cease to function efficiently, become prone to corrupt practices, investment is not made
in system management, and the consumers take advantage of the system”. Low willingness
to pay can become entrenched if service quality is poor. The result is a vicious cycle of
underinvestment and declining service quality further eroding willingness to pay.
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2.1.4 Scope of the Problems
The pervasiveness of these problems can be seen by studying the UN Sustainable Energy For
All (SE4ALL) initiative. SE4ALL is a scheme for accessing donor funding in pursuit of UN
sustainable development goal 7 (ensuring universal access to modern energy services; doubling
the rate of improvement in energy efficiency; and doubling the share of renewable energy in
the global energy mix). As a condition of participating in the initiative and accessing donor
funds countries were required to submit Rapid Action and Gap Analysis reports assessing
the state of their energy system. Of 24 RAGAs submitted by Sub-Saharan African countries
we have analysed the 14 submitted in English. All of these identified low rates of access to
electricity, poor quality gird power supply and financial unsustainability of the power sector
as problems. The same themes can be identified in RAGAs submitted by several South Asian
countries: Pakistan, Cambodia, Nepal and Bangladesh. Table 7.1 in the appendix summarizes
the common narratives from the English language RAGA documents submitted by countries in
Asia and Sub Saharan Africa.
2.2 Historical Background
2.2.1 Early Expansion of Electricity Sector in Sub-Saharan Africa
In the post-colonial era development of electricity systems in Africa was driven largely by a
view of electricity as a public good for the promotion of economic and social development [47].
Large infrastructure projects like hydroelectric dams and the provision of subsidized power to
industry were seen as ways to promote development and modernization. Vertically integrated,
often state-owned utilities were the norm. Although universal access was not a general goal,
these policies were often successful at expanding access to electricity.
However, financial crises that spread across may African nations in the 1980s resulted in
years of stagnation. Capacity was not expanded and fell into disrepair. Financial and technical
management of utilities was poor. The legacy of policies of highly subsidized power meant
that the power sector could not cover its costs. A minority enjoyed subsidized access to power
while a majority had no access at all.
2.2.2 The ‘Standard Prescription’ is Applied to the Developing World with Mixed
Results
Based on the early experience of the UK, Chile, Norway and the USA a template for electric-
ity sector reform in developing countries emerged that has come to be called the “Standard
Prescription” [30]. This model was promoted by Development Finance Institutions includ-
ing the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank and UK
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Department for International Development as well as a collection of consultants involved in
early reforms [22]. The motivating situation and objectives of reform in developing economies
was fundamentally different to that in the developed world. In developed countries the aim
of reform was to bring down consumer prices by encouraging greater efficiency from well-
functioning industries that already provided near universal access to reliable power. In the
developed world the aim was to address poor financial and technical management of utilities,
reduce state subsidies, bring about cost recovery through reductions in non-technical losses
and tariff increases, and encourage private investment to grow the industry and increase energy
access. The resulting policy prescription described in [22], [61] and [30] can be summarized
by these steps: Corporatization to separate the utility from government departments; Com-
mercialization to bring about cost recovery in pricing and enforcement of collections; new
energy legislation to provide a basis for restructuring and private/foreign participation; estab-
lishment of a regulator independent from government; new power supply to be procured from
Independent Power Projects (IPPs) with long term Power Purchase Agreements; Vertical and
horizontal unbundling; Privatization of the unbundled generation and distribution companies;
establishment of competitive wholesale and retail markets.
2.2.3 The Emergence of Hybrid Electricity Markets
While many developing countries have attempted some form of reform of their electricity in-
dustries, they have rarely proceeded in the sequence suggested by the standard prescription [22]
and most are very far from bid-based competitive pools; highly managed markets with single
buyers are the norm [61]. Evidence of the benefits of privatization in developing countries is
unclear. A quantitative analysis of private sector participation in water and electricity utilities
[56] concludes that private sector delivers higher labour productivity and operational efficiency,
but no effect on investment levels or prices. The study was unable to say whether these effi-
ciency gains are captured as higher profits or likely to reduce the burden on state finances.
Furthermore, attracting Foreign Direct Investment depends in large part on the uncontrollable
global investment climate [61].
Most Sub-Saharan African countries are now characterized by what [18] has called hybrid
markets. These are power markets with elements of private sector participation such as IPPs
and partially unbundled and corporatized utilities, but in which a state-owned utility retains a
dominant position.
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2.3 Improving the Performance of African Utilities
It is not the intention of this thesis to analyze how institutional and regulatory change could
set developing world power systems on a better course. Nevertheless, for context we note that
developing countries can look to examples where loss making utilities placing an unsustainable
burden on national finances have been transformed. Examples from South America and India
are particularly pertinent, showing how utilities can dramatically reduce non-technical losses.
Several lessons can be drawn from the examples given in [57] which we briefly summarize
here. A more detailed summary of each case is given in Appendix 8.
Firstly, effective loss reduction is a partnership between utilities, law enforcement, government
and regulators; it relies upon credibly demonstrating government’s commitment to tackling
theft and creating a norm against electricity theft by publicizing cases of electricity theft and
enforcement. Secondly, effective technical measures such as tamper proof and prepayment
meters or medium voltage distribution networks can be highly effective but are expensive;
They should therefore be targeted based on careful analysis to identify where they will have
maximum impact. This often means that large consumers, who may have substantial political
power, must be targeted. This reinforces the need for government and law enforcement to be
committed partners in loss reduction. Furthermore, the analysis required to target loss reduction
efforts effectively requires that business practices be re-engineered around ensuring reliable
customer databases so that thieves can be detected efficiently through risk profiling.
Lastly, the link between tariffs, loss reduction and demand should not be ignored. Experience
in the cases analysed in [57] shows that making users pay for power that previously was
not billed/collected results in significantly reduced demand. Nevertheless, “In all successful
cases, a large share of non-technical losses was concentrated in users able to pay for cost-
reflective tariffs”. Toleration of losses is an implicit subsidy for those consumers who do not
pay by those who do. It may still be good policy to subsidize some of these consumers for
reasons of social policy. The experience of Argentina illustrates that redistributive aims in the
electricity supply industry can be achieved through explicit subsidies with an honest accounting
of costs. By allowing distribution companies to recover their full costs from consumers, they
have appropriate incentives expand electricity access. Serious consideration should be given to
how best to explicitly subsidize customers who cannot afford to pay a cost reflective tariff in a
system which generates enough revenue to do so.
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2.4 The Nigerian Case Study
2.4.1 History
Nigeria’s power system was developed under a state-owned system that began with the es-
tablishment of the Electricity Corporation of Nigeria 1951. This system was successful at
expanding capacity until investment stagnated in 80s and 90s [4]. By the early 2000s the
electricity supply industry had suffered decades of underinvestment and was hamstrung by
poor revenue collection and tariffs that did not reflect its costs. The result was poor service
quality with constant load shedding and regular system collapse. This energy crisis as supply
failed to keep up with demand prompted the government of Nigeria to begin a program of
power sector reform and privatization.
In 2001 Nigeria announced the intention to restructure the electricity supply industry and
privatize the National Electric Power Authority (NEPA). Privatization of NEPA’s assets was
completed in November 2013, signalling the commencement of the first stage of the reformed
industry.
2.4.2 Industry Structure
The ultimate destination of Nigeria’s energy market reforms is not clear. At present the system
is an example of a hybrid power market in which extensive state intervention in the power
market coexists with private investment in IPPs and electricity distribution companies.
The key market participants are 11 privately owned, regional monopoly distribution and retail
companies (referred to as Distribution Companies (DisCos) in Nigeria), numerous Generation
Companies (GenCos), a government backed wholesale trader (Nigerian Bulk Electricity Trader
(NBET)) and the state owned Transmission Company of Nigeria (TCN) which also has a
system/market operator function. Electricity is traded by power purchase agreements which
DisCos and GenCos enter into with the wholesale trader. The Nigerian Electricity Regulatory
Commission (NERC) sets distribution and generation tariffs through the Multi-Year Tariff
Order (MYTO) regulatory framework. The dispatch of the power system is centrally managed
rather than the result of market mechanism. The relationships between the current market
participants are summarized in Figure 2.1.
Below we compare the structure of the Nigerian electricity industry today to the Standard
Prescription for electricity market reform.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the Nigerian electricity supply industry
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Fully implemented
• Enacting legislation to allow restructuring and creation of regulatory agencies - Electric
Power Sector Reform Act (EPSRA) in 2005, inauguration of NERC October 2005
• Corporatization and commercialization of state-owned utilities - Nigeria Electricity Sup-
ply Company unbundled into 18 companies under flag of Power holding Company of
Nigeria: 11 distribution companies, 6 generation companies and 1 transmission company
and system/market operator
• Designation of an independent system operator – Fulfilled by TCN
• Privatization – Privatization of successor GenCos and DisCos completed November
2013. Niger Delta Power Holding Corporation to privatise remaining generation assets
built under Nigerian National Integrated Power Project scheme in 2000s. Private man-
agement installed in TCN under contract with Manitoba Hydro
Partially implemented
• Separating potentially competitive elements from natural monopoly elements – Gener-
ation and distribution companies separate from transmission company, DisCos retain
regional monopolies
• Independent power producers – IPPs predate EPSRA, but NERC regulation makes it
difficult to enter the market on the grid unless NBET is undertaking bidding for capacity.
Furthermore, third party generation is illegal, so entering into a private contract with a
large customer who is willing to pay, is not possible
Not implemented
• Regulating to promote efficient access transmission network
• Creation of wholesale markets for energy and ancillary services
• Separation of competitive elements of retail tariffs from regulated network charges
2.4.3 Electricity Supply Quality
The Nigerian Power system fails to meet total electricity demand. As a result, power shortages
have to be managed though load shedding at all hours of the day. The System Operator (SO)’s
direct control of load is limited to disconnecting large areas at the interface between the trans-
mission and distribution systems. Therefore, most load shedding is undertaken by the DisCos.
The DisCos can control the power drawn by connecting or disconnecting distribution feeders.
The role of the system operator is to give instructions to the DisCos telling them how much
electricity they should consume.
A core part of NERC’s policy, imposed under the MYTO, are proportional Load Allocation
targets for each DisCo region. The precise implementation of this policy has varied since the
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introduction of the MYTO, but the principle is that the level of load supplied in each DisCo
region over some time period should be a fixed proportion of the total level of load supplied.
The Load Allocation roughly corresponds to the proportion of customers in each DisCo. TCN
sets the daily Load Allocation which instructs DisCos how much power they are to consume.
This allocation may be revised in response to actual system conditions. The resultant load is
highly erratic because: a) the DisCos have poor knowledge of what the likely load is from any
given feeder; and b) poor maintenance means that circuit components regularly fail or trip.
2.4.4 Electricity Network
Approximately 80% of the on-grid generation capacity of the Nigerian system is supplied by
gas fired power stations. These are all located in the south of the country. The remainder is
supplied by 3 hydro-electric power stations located on the Niger River in the central western
part of the country. Loads are more evenly distributed over the country than generation. As
such the transmission system has to carry a lot of power over large distances to the north.
TCN produces daily reports detailing the daily operations of the power system. These show that
there is massive underutilization of capacity. The theoretical maximum capacity at all power
generating sites connected to the national grid is 11,345 MW. However, in the period from
privatization in November 2013 to January 2016 the average available generation capacity was
4281MW.
Despite having substantial reserves of natural gas, Nigeria lacks adequate infrastructure (in
terms of reliability and capacity) to supply its thermal generators with fuel. Most gas extracted
in Nigeria is either flared or re injected to enhance petroleum production [43]. In addition,
vandalism of the gas network, for political reasons and in connection with theft from oil
pipelines, has been blamed for much of the unreliability of the gas supply. [41] confirms that
Nigeria does not make full use of its abundant gas resources for power generation because a
lot of gas is flared or reinjected to enhance petroleum production. [43] also cites inadequate
supply of gas to thermal stations due to high level of gas flaring and vandalism of pipelines as
a major cause of underutilization of capacity.
We discuss the transmission network, installed generation capacity and the historical reliability
of that capacity in more detail when we describe a model of the transmission generation system
in Section 5.3.
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2.4.5 Electricity Demand
As we have observed, the Nigerian power supply system fails to meet total electricity demand.
In the context of a chronic power shortage we must distinguish between the electrical load
on the power system and the demand for electricity. We adopt the following terminology to
discuss difference between the actual load supplied and electricity demand. We refer to the
level of demand that is met by the constrained electricity supply as the suppressed demand
whereas the underlying level of electricity demand that customers connected to the grid would
consume if supply was not constrained is the unsuppressed demand. The difference between
unsuppressed demand and the suppressed demand is unsatisfied demand.
Load shedding causes a great deal of uncertainty about the demand for electricity because the
unsuppressed demand is never measured. Several published forecasts seem quite optimistic. For
instance, [45] present the results of forecasts of energy supply and demand for 2005 to 2030
based on International Atomic Energy Agency models. This forecast predicted peak demand
of between 28 and 64 GW by 2015 and supply was forecast to be between 28 and 31 GW.
TCN’s estimated of peak load varies from 12,800 MW just after privatization to 14,630 MW
in January 2016. A much lower figure was given by a load study commissioned by the Power
Holding Company of Nigeria commissioned from the consultancy Tractabel, which reported
in 2009. This study gave low, medium and high scenarios for the likely peak load values in
2010 of 4620, 4830 or 5100 MW respectively. In either case the potential load on the system is




Demand modelling is of great importance for efficient operation, control and planning of power
systems. However, in a chronic power shortage demand cannot be directly measured from
observed load because this does not consider the unsatisfied demand due to load-shedding. In
the context of a chronic power shortage we must distinguish between the electrical load on the
power system and the demand for electricity. In order to balance the supply and load during
a power shortage the Distribution System Operators (DSOs) constrain demand by shedding
load (i.e. implementing rolling blackouts). We refer to the level of demand that is met by
the constrained electricity supply as the suppressed demand whereas the underlying level of
electricity demand that customers connected to the grid would consume if supply was not
constrained is the unsuppressed demand. The difference between unsuppressed demand and
the suppressed demand is unsatisfied demand. The objective of this chapter is develop methods
for making short term forecasts of: 1) the electrical load on the power system conditional on
particular load shedding decisions of the DSO (i.e. the suppressed demand); and 2) the latent
demand level (i.e. the unsuppressed demand). In addition to forecasting we would also like to
estimate the historic unsuppressed demand conditional on the observed suppressed demand.
Our methods are agnostic to the cause of the power shortage which may be due to a shortage
of generation capacity, transmission capacity or primary energy sources.
In many developing countries there is often a significant unconnected demand from consumers
who are unable to get a grid connection or choose to meet their demand from off-grid sources
because of reliability issues. Unconnected demand is outside the scope of this chapter. Fur-
thermore, it is not the intention of this chapter to estimate what the electricity demand would
be if load shedding were to be substantially reduced or eliminated. This would likely cause
behavioural changes that are not accounted for by our models.
Standard methods for forecasting electricity demand cannot be straightforwardly applied to
power systems in a state of chronic load shedding. During a period of load shedding only the
suppressed demand, not the unsuppressed load can be measured directly. However, the sup-
pressed load is determined both by the latent unsuppressed demand and by the load shedding
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decisions of the DSO. Therefore, it would not be adequate to merely apply standard electricity
forecasting methods to the suppressed demand without in some way taking account of the load
shedding policy.
This chapter proposes two forecasting approaches based on the Linear Guassian State Space
Model (LGSSM). We test these methods using a new dataset obtained from a DSO operating in
conditions of chronic power shortage. The average availability level of feeders in our data set is
approximately 40%. We also know the number of customers supplied by each feeder according
to the DSO’s customer database. The customer numbers are broken down by tariff category
into residential, commercial, industrial, street lighting and “special” customers.
We note that as in developed power systems the forecasting problem is likely to become more
difficult with increasing penetration of distributed variable-output renewable energy sources.
However, because of low renewable energy penetration it is unlikely that energy demand is yet
materially affected by distributed renewables [3].
3.1.1 Electricity Demand Forecasting
The subject of short-term electricity demand forecasting has been widely studied. Popular
procedures include ARIMA methods [13], the Kalman filter [32] and exponential smoothing
[51]. A recent trend is the increased use of Neural networks which are appealing to model non-
linear relationships between demand and weather variables. However, the advantages of Neural
networks for short-term electricity forecasting unclear[13]. Another trend in the literature is
towards probabilistic forecasts which aim to predict a probability distribution for future demand
and provide a better quantification of uncertainty in addition to providing a point estimate
[29]. For longer term forecasts it is important to capture the effect of more variables than
the history of demand so approaches that model the relationship between electricity demand
and exogenous variables (e.g. temperature) are popular. Some time series methods allow for
exogenous regressor terms or explicitly model the evolution of the regressor variables and their
correlation to electricity demand. However, [51] observes that multivariate modelling is usually
considered impractical for real-time, on-line forecasting and univariate modelling is sufficiently
accurate over short time scales because the effect of exogenous variables is captured in the
demand series itself.
Medium to long term forecasts of electricity demand are often done using econometric methods
that estimate the relationships between demand and exogenous variables like economic activity,
population growth and climate and weather variables. This is not the direct aim of the models
developed in this chapter. However, we note that a precondition for this is a reliable record of
past electricity demand, but in a long-term power shortage electricity demand cannot be directly
measured from the suppressed load. For example [34] and [2] investigate the relationship
between electricity consumption and economic activity in Nigeria. Their efforts are hampered
by the level of load shedding which means that the level of consumption is driven largely
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by supply rather than demand. Models which allow the historical unsuppressed demand to be
estimated would therefore by of use.
A 2009 study, carried out on behalf of the Power Holding Company of Nigeria by the con-
sultancy Tracrabel attempted to calculate the unsuppressed electricity demand using energy
billings, injected energy and peak load as proxies. Two of their methods relied on extrapolating
trends that are estimated using data before the Nigerian supply shortage became particularly
acute. The inaccuracy of these methods should be expected to be substantial. Firstly because of
the length of time elapsed since the data that was extrapolated. Secondly because this ignores
the causal effect that long-term load shedding may have had in damping growth in electricity
demand. The other methods also made dubious assumptions that there are no distribution
system constraints and that the effect of load shedding only reduced load at peak hours. At best
these methods can hope to give a coarse-grained estimate of the maximum load. They cannot
give any useful guidance on the shape of the load curve throughout the day or the relationship
between demand and factors such as temperature or economic variables.
3.1.2 Overview of Our Models
Load-shedding is carried out by disconnecting distribution feeders. This disconnection can take
place at different levels in the network hierarchy. At a higher voltage level switching a single
breaker might disconnect multiple feeders each of which can also be individually switched.
The load measured at higher levels in the network hierarchy therefore depends on which lower
level feeders are connected. When only a subset of the lower level feeders are connected the
measured load does not include demand from the disconnected feeders. At a sufficiently low
level in the network hierarchy there are breakers which control only a single feeder. In this
chapter I will use the term distribution feeder to refer only to a sub-branch of the distribution
network below which there is no further load-shedding.
In our Agreggated Structural Models (ASM) approach we assume that when a distribution
feeder is connected, the recorded load gives a measure of the unsuppressed demand on that
feeder. The fundamental problem is therefore one of modelling time series with a high degree
of missing data. The state space approach to time series modelling using the Kalman filter
is well suited to time series with a lot of missing data. In the state space approach to time
series modelling we assume the time series is composed of various unobserved components
and posit and explicit stochastic model for each of them. If the model is linear and Gaussian,
then the Kalman filter can be applied to the state space representation to efficiently calculate
the maximum likelihood estimates of the unobserved components conditional on the observed
data and the assumed stochastic model. The parameters of the stochastic model can then be
optimized to maximize the likelihood.
An appropriate state space model to represent electricity demand is the so called “structural
model” in which the observed series is assumed to be composed of unobserved stochastic
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processes representing periodic “seasonal” effects and variation in the local “level” of the series
and a random observation error. In the short-term electricity demand is subject to transient
local variations due to, for example, metrological and social phenomena as well as periodic
variations over daily, weekly and longer timescales. These phenomena are accounted for by the
structural model. We can therefore model the unsuppressed electricity demand on each feeder
by a structural model and sum the estimated loads on the connected feeders to estimate the
suppressed load. Hence, we refer to this as the Aggregated Structural Models approach. The
underlying assumption is that the observation errors and stochastic evolution of each feeder
is independent of the others. Over the short-term (i.e. several hours) this may be a reasonable
approximation. We discuss how we can relax this assumption in Section 3.3.4.
Our approach directly models non stationary features that are inherent to electricity demand
data and performs interpolation of the missing data. The alternative approach of first removing
non stationary features by differencing and then modelling the residuals as a stationary series is
problematic in our case. In order to difference the time series, we would have to first interpolate
the data gaps. The quantity of missing data means that the resulting model would give a good
fit to the interpolated data at the expense of the real data.
Our Dynamic Structural Regression (DSR) approach is motivated by the observation that rather
than modelling each individual feeder we might prefer to model the unsuppressed demand of
the whole DSO with a structural model. Of course, we have no observations of unsuppressed
demand to fit this model. However, if we assume that customers are homogeneous then the
suppressed demand is given by multiplying the unsuppressed demand by the proportion of
total customers connected. The level of unsuppressed demand then plays the role of a time
varying regression coefficient which can be estimated using the Kalman Filter. We propose
a model in which the level of unsuppressed demand is assumed to follow the dynamics of
the Structural Model. We can form a State-Space model where an unobserved state variable,
the unsuppressed demand, is multiplied by an exogenous regression variable, the proportion
of customers connected, to give the mean of the observation distribution. We can relax the
assumption of customer homogeneity by breaking down the customer numbers into differ-
ent categories (e.g. residential and industrial) and forming a different model for each type
of customer. This allows us to better model the effects of connecting feeders with different
mixtures of customer types. In summary this model is a dynamic regression model in which
the regression coefficients are assumed to vary over time according to a Structural Model, hence
the name Dynamic Structural Regression.
Time varying parameter models in which unobserved regression coefficients evolve according
to a random walk or stationary process have been studied in the econometrics literature (for
example in [12] and [24]). However, to the best of our knowledge the DSR model has not
been previously studied. By using a structural model for the coefficients our model is better
able to handle periodic variation in the coefficients. This model applies to the general case
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where a time series of observations are given by the product of a known level of “measurement
effort” and an underlying process with stochastic dynamics that can be well approximated by
a structural model. An alternative way of handling periodicity in dynamic regression models
is with dynamic factor models as in[15]. This involves transforming the time series into a
lower frequency multivariate time series. We do not pursue this because our aim is to compare
the customer regression based approach exemplified by the DSR model to the feeder bases
approach exemplified by the ASM approach. An interesting topic for future work would be
to compare how different ways of incorporating periodicity into dynamic regression models
compare for signal extraction and forecasting purposes.
In the next section we provide a detailed description of our methods. We first review the general
LGSSM before going on to describe how our ASM and DSR models are represented in state
space form. We then discus two modifications to the models to account for autocorrelated errors
and possible correlations between individual feeders respectively. In the subsequent section we
carry out an empirical comparison of our methods using a real dataset of feeder level electricity
demand and customer numbers obtained from a DSO operating under conditions of continual
load shedding. We first consider the accuracy of point forecasts and then theoretical forecast
error distributions of our models.
3.2 Theoretical Background
3.2.1 The Linear Gaussian State Space Model
Consider a discrete time stochastic process Y with individual elements yi. The basic time series
problem is to infer the distribution (or some other statistical property such as the expectation)
of yt ∈ Y given a set of noisy measurements {yi : i ∈ {1,2, ...τ}}. If τ < t we call this problem
forecasting, if τ = t we call the problem filtering and if τ > t we call the problem smoothing.
For a time series model in state space form the observation yt is assumed to be a linear
combination of the elements of a state vector αt plus a normally distributed observation error
εt .
The relationship between the state at time t and t +1 is given by a deterministic linear function
plus a vector of normally distributed state disturbances ηt .
The model can be summarized in matrix form:
yt = Ztαt + εt , (3.1)
αt+1 = Ttαt +Rtηt (3.2)
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with εt ∼ N(0,Ht) and η ∼ N(0,Qt)
Equation 3.1 is the observation equation and Equation 3.2 is the state transition equation.
In order specify a LGSSM we must define the design matrix Zt , state transition matrix Tt ,
selection matrix Rt , observation error covariance matrix Ht and state disturbance covariance
matrix Qt . In the general case these matrices can have time varying components, hence they
are indexed by t. The model is called time-invariant if the state space models do not vary with
time.
Why We Do Not Use the “Innovations” State Space Model
Two approaches to formulating state space models are distinguished by how the state is as-
sumed to evolve over time. In the conventional state space approach, the state is assumed
to evolve according to a stochastic process which is independent of the observation errors.
By contrast in the “innovations” approach the state is assumed to evolve in a deterministic
fashion conditional on the value of the forecast error, so the next state can be updated exactly.
As a result, innovations State Space models are computationally easier to fit because they
do not require the Kalman filter. The innovations approach is extensively developed in [31].
These models are shown to provide a theoretical justification for commonly used “exponen-
tial smoothing” forecasting procedures. Exponential smoothing methods have been applied
to electricity demand in [51] and [52]. We choose to focus on the conventional state space
approach using the Kalman filter in this chapter because of the sound theoretical treatment of
missing data by the conventional state space approach and the ready availability of software
for forming custom state space models. Henceforth we use the term State Space model to refer
to the conventional State Space approach using multiple independent sources of error and the
Kalman filter.
3.2.2 The Kalman Filter and Smoother
Given a LGSSM and a known initial state (or known probability distribution of the initial state)
and known variances for the state disturbance terms and observation error we can compute
the maximum likelihood estimates for the state at time t + 1 conditional on all the prior data,
at+1 = E[αt+1|y1, ...yt ] using the Kalman filter.
Let the forecast error at time t be given by vt = yt −Ztat and suppose that the state estimation
error covariance matrix Pt is known. The Kalman Filtering recursion is given by the equations:
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Ft = ZtPtZ′t +Ht , (3.3)
Lt = Tt −KtZt , (3.4)
Kt = TtPtZ′t F
−1
t , (3.5)
at+1 = Ttat +Ktvt , (3.6)
Pt+1 = TtPtL′t +RtQtR
′
t (3.7)
Equation 3.3 is the forecast error covariance matrix, 3.4 is used as part of 3.5 to calculate the
Kalman gain matrix. These are used to update the estimated state in 3.6. 3.7 updates the state
estimation covariance matrix.
Note that at , Pt and Ft are calculated based on all observations available before time t. We will
use the notation Xt|s to mean the estimate of X at time t given information up to and including
time s. We adopt the convention that Xt = Xt|t−1.
Initializing the Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter defined the estimated state at and state estimation error covariance Pt recur-
sively. Therefore, some initial values must be specified.
The Kalman filter has its origins in engineering applications where it is often practical to
initialize with a known state, or a known mean and variance. In most time series applications
this is not practical, except for stationary time series where the unconditional mean and variance
can be derived. Where this is not possible a common approach is to use “diffuse” initialization.
This involves making the assumption that the initial states have infinite variance. This requires
some modifications to be made to the Kalman Filter algorithm, but it can be approximated by
using a very large variance relative to the variance of the error terms. This is the approach
implemented in the python package statsmodels [46]. Because of the approximate diffuse
initialization, we discard the first k data points after initialization when assessing the goodness
of fit or forecasting performance of the models. k is typically set to the dimension of the state
vector. This is a practical approach to getting rid of the effect of initialization for our data




An application of the Kalman filter implies particular values for the observation and disturbance
terms. Since these are serially independent (by the assumptions of the model) and have known
variance we can easily evaluate the likelihood of the data given particular parameter values for
the variance of the state disturbances and observation errors. It is then possible to optimize the
parameter values to maximize the likelihood.
Forecasting With the Kalman Filter
Suppose we have a time series which we have observed up to time s and we want to forecast up
to some forecast horizon h. That is, we want forecasts for all times t : s< t < t+h. Let’s assume
we have used the Kalman filter to compute the estimated state as and the state estimation error
covariance matrix Ps.
We can forecast the time series by computing the expected value of the state, αt , and multiply-
ing by Zt . To do this we project the estimated state at forwards recursively by multiplying the
estimated state by the transition matrix Tt to get the expected value of the state at time t +1
Forecast uncertainty
The error of our forecast will be given by the error in our estimation of the state and the
observation noise. The contribution to the forecast error from the state estimation error is given
by ZtPtZ′t . This is independent of the observation noise which has known variance denoted Ht .
The Forecast error covariance matrix is therefore given by Ft = ZtPtZ′t +Ht .
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Aggregated Structural Models (ASM)
Here we define the state space representation of the structural model that we use to model each
feeder.
We define the observed demand on feeder i, di,t to be the sum of two state variables, µi,t and
γi,t and a normally distributed error εi,t ∼ N(0,σ2ε ).
µi,t is defined so as to model local trends and occasional shocks to the level of the series using
a simple random walk model:
µi,t+1 = µi,t +ξi,t
where ξi,t ∼ N(0,σ2ξ )
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γi,t models “seasonal” effects that repeat with a period of constant length. Let s be the number
of time periods in a single seasonal cycle, e.g. s = 24 for hourly data and daily seasonality. We
can use either a time domain or frequency domain model for the seasonal component.
The time domain approach models the seasonal effects by a unique additive effect for each
period within the seasonal cycle which are required to sum to 0. We can calculate the seasonal




γi,t+1− j. Allowing the seasonal
terms to evolve over time is a simple matter of adding an error variable ωi,t ∼ N(0,σ2ω) to the
right hand side of this equation.
The frequency domain approach involves expressing the seasonal component as a sum of
trigonometric terms at frequencies λ j =
2π j







γi, j,t+1 = γi, j,tcos(λ j)+ γ∗i, j,tsin(λ j)+ωi,t
γ∗i, j,t+1 =−γi, j,tsin(λ j)+ γ∗i, j,tcos(λ j)+ω∗i,t
ωi,t ∼ N(0,σ2ωi) and ω
∗
i,t ∼ N(0,σ2ω∗i )
If the full range of frequencies is included then the frequency domain model is identical to
the time domain model, however it is possible to drop some of the frequencies to obtain a
more parsimonious model for complex seasonal patterns. For example, suppose we are working
with hourly data that displays a daily pattern and weekly pattern. It may be possible to model
the weekly pattern with just the frequencies for j = 1,2,3 and the daily pattern with just
the frequencies j = 7,8. It is common to set the variances equal for the disturbance terms
at all frequencies j, however, in principle they can be allowed to vary. In the example just
discussed it might be desirable to have a different variance for the frequencies modelling the
weekly seasonality to those modelling daily seasonality. For these reasons we prefer to use the
frequency domain approach.
Putting this all together we get the observation equation:
di,t = µi,t + γi,t + εi,t
And the following transition equations:






γi, j,t+1 = γi, j,tcos(λ j)+ γ∗i, j,tsin(λ j)+ωi, j,t
γ∗i, j,t+1 =−γi, j,tsin(λ j)+ γ∗i, j,tcos(λ j)+ω∗i, j,t
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i, j,t ∼ N(0,σ2ω∗j )
The matrix form of the basic structural model is well known and is documented, for example,
in [17]. We now define the matrices required to define the dynamic regression model in state
space form.
3.3.2 Dynamic Structural Regression (DSR)
Let dt denote the total demand from all feeders connected at time t and let nx,t denote the
proportion of customers of type x that are connected at time t. Let us assume that there are four
categories of customers and that the indices R,C,D and S stand for residential, commercial,
industrial and special, and street lighting customers respectively.
A multiple linear regression model for dt is given by:
dt = βRnR,t +βCnC,t +βDnD,t +βSnS,t + εt
εt ∼ N(0,σ2ε )
where βx is the regression coefficient for customer type x ∈ {R,C,D,S}.
The regression coefficients can be interpreted as estimates of total unsuppressed demand for all
customers of each customer category. This multiple linear regression model assumes that the
unsuppressed demand remains constant over time. This is an implausible assumption because
of periodic variation at various time scales and because of transient variation in the level of
demand due to, for example, changing weather patterns.
To account for this, we propose a dynamic regression model in which the regression coefficients
have a stochastically evolving mean and periodic component:
dt = βR,tnR,t +βC,tnC,t +βD,tnD,t +βS,tnS,t + εt
βx,t = µx,t + γx,t , ∀x ∈ {R,C,D,S}







γ j,x,t+1 = γ j,x,tcos(λ j)+ γ∗j,x,tsin(λ j)+ω j,x,t
γ∗j,x,t+1 =−γ j,x,tsin(λ j)+ γ∗j,x,tcos(λ j)+ω j,x,t
λ j =
2π j
s for j = 1, ..., [s/2]
and εt ∼ N(0,σ2ε ), ηx,t ∼ N(0,σ2η) and ω j,x,t ∼ N(0,σ2ω)
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Matrix Form of Dynamic Structural Regression Model
We wish to define a design matrix Zt and state vector αt such that Ztαt = βR,tnR,t +βC,tnC,t +
βD,tnD,t +βS,tnS,t where βx,t is defined as in the section above.
The state vector can be divided into two sets of state variables:
αt = (µt ,γt)
T
The first part of the state vector gives the current level of the random walk for each regression
coefficient:
µt = (µR,t ,µC,t ,µD,t ,µS,t)










The regression coefficient for customer category x ∈ {R,C,D,S} has 2 state variables for each
harmonic frequency, h, included in the model: γxh,t and γ
x∗
h,t .
The seasonal components of each regression coefficient are given by concatenating these state
variables. Assuming the the full range of harmonics for 24-hour seasonality is included this










Let nx,t denote the proportion of customers of category x ∈ {R,C,D,S} connected at time t and
Nx,t denote the vector containing 12 repetitions of (nx,t ,0) (i.e. one for each harmonic).






γxh,t)nx,t = βR,tnR,t +βC,tnC,t +βD,tnD,t +βS,tnS,t
where βx,t = µx,t + γx,t , ∀x ∈ {R,C,D,S}, as required.
We now wish to define a transition matrix T , vector of disturbance terms ηt and selection
matrix R in such a way that T αt +Rηt = αt+1 correctly updates µx,t and γx,t to µx,t+1 and γx,t+1
according to the relations defined in the previous section.
Let us define C = diag[C1, ...,C12] with C j =
[
cosλ j sinλ j
−sinλ j cosλ j
]
and λ j =
2π j
s for j = 1, ...,12.
The vector of disturbance terms is given by ηt =(ηR,t ,ηC,t ,ηD,t ,ηA,t ,ω j,R,t ,ω j,C,t ,ω j,D,t ,ω j,S,t)T
Let en denote the n element column vector of ones.
Then if we define R = diag[I4,e24,e24,e24,e24] and T = diag[I4,C,C,C,C] we will have T αt +
Rηt = αt+1 as required.
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3.3.3 Accounting for Autocorrelated Errors
The LGSSM assumes that the observation errors and state disturbance terms are serially inde-
pendent. If this assumption is not satisfied, then a possible fix is to supplement both the models
above by adding states that evolve according to stationary autoregressive processes.
Let ψt denote a process which evolves according to a first order autoregressive process with
autoregressive parameter Θ and error variance σψ .
We replace the observation equation of the structural model for each feeder with:
di,t = µi,t + γi,t +ψi,t + εi,t
In the DSR case we replace the equation defining the regression coefficient for customer type
x with:
βx,t = µx,t + γx,t +ψx,t , ∀x ∈ {R,C,D,S}
There are various ways that an autoregressive process can be represented in state space form;
we adopt the method of [26].
3.3.4 Accounting for Correlation of Errors Between Feeders
The ASM approach assumes that the errors of the structural models for each feeder are inde-
pendent. In practice this is unlikely to be true. It is well known that electricity consumption is
correlated with weather patterns and social events which are likely to be correlated between
feeders.
One approach for handling this is to replace the observation equation for each of the n feeder
models with the single equation yt = Zαt + εt where yt is an n dimensional vector of demand
observations and αt is the state vector formed by concatenating the states of all n independent
feeder models. εt is an n dimensional vector of observation errors with multivariate normal
distribution: εt ∼ N(0,H) where H is an n by n covariance matrix. If we have p states, then
the pn dimensional state disturbance vector is multivariate normally distributed with a pn by
pn covariance matrix. The deterministic part of the evolution of the state for each feeder is
therefore independent of every other feeder, but the observation errors and state disturbance
terms are correlated. [17] refered to this model as “seemingly unrelated time series equations”.
However, this requires the estimation of an n by n covariance matrix H and pn by pn covariance
matrix Q which is impractical given the number of feeders we must model. Therefore, we
propose a more computationally tractable, two-stage approach by combining our ASM and
DSR methods.
We first use the DSR model to arrive at an estimate of unsuppressed demand for all the feeders.
We then supplement all the structural models in the ASM approach with a linear regression term
with the estimated unsuppressed demand from the DSR model as the exogenous covariate.
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The effect of this is that each of the structural models in the ASM approach models the
difference between the demand on that feeder and what would be expected given the estimated
overall demand. Thus, the assumption of independence between the feeder observation errors
is replaced with an assumption of independence conditional on the level of overall demand
estimated by the DSR model.
3.3.5 Theoretical Forecast Error Variance
According to the ASM model the total demand is the sum of the demand on the connected
feeders. Let xi,t be a binary variable taking the value 1 at time t if feeder i is connected, 0




Where di,t is the demand on feeder i modelled by the state space observation equation:
di,t = Zi,tαi,t + εi,t
The state αi,t is not known so at time s < t we estimate it with using the Kalman filter by ai,t|s.
Our forecast demand is therefore given by ∑
i,t
xi,tZi,tai,t|s. Under the assumptions of the model
the true demand is distributed around this forecast according to the distribution of the sum of
the forecast errors.
According to the DSR model the proportion of connected customers of type i connected at time
t is ni,t . The total demand from customers of type i is given by the coefficient βi,t . The total
demand is dt = ∑
i
ni,tβi,t + εt
This can be represented in state space matrix form as shown in Section 3.3.2 by defining the
design matrix as a function of the vector of connected customers of each type, Zi,t = Z(nt).
The coefficients for each customer type are contained in the state vector αt , estimated at time
s < t by ai,t|s. The forecast demand from the DSR method is therefore given by Zi,tαi,t|s and
is normally distributed around this with variance given by Ft = Z(nt)PtZ(nt)′+Ht . All other
things being equal he forecast variance increases quadratically with ni,t .
For both ASM and DSR the forecast variance is higher when more feeders are connected. In
practice this tends to mean that the variance is highest at night because more feeders can be
connected at off-peak hours.
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Multiplicative Models
It is sometimes more plausible to think that a time series has greater variance at times when
the series has a high value. In the context of electricity demand we might think that the peak
demand level has more uncertainty than off-peak demand. One way to handle this is to specify
a model structure so that the errors are proportional to the level of the time series
Consider the following multiplicative model where yt is the observed value, αt and βt are
stochastically evolving states and εt is an independent error term.
yt = (αt +βt + γt)∗ εt
This model is non-linear so we cannot put it in the form of a LGSSM and apply the Kalman fil-
ter to estimate the states. However, if the states and observation errors are combined multiplica-
tively then we can lake the natural logarithm of both sides to obtain an additive decomposition
as follows:
yt = αt ∗βt ∗ γt ∗ εt
ln(yt) = ln(αt ∗βt ∗ γt ∗ εt)
ln(yt) = ln(αt)+ ln(βt)+ ln(γt)+ ln(εt)
The additively decomposed form can be modelled by a LGSSM which implies that εt has a
log-normal distribution.
Recall the structural model defined in Section 3.3.1. By taking logarithms we obtain a model
in which the mean, seasonal component and error combine multiplicatively and for which the
values of the time series are restricted to the positive real numbers.
This modelling approach is much less appealing as a modification of the DSR model developed
in Section 3.3.2.
Suppose we model ln(dt) by the multiple linear regression model:
ln(dt) = βRnR,t +βCnC,t +βDnD,t +βSnS,t + εt
It follows that
dt = e(βRnR,t)+ e(βCnC,t)+ e(βDnD,t)+ e(βSnS,t)+ e(εt)
which implies a non-linear relationship between the proportion of each customer type con-
nected and demand which is not a plausible model.
An alternative approach is to exploit the fact that the LGSSM allows the variance of the
observation error and state disturbances to vary over time. This variation over time is exogenous
to the model. Therefore, it is possible in principle to define variance as a function of time in
such a way that the variance exhibits a periodic pattern and is higher during peak hours. We can
fit the parameters of such a function at the same time as fitting the parameters of the LGSSM.
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3.4 Empirical Comparison of Methods
In this section we evaluate and compare our models by applying them to a dataset obtained
from a Nigerian DisCo. The dataset consists of hourly records of the load on a set of distribution
feeders that have been manually recorded by distribution substation operators. At the beginning
of every hour a numerical value is recorded if the feeder is energized. Otherwise the status of
the feeder is recorded with a character string representing events such as load shedding (L/S)
or system outages (S/O). In order to fit the DSR models (and the ASM models which use the
DSR output as exogenous covariates) we need to supplement this data with the proportion of
customers of each type that are connected in every hour. In the Nigerian case customers are
divided by type and size into 14 categories as shown in Table 3.1. We have access to a dataset
giving the number of active customers supplied by each feeder on a monthly basis split by tariff
categories. We can interpolate this data to create an hourly dataset. We then take the sum over
all the connected feeders to calculate the number of connected customers and then normalize
this by dividing by the total number of customers.
Jos Electricity Distribution Company (JEDC) operates a large franchise area in the North
East of Nigeria. By comparison with larger distribution companies covering Nigeria’s major
metropolitan areas its distribution network is less dense and connects fewer customers. The
dataset contains data from 76 distribution feeders and is available from January 2017 to May
2018. However, for reasons of practicality we restrict our attention to the period starting in the
first hour of 2nd January up to and ending after the last hour of the 1st April 2017. This is
sufficient data to fit the models without over fitting (As we demonstrate in the out of sample
analysis in Section 3.4.3) and means we can fit the models in a practical amount of time. A
further benefit of limiting the scope is that this period does not contain any public holidays or
other special days, so it avoids the need to account for these within the model (Although this
can be easily achieved in the state space framework with dummy intervention variables).
3.4.1 Model Building
We have described two general families of model, the ASM and DSR model. The ASM model
relies upon fitting a Structural Model to each feeder. The DSR approach models demand
at a more aggregated level by modelling the relationship between the number of connected
customers and the resultant demand as a dynamic regression model. Within each model family
there are some further modelling decisions to be made.
The number of potential models within each model type is quite large. It is not practical to ex-
haustively fit and compare all the potential model configurations. We study the results of fitting
a basic version of the ASM and DSR models using a model of the daily effects with 5 seasonal
harmonic frequencies. In addition we try supplementing each model with and autoregressive
order 1 model as described in Section 3.3.3. Finally, we include the unsuppressed demand as





R1 431 Life-Line (50 kWh) A consumer who uses his premises
exclusively as a residence- house,
flat or multi-storeyed house
R2 162333 Single and 3-phase
R3 108 LV Maximum De-
mand
R4 8 HV Maximum De-
mand (11/33KV)
Commercial
C1 20158 Single and 3-phase A consumer who uses his premises
for any purpose other than exclu-
sively as a residence or as a factory
for manufacturing goods
C2 585 LV Maximum De-
mand
C3 8 HV Maximum De-
mand (11/33KV)
Industrial
D1 1429 Single and 3-phase A consumer who uses his premises
for manufacturing goods including
welding and ironmongery
D2 1 LV Maximum De-
mand
D3 4 HV Maximum De-
mand (11/33KV)
Special
A1 945 Single and 3-phase Customers such as agriculture and
agro-allied industries, water boards,
religious houses, government and
teaching hospitals, government re-
search institutes and educational es-
tablishments
A2 88 LV Maximum De-
mand




S1 15 Single and 3-phase
Table 3.1: Nigerian Customer Tariff Categories and Customer Numbers in Jos EEDC at start
of year 2018
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estimated by the DSR model with and autoregressive error as an exogenous regression variable
in the ASM approach. This gives 6 models, each of which we associate with a short acronym:
ASM - Aggregated Structural Models
ASM_ar - Aggregated Structural Models with AR(1) state
ASM_corr - Aggregated Structural Models with exogenous covariate from DSM_ar model
ASM_corr_ar - Aggregated Structural Models with exogenous covariate from DSM_ar model
and AR(1) state for each regression coefficient
DSR - Dynamic Structural Regression
DSR_ar - Dynamic Structural Regression with AR(1) state for each regression coefficient
Representation of Daily and Weekly Seasonal Effects
For both model types we can choose whether to include a model of daily seasonal effects and if
so, which harmonic frequencies of 12 to include in the model. Similarly, there are potentially 84
harmonic frequencies that could be included in a model of weekly seasonal effects. Arguably
only the largest 6 of these that have a period longer than one day should be considered since
effects with a shorter period will be captured in the model of daily seasonality.
The choice of 5 seasonal harmonics for the daily seasonal model and no representation of
weekly seasonality was based on some preliminary experiments where we used the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) to select the best fitting model. The AIC is a commonly used
goodness of fit statistic used to compare models with different numbers of parameters. For a
state space model where ω is the dimension of the parameter vector ψ̂ and q is the number of
diffuse initialized states the AIC is defined thus: AIC = −2logL(y|ψ̂)+2(q+ω)n [17]. This has the
effect of penalizing models with more parameters and diffuse states.
Selection of Covariates for the DSR Model
For the DSR model we have some options with respect to how we group customers into
different customer classes. It is not practical to infer dynamic regression coefficients for all 14
customer categories, therefore we need to aggregate the customer categories together somehow.
The number of possible aggregations is very large. We will simplify this modelling choice by
just considering the following grouping of customers:
Group all residential customers together and then group the remaining customers by size.
Residential: R1, R2, R3, R4, S1; Small: C1, D1, A1; Medium: C2, D2, A2; Large: C3, D3,
A3.
This selection of customers was based on some preliminary experiments where we grouped
customers by type rather than size as follows:
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Group all customers by type. Residential: R1, R2, R3, R4, S1; Commercial: C1, C2, C3;
Industrial: D1, D2, D3; Special: A1, A2, A3.
We observed that the coefficients for the commercial, industrial and special categories were
often quite erratic suggesting their is not the required level of customer homogeneity in these
categories.
3.4.2 Model Fit
We first fit our models to 1080 hours of data and evaluate how well the modelling assumptions
of the LGSSM are satisfied. The assumptions of the LGSSM are that the state and observation
disturbances are normally distributed, serially independent and have the same variance at all
time periods (homoskedasticity). Durbin and Koopman [17] suggest visually assessing the
following plots of the standardized forecast residuals to test these assumptions: a plot of the
standardized residuals over time; a histogram of the standardised residuals compared to its
kernel density estimate and the standard normal Probability Density Function (PDF); A normal
Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot of the standardised residuals; and the autocorrelogram of the
standardized residuals.
First, we consider the basic ASM model. A representative example of these diagnostic plots for
4 arbitrarily selected feeder is given in Figure 3.1. Diagnostic plots for all feeders are available
in Appendix 9.
The time plots of the standardized residuals for all feeders exhibit large “spikes” indicative of
outliers or structural breaks. In addition, for some of the feeders the size of the errors seems
not to be similarly distributed over time, meaning that the homoskedasticity assumptions are
not well satisfied. For example, the first feeder seems to have higher variance in the middle of
the series which suggests a structural break occurred in the underlying data generating process.
The normal QQ plot should match the line y = x if the standardized residuals are normally
distributed. For most of the feeders this plot is strongly indicative that the forecast errors are not
in fact normal. This could either mean that the model structure is flawed or that the disturbances
are not normal. The general shape is indicative that the standardized forecast residuals are
heavier tailed than the normal distribution. However, feeder 4 in our example is an exception;
the QQ plot closely matches the line y = x which is indicative that the standardized residuals
are close to normally distributed.
However, looking at the kernel density estimate what is most apparent is that more probabil-
ity mass is concentrated very close to the mean of the distribution. The autocorrelogram is
suggestive of some residual autocorrelation which motivated us to consider adding an AR(1)
error.
In Figure 3.2 we plot the observed values and one-step-ahead predictions for a representative
examples of feeders. Similar plots for all feeders are available in the appendix. These plots
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Figure 3.1: Diagnostic plots of structural models for a selection of feeders
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illustrate the presence of outliers and structural breaks. We speculate that the structural breaks
are caused by faults in the network that result in the disconnection of a fraction of the cus-
tomers served by a given feeder. In principle a DisCo could gather this information and use
dummy intervention variables to indicate when a fault occurred which may improve the model
performance.
Diagnostic plots for the DSR model are given in Figure 3.3. By comparison with the structural
models the standardized forecast residuals for the DSR model are closer to a normal distribution
although the normal QQ plot still gives reason to believe that the residuals have a heavier
tailed distribution than the normal distribution. The plot of the standardized residuals shows 4
particularly large values relative to the other observations.
3.4.3 Forecast Performance
For practical purposes it is useful to know the forecasting performance of our models for
different forecast lead times. The longer the lead time for which accurate forecasts can be
provided then the further ahead that distribution system operators can use them for planning.
In the context of power systems in many developing countries DSOs lack the funds to in-
stall automated Supervisory Control and Data Aquisition (SCADA) systems and unreliable
communications infrastructure and procedures mean that it may be difficult to obtain demand
information in real time. As a result, forecasts even for the hour immediately ahead may in
practice be multi-step forecasts because they have to be made without up-to-date information.
We therefore compute forecast performance statistics for a forecast lead time up to 24 hours.
To compare models with different numbers of parameters it is common to compute statistics
such as the AIC which penalize models with more parameters. In our case this is problematic
because the ASM approach is fitted to a dataset containing more information by modelling
each individual feeder time series. Therefore, rather than computing the AIC our approach is
to perform an out of sample analysis.
Common measures of forecasting performance are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE). We study both
the MAPE and MAE statistic to assess the forecast performance of our models. A major
advantage of the MASE over the MAPE is that it allows forecast comparisons between different
time series, but that is not necessary for our purposes. The MAPE is undefined when the true
value of the series is 0 which is the case for some of our values. However, the zero values
correspond to times when no customers are connected, in which case we will always forecast
0 demand. Therefore, we remove these data points for the calculation of the MAPE.
In the left hand plot of Figure 3.4 we compare the MAE for all model types calculated on the
training data. In general, the MAE of the DSR methods is worse than the ASM methods at all
forecast lead times. Unsurprisingly the MAE gets worse at longer lead times for all methods.
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Figure 3.2: Observations compared to fitted values from structural model for a selection of
feeders
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Figure 3.3: Diagnostic plots for DSR models
Figure 3.4: In-Sample and out-of-sample MAE
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Figure 3.5: In-sample and out-of-sample MAPE
The biggest increase in MAE is between 1 and 2 periods ahead and thereafter the MAE stays
at about the same level. We can also see in this plot that the forecast performance of the DSR
model is not substantially improved by including AR components in the coefficients.
To get a better idea of the magnitude of the errors we can consider the MAPE. The left hand side
of Figure 3.5 shows this as calculated on the training data for all models. The best performing
ASM model has a MAPE of 3% at one hour ahead. This is the model supplemented with AR
errors and with the DSR unsuppressed demand estimate as an exogenous covariate.
The MAE is similar on the train and test data for all our models which provides evidence that
the models are not over-fitted. The MAPE improves on the test set. This is because over the test
period the average load supplied increased compared to the training data, but the forecast error
remained approximately constant resulting in a smaller percentage error. The lower MAPE for
the training data does not therefore indicate that the forecast performance was better on the test
set.
We can also see from these results that supplementing the ASM and DSR models with autore-
gressive terms gives an uplift in forecasting performance, as does factoring in correlations in
the ASM models. This uplift in performance remains in the test set so the addition of more
parameters to fit does not seem to result in over-fitting.
It is interesting that the ASM approach gives better forecasts of the suppressed load data than
the DSR approach because the underlying structural models for individual feeders satisfy the
modelling assumption of the LGSSM less well than the DSR model. The ASM approach is
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Figure 3.6: Proportion of errors from ASM approach falling outside theoretical 75%, 90% and
95% confidence intervals
able to take advantage of more information by using the demand series for each feeder.
3.4.4 Forecast Variance
It is often useful to have a probabilistic forecast of demand in addition to a point estimate. As
a part of running the Kalman Filter we automatically calculate the theoretical forecast variance
for all of the state space models (see Section 3.3.5). Combined with the forecast mean this
gives a Gaussian probability distribution for the demand. On the assumption of independence
between the forecast errors for each feeder the forecast variance of the ASM approach can
be calculated by summing the variance for each feeder. We compare the theoretical forecast
error variance with the empirical variance by calculating the proportion of the residuals that
fall outside a theoretical 95% confidence interval.
We compare the theoretical forecast error variance with the empirical variance by calculating
the proportion of the residuals in the cross validation set that fall outside a theoretical 75%,
90% and 95% confidence interval. If the distribution of the empirical variances matched the
theoretical distribution of the fitted state space model then we would expect that 25%, 10% and
5% of the errors fall outside these ranges respectively. Figure 3.6 shows this at forecast lead
times up to 24 for the 4 ASM models compared to a line representing the correct level. Figure
3.7 makes the same comparison for the DSR model.
Looking first at the DSR model (see Figure 3.7) we see that fewer errors fall outside the
theoretical confidence interval than would be expected for all 3 confidence levels and the
proportion decreases as the forecast lead time increases. This implies that the variance of the
forecast errors is overestimate by the theoretical model and this effect worsens with the forecast
lead time.
For the ASM and ASM_corr models (see Figure 3.6), which don’t have an autoregressive
component the proportion of errors falling outsize the confidence interval also declines with
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Figure 3.7: Proportion of errors from DSR approach falling outside theoretical 75%, 90% and
95% confidence intervals
the forecast lead time. At short lead times (up to 6 hours) the proportion outside the 75%
confidence interval is approximately correct for the ASM model.
The DSR_ar, ASM_ar and ASM_corr_ar models are distinguished from the DSR, ASM and
ASM_corr models respectively by having a state in each feeder model which follows an AR(1)
process. The effect of this is that the proportion of forecast errors falling outside the theoretical
confidence interval declines less quickly with the forecast lead time compared to the models
without an AR term. The theoretical forecast variance from the ASM_corr_ar model gives the
best approximation to the true forecast variance. It slightly underestimates the forecast variance
on the test set at lead times up to 6 and slightly overestimates the variance after this.
There seem to be two effects underlying these results. Firstly, because for all the ASM models
the errors are non-Gaussian then even for correct variance the confidence interval underesti-
mates the number of extreme observations. This effect is less significant for the ASM_corr and
ASM_corr_ar. These models account for the correlations between feeders which suggests that
the assumption of independence between forecast errors in the ASM and ASM_ar models is
not well satisfied in practice. The second effect is that the non-stationarity of the models is
increasingly implausible at long lead times. Electricity demand cannot not in fact increase or
decrease without limit which is allowed by these models. As a result, the theoretical forecast
variance is an overestimate of the true error variance for long lead times which reduces the
number of forecast errors falling outside the theoretical confidence interval.
For short forecast lead times the former effect means that the proportion of forecast errors
outside the theoretical confidence interval is underestimated. However, at longer lead times
the non-stationarity effect dominates, reducing the proportion of forecast errors outside the
theoretical confidence interval until it is overestimated.
The ASM_corr_ar is least affected by these problems. This can be seen in Figure 3.6 because
the proportion of ASM_corr_ar errors outside the theoretical 95% confidence is reasonably
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close to 5% at all forecast lead times. The addition of the exogenous covariate which is cor-
related between feeders means it is less likely to underestimate the variance. Furthermore, the
non-stationarity problem is less significant because the autoregressive term is stationary and
the variance of the other state disturbance terms are small relative to AR disturbance term.
3.5 Demand Estimation
We have so far evaluated our models based on their forecasting performance. These forecasts
are conditional on a future policy of load shedding. That is, they require us to specify which
feeders will be connected in order to provide a forecast for the resultant demand. We believe
that these methods will be useful for short term operational management of the network.
We now consider our methods from the point of view of trying to estimate the historical
unsuppressed demand. We observed in Section 3.1.1 that medium to long term forecasts of
electricity demand are problematic without a historic dataset of unsuppressed demand. Both
the methods which we have proposed imply an estimate of unsuppressed demand
Consider the ASM case. Let αi,t be the underlying state of the time series of feeder i at time t
and Zi,t be the design matrix such that the observed demand on feeder i is given by Zi,tαi,t plus
a normally distributed error term. If the state was known then the unsuppressed demand at time
t could be calculated by the implied demand from all feeders if they were connected: ∑
i
Zi,tαi,t
Next consider the DSR model. We estimate regression coefficients βi,t for each customer cate-
gory i. The observed demand at time t is then given by the sum of each regression coefficient
multiplied by the proportion customers of that category that are connected plus an observation
error: ∑
i
ni,tβi,t + εt . In Section 3.3.2 we described a state space form of this model where the
regression coefficients are contained in the state αi,t and the proportion of connected customers
is in the design matrix Zi,t . The unsuppressed demand is given by taking ni,t = 1 for every
customer category.
In both cases the unsuppressed demand can be calculated using an estimate of the state. We
previously used the Kalman filter to estimate the state at time t conditional on the observations
prior to t. For a post-hoc estimation of demand we would like to estimate the state conditional
on all the data before and after the time period of interest. The Kalman Smoother can be used
to estimate αt given the entire history of a time series y = y1, ...,yn, i.e. α̂t = E[αt |y].
The Kalman Smoother consists of a recursion that is applied in reverse order to the data:
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α̂t = atPtrt−1, (3.9)
r0 = 0 (3.10)
where Ft , Lt , Pt , vt and at are given by applying the Kalman Filtering recursions to the data.
Using this method, we estimated the unsuppressed load on the 76 feeders used in the forecasting
evaluation during the period that was used to fit the model parameters. Of the 6 candidate mod-
els considered in Section 3.4.1 we compare ASM_ar, the ASM model with an autoregressive
error, and DSR_ar, the DSR model with autoregressive errors for each coefficient.
The load-duration curve is calculated by sorting the estimated load in descending order as
shown in Figure 3.8.
It is reassuring that there is a good correspondence between the load duration curves calculated
by two different methods. However, we note that there is a pronounced divergence between the
two estimates at the higher end of the load duration curve.
Estimating the peak demand is particularly important in power system planning because the
system capacity should be designed with this in mind. However, it should be noted that in the
context of a power system that is starting from a point of capacity inadequacy, this will surely
be added in an incremental way. If capacity grows relative to demand and the frequency of load
shedding decreases, then more accurate estimates of peak demand will be possible.
We suggest two possible reasons for this divergence. At the left-hand end of the load duration
curve the largest divergence between the model is accounted for by a very small number of
values. Several of these very high values coincide with very large forecast errors that can best
be explained by outlying values due to non-Gaussian observation noise. In Figure 3.9 we plot
the standardized forecast errors over time. The black lines represent the 0.00001% critical
values from the standard normal distribution. Without the need for formal analysis we can see
that these observations are very unlikely according to the assumptions of the model. Excluding
these 4 observations trims the left-hand end of the load duration curve slightly. However, it
cannot account for the systematic difference between the DSR and ASM results.
The ability to handle missing values is a benefit of the state space model framework and the
Kalman filter. However, in our case data is not missing completely at random but is more likely
to be missing at peak hours. It is possible that this may cause the estimated models to perform
worse at peak hours because there is less data to fit the models to at these hours.
To test this we simulated an autoregressive process and added this to a periodic deterministic
mean. We then randomly removed values in such a way that values are more likely to be
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Figure 3.8: Estimated load-duration curve according to DSR and ASM model
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Figure 3.9: Standardised residuals from DSM model compared to the .00001% critical values
of the standard normal distribution











simulation with missing data
Figure 3.10: Simulated feeder data
removed where the mean value is high. This simulates the effect of load shedding which is
more common in peak hours. In order to do this we used a function which takes the size of
a value, normalized by the range of values in the sample, and maps this to a probability of
removal using the logistic function shown in Figure 3.11. The largest values were removed
with a probability close to 1 while small values are very unlikely to be missing. A illustrative
subset of the simulated series and the simulated series after data has been removed is shown in
Figure 3.10.
We then fitted a structural time series model to this data set. The smoothed estimated values
are shown in Figure 3.12 along with the actual values in the sample. It can be seen that there
is a slight tendency to underestimate the peaks of the series. When the values are re-ordered in
the style of a load duration curve as in Figure 3.13 we can see this has a similar effect to that
observed in the actual load duration curve.
We repeated this experiment with a larger amount of data by using a sample length of 300 days,
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Figure 3.11: Logistic function to determine probability of removal








Figure 3.12: Comparison of simulated data to smoothed values from a structural model
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Figure 3.13: Load duration curve for 720 points of simulated data compared to load duration
curve of smoothed values from structural model estimated with missing data
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Figure 3.14: Load duration curve of 12,000 points of simulated data compared to load
duration curve of smoothed values from structural model estimated with missing data
or 12,000 hours. The estimated load duration curve for this sample is much better, as shown in
Figure 3.14. This suggests that the ASM model could accurately model the peaks with a sample
that is sufficiently long to have enough connections during peak hours. However, simply using
a longer sample raises some other issues when applied to real data because of the likelihood of
structural breaks existing in a longer dataset. A structural break is a change in the probabilistic
structure of the stochastic process that could be caused by things like “unusual” days such as
holidays, total system collapses or connection of more customers.
Finally, another possibly reason for the discrepancy is that the ASM model does not account
for correlations between demand on different feeders. The highest demand days occur when
demand in the DisCo is above average. This may cause the ASM method to underestimate the
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unsuppressed demand because there are no observations from the disconnected feeders from
which to infer that they are also above average. The same is also likely to be true for low
demand hours, but any overestimation of demand is likely to be less pronounced because low
demand is likely to mean that more feeders are connected, improving the estimate from the
ASM method. There does seem to be a very slight effect that the load duration curve from the
ASM method is higher than the DSR method at the lowest demand days.
3.6 Further Improvements to the Methods Presented
More analysis is needed to determine if the violations of the linear Gaussian assumptions of
the structural models for distribution feeders is intrinsic to the nature of electricity demand on
these feeders. Understanding this requires other possible causes for the violations of the model
assumptions to be systematically eliminated. Unfortunately, this was not something we were
able to carry out because more data is required.
The first step would be to eliminate, as far as possible, anomalies in the data that are due
to poor data entry. We deliberately refrained from carrying out substantial “cleaning” of the
data in order to see if we could design models that are sufficiently robust given existing data
recording methods. By using automated systems or validating data at the point of recording the
frequency of erroneous data could probably be reduced.
We also have not considered how partial disconnections might affect the observed demand. By
partial disconnections we mean equipment failures resulting in a proportion of the customers
connected to a feeder being disconnected. This would lead to a lower level of demand being
reported on a feeder than would happen otherwise and would manifest itself in the models
by structural breaks and time dependent variance. The importance of this effect is difficult to
estimate without knowing when such events have occurred. If this information was available,
we could compare the fitted models to see if the model assumptions are better satisfied for
feeders where partial disconnections do not occur. We could also compensate for these events
by using dummy “intervention variables” that allow an arbitrary “jump” in the data at these
points. Alternatively, we could simply fit separate models between partial disconnection events.
We would expect this to result in better fitting models because the parameter estimation will not
be biased by having to account for large residual errors at the time steps where disconnection
events occur.
Incorporating a model for weekly seasonality and adding regression effects to account for
changes in demand subsequent to periods of load shedding might improve forecasting per-
formance. However, the resulting increase in states and parameters means that we may need to
fit the models to longer samples to avoid over-fitting. We saw in Section 3.5 that we may have
had some difficulty estimating the true peak demand using a structural model as a result of
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not using a long enough sample. This would probably introduce more “unusual” days into the
sample like holidays or total system collapses that we would need to account for (possibly with
dummy intervention variables). We also believe that dealing with the high frequency of data
anomalies is a prerequisite for reliable modelling of subtle effects (relative to daily seasonality).
We have some reason to believe that these steps would result in finding models that better
match the linear Gaussian assumptions of the structural model. Consider for example row 4 of
the diagnostic plots in Figure 3.1. The forecast residuals of this model are well described by
a normal distribution and appear to have a stationary mean and variance. The fact that at least
some of the feeders are well described by a linear Gaussian model suggests that other feeders
could be as well if we could account for certain unusual features in the data along the lines
suggested above.
However, if it were concluded that the limitations of the model are due to intrinsic features
of the data generating process then substantial improvements in forecasting performance or
signal extraction will require a change in the model used for the individual feeders. Two
time series modelling approaches that are appealing to deal with structural breaks, outliers
and dynamic changes in variance parameters are: firstly, approximate filtering or importance
sampling methods for non-Gaussian state space models as developed in [17]; and secondly,
Generalized Autoregressive Score (GAS), also known as Dynamic Conditional Score (DCS)
models such as those developed in [11] and [25].
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have formulated two methods to forecast the suppressed electricity demand
in an electricity system subject to constant load shedding. Our ASM approach models each
feeder demand time series as a structural model with a random walk component and 24-hour
seasonality. We then aggregate these forecasts by summing the forecasts for the connected
feeders. The DSR method models the unsuppressed demand as a linear regression where the
proportions of various types of customers that are connected are the independent variables. We
posit that these regression coefficients evolve according to the dynamics a structural time series
model and use the Kalman filter estimate these coefficients conditional on the observed data.
We considered some extensions to the basic ASM method: 1) We supplemented each struc-
tural model with a stationary autoregressive component (denoted ASM_ar); 2) we used the
implied estimate of the unsuppressed demand from the DSR model as an exogenous regression
variable (denoted ASM_corr); and 3) we considered both of these features together (denoted
ASM_corr_ar). We also formulated a version of the DSR model in which the regression coef-
ficients have a stationary autoregressive component (denoted ASM_ar).
In general the ASM type models gave the best forecasts according to the MAPE and MAE.
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The ASM_corr_ar model had the best overall performance with a MAPE of 3% for the one-
step-ahead forecasts rising to 3.5% by 24-steps-ahead. In addition to improving the forecast
performance of the model, incorporating a stationary autoregressive component and exogenous
regressor into the ASM_corr_ar model improved the estimate of the forecast variance.
We noted that the underlying model assumptions of the LGSSM seem to be poorly satisfied
for the structural models in the ASM method. For many of the feeders we modelled there
is evidence of non-stationary and non-Gaussian standardized forecast errors. In spite of this,
the ASM models are able to provide accurate forecasts. [48] shows that the Kalman filter is the
optimal linear filter even for non-Gaussian noise which means that, in terms of point predictions
the Kalman filter is reliable even when the measurement noise is non-Gaussian. Hence the ASM
model can provide better forecasts than the DSR model even though the model assumptions of
the LGSS model are not as well satisfied by the ASM model as by the DSR model. However,
this compromises the probability distributions derived from the model.
The DSR method has the advantage that it can be applied to feeders where demand data has not
been recorded. This is an advantage in the context of power systems in developing countries
where data recording and communication procedures and infrastructure are often poor. It is
also possible that the DSR method could be improved by supplementing that dataset with other
variables. For example, variations in the number of illegal connections on each feeder could
be included in the data if better customer enumeration was carried out. Socio-economic data
could also be incorporated into the model to account for non-homogeneity of customers on each
feeder. Utilities that want to use this approach should therefore focus on obtaining accurate and
detailed information about the population supplied by each feeder.
Despite some limitations, our models can provide accurate forecasts of the load conditional
on a given load shedding policy. We have reason to believe that with further development the
quality of the estimated distribution of the forecast errors could be improved. In Chapter 4 we
will investigate whether our forecasts can effectively be used to provide decision support to
DSOs.
Chapter 4
Distribution Level Load Shedding
4.1 Introduction
A long-term power shortage necessitates a system of demand management to balance electrical
supply and load. The SO’s direct control of loads is limited to disconnecting large areas at the
interface between the transmission and distribution systems. Disconnection of regions of the
network at this level may be necessary in extremis to prevent system collapse in the case of
the unexpected loss of a generator or transmission line. However, most load shedding carried
out on a routine basis is undertaken by DSOs. The DSOs can control the power drawn by
connecting or disconnecting distribution feeders. The role of the SO is to instruct the DSOs
how much electricity they should consume.
A variety of considerations affect the decisions DSOs make to respond to the SO’s instructions.
These may include: maximizing utilization of available energy; avoiding overconsumption of
energy relative to the SO’s instructions; providing a predictable, if intermittent, power supply
to customers; meeting service quality standards such as a minimum connection frequency or
maximum outage length; and maximizing revenue by directing energy to feeders with lower
losses/higher average tariffs. This is a difficult problem because the underlying demand process
is stochastic and is also imperfectly observable because of regular disconnection of feeders.
In the Nigerian case the Distribution Code makes provisions for a variety of methods of
demand management including voltage reduction, automatic under-frequency load shedding
and manual load shedding:
Distribution Code Section 3.5.3
Where instructed by the SO, temporary load shedding shall be carried out to
maintain the load generation balance. This may also be necessary due to lack of
generation, loss of any circuit, equipment or any other operational contingency.
To the extent that demand management through voltage reduction is possible, the long run
nature of the problem means that consumers are likely to have compensated (by installing more
appliances, running them at higher settings etc.). In addition to these categories the distribution
code obliges DisCos to respond to the SOs instructions to maintain load generation balance by
shedding load manually. In practice this is a continual necessity. The Distribution Code also
stipulates that DisCos should notify affected customers in advance:
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Distribution Code Section 3.5.2
In the event of load shedding under the DisCo’s planned load shedding rotas, the
public shall be promptly notified of such arrangements through the media or on a
web site.
This often does not happen because the DisCos lack reliable methods for forecasting demand
and systematically scheduling load shedding in advance. At present these objectives are man-
aged in a distributed and ad-hoc way by decisions of local substation operators who have tacit
knowledge of the typical loading on feeders.
The market regulations also provide for a system of penalties to distribution companies that
consume more than their allocated energy, although it is unclear to what extent these are
enforced in practice.
To recapitulate, DSOs face a continual problem of selecting which feeders to connect because
the latent electricity demand would always exceed the available supply. Power flows to the
consumers on a connected feeder according to the level of latent demand on that feeder. We
call the realized demand on the set of all connected feeders the suppressed demand. Demand
evolves stochastically, so the future suppressed demand and resulting energy sales cannot be
known with certainty. Selling energy is the privately owned DSO’s primary objective so it
is important to maximize revenue by connecting as many customers as possible. In addition,
because of varying customer tariff rates and collection losses the revenue received as a result
of supplying energy varies by feeder. As a result, the DSO should prioritize certain feeders in
order to maximize revenues.
However, in addition to revenue maximization several other considerations are important:
Firstly, DSOs receive instructions from the SO to limit their suppressed demand to a given
level. Following the Nigerian convention, we call this the DSO’s load allocation. If suppressed
demand exceeds the load allocation, then this will contribute to network problems which may
result in the SO disconnecting parts of the DSO’s network and in extreme cases could lead
to a system collapse. The DSO could manage this risk with a chance constrained approach,
that is, maximizing their expected revenue from energy sales subject to an upper limit on the
probability of suppressed demand exceeding the load allocation. Alternatively, if the regulatory
regime imposes penalties on DSOs that exceed their load allocation, as in Nigeria, the DSO may
prefer to find a policy that maximizes expected revenue minus penalties from overconsumption.
Secondly, because of regulatory obligations or commercial strategy the DSO may also wish
to satisfy certain supply quality constraints for all feeders. These might include limits to the
minimum connection frequency per day or the maximum length of supply interruptions.
It is also possible that the physical limits of the DSO’s electricity distribution network may
mean that certain combinations of connected feeders are infeasible. These limits include power
flow limits on transformers and distribution lines as well as bus voltage limits. However, if
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the distribution network is appropriately sized and the main factor constraining supply is the
generation and transmission system it may not be necessary to consider technical constraints
on the distribution network.
We propose to model this as a discrete time problem of selecting which feeders to connect
in blocks of one hour in length. We suggest that the DSO’s problem can be captured in an
optimization framework that resembles a stochastic variant of the classic “knapsack problem”.
This allows us to prioritize feeders based on their average tariff and level of non-technical losses
while managing the risk over over-consumption. We will show how supply quality constraints
can be incorporated into this problem.
Of course, it is not strictly true that the DSO has to commit to keeping feeders on for a whole
hour. One might wonder if the DSO can do better by connecting feeders for a very short period
in order to test the level of demand on that feeder. This is unlikely to work in practice because of
the phenomena of cold load pickup. In the first 15 seconds of reconnection current magnitude
can be 10 to 15 times the normal value due to the flow of current to cold lamp filaments,
re-magnetization of distribution transformers and starting current needed for the acceleration
of a motor [37]. A large increase in demand can also be caused because of thermostatically
controlled devices which, if they have not been powered by backup generation, will all switch to
the ‘on’ state at once. On the other hand, a study of several days of rotating power interruptions
in Taiwan [38] found that in the first minutes of reconnection loads were below their expected
level and increased to about 80% of their expected steady state value in the first 4 minutes
of reconnection. They suggest this is because many devices must be manually restarted. This
means that the load observed on a feeder in the first minutes of reconnection is not a reliable
guide to the demand on that feeder. Therefore, models are needed that predict the demand on
a feeder after it has been connected for enough time for the cold-load pickup effect to subside.
Methods are required that can plan based on these models.
In order to analyze this problem, we now introduce the Stochastic Knapsack Problem.
4.2 The Stochastic Knapsack Problem with Random Weights
The standard Knapsack problem is defined as follows: given a set of objects with a value and
a weight, choose a subset of the objects to maximize the sum of the values subject to an upper
limit on the sum of weights. The knapsack problem is NP hard but can be solved in pseudo-
polynomial time by dynamic programming [23].
The knapsack problem has many practical applications including cutting problems and resource
allocation problems[40]. It is also frequently found as a sub-problem in large scale integer
optimization techniques such as column generation for the generalized assignment problem or
the bandwidth packing problem [23].
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In stochastic variants of the problem one or more of the parameters is a random variable.
Various practical applications of stochastic knapsack problems have been proposed in the
literature including: purchase of financial products with a limited budget [36]; assigning uncer-
tain demands to production capacity[40]; target market selection [50]; selecting from multiple
contracts with uncertain resource requirements or an electrical supplier who can supply power
to groups of customers [35]
We will focus on the stochastic knapsack problem with random weights because this is anal-
ogous to our Feeder Scheduling problem. This differs from the standard knapsack problem
because the item weights are random variables and a linear penalty term is imposed for any
violation of the knapsack weight constraint when the values of the item weights are realized.
In the feeder scheduling problem, the knapsack capacity corresponds to the SO’s instruction to
limit consumption to a given level. The penalty per unit weight in excess of this corresponds
to the penalty for overconsumption of power. The “weight” of each item corresponds to the
demand on each feeder. The reward per unit weight corresponds to the expected revenue from
power supply to a feeder.
[40] shows that a simple way of incorporating stochastic knapsack capacity is to include an
additional item in the problem with mean weight 0, variance equal to the variance of the
knapsack capacity and to fix the decision variable for this item so that it must be included
in the knapsack. We assumed above that the DSO’s threshold for overconsumption penalties
is fixed once the DSO receives its load allocation. We could also consider the case where the
DSO’s load allocation for each hour may be subject to random changes using this approach.
In our case the problem must be solved repeatedly. At every stage the distribution of the demand
on each feeder reflects our state of knowledge about that feeder. This will depend on the past
pattern of connections and disconnections on that feeder. In this section we will discuss the
standard single shot knapsack problem for ease of exposition. We extend our notation to the
multi-period case in the next section.
We now develop a notation to describe the problem based on [40].
4.2.1 Notation for the Stochastic Knapsack Problem
Suppose we have n items to choose from. Denote the item weights by the random vector d =
(D1, ...,Dn). The decision to take item i or not is modelled by the binary variable xi. The total





Let us define µ = (µ1, ...,µn)T , σ2 = (σ21 , ...σ
2
n )
T and x = (x1, ...,xn)T . For independently
normally distributed item weights we have D(x)∼ N(µTx,σ2Tx2).
Let ri denote the reward per unit weight if item i is selected and r = (r1, ...,rn)T . The vector of
expected rewards for each item (if selected) is therefore given by (r ◦µ), that is the element-
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wise multiplication of r and µ. Let p denote the penalty per unit of weight in excess of the
knapsack capacity, denoted C.
The expected value of choosing the items according to x is therefore:
SKP(x) = (r ◦µ)Tx− pE[(D(x)−C)+]
The expected penalty is proportional to expected excess demand E[(D(x)−C)+], where (D(x)−
C)+ = max{0,D(x)−C}. In order to analyze this, let us assume that the average demand
level is µ and therefore the average “displacement” of the realized demand from the capacity
threshold is µ̂ = C− µ . Let us assume for the time-being that the demand has σ2 = 1 so we
can work in terms of the standard normal distribution with pdf denoted by φ(z). The expected




(z− µ̂)φ(z)dz, i.e. the expected excess demand over the






(z′− z)φ(z′)dz′ = φ(z)− zΦ̄(z) (4.1)
where φ is the normal PDF and Φ is the normal CDF and Φ̄(z) = 1−Φ(z)
Now suppose that the demand has variance σ2. We can express the expected excess demand in





(z− µ̂) f (z|0,σ2)dz (4.2)
where f (z|0,σ2) is the pdf of a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2. f (z|0,σ2)
can be expressed in terms of the standard normal pdf, i.e. f (z|0,σ2) = 1/σφ(z/σ). Now let
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This means that the expected excess demand when the threshold is a fixed number of standard
deviations from the mean demand is proportional to σ .











4.2.2 Reformulating the MINLP Problem to a More Tractable Problem
The stochastic knapsack problem with random weights is a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program
(MINLP). We propose to model SKP using a piecewise linearization of the non-linear terms.
The two non-linear terms are the expected penalties and the standard deviation of demand.
Piecewise Linear Formulation of the Expected Penalties
We can formulate a piecewise linear approximation to the expected penalties in terms of how
many multiples of the standard deviation that the mean demand is from the capacity threshold.
L(m) is the expected excess demand for a normal random variable with standard deviation 1
and mean m less than the threshold. i.e. C−µ = m where µ is the mean demand and C is the
capacity threshold. Equation 4.3 shows that if the standard deviation is σ and the mean is mσ
then the expected excess demand is σL(m). Suppose we have calculated li = L(mi) for n points
m0, ...,mn and λ̂0, ..., λ̂n are associated weight variables, the convex hull of a piecewise linear
approximation to L̂(σ , µ̂) is defined by
µ̂ = σ ∑ λ̂imi
L̂ = σ ∑ λ̂ili
λ̂ =≥ 0
∑ λ̂i = 1
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Piecewise Linear Formulation of Standard Deviation













Assuming we have linearized the expected penalties this is the only non-linear term so we could
use solvers for conic programming to solve the continuous relaxation.
However, our approach is to note that xi,t ∈ {0,1}n, so xi,t = x2i,t





This is a linear expression for the variance in the continuous relaxation of the problem given
by xt ∈ [0,1]n. The relaxation of σ =
√
v to σ ≥
√
v is non-convex. We can approximate this
using a piecewise linear function with the additional constraint that only two adjacent weight
variables are permitted to be non-zero. In Section 4.4 we show how this can be formulated with
SOS2 sets. Solvers for Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MILPs) can exploit this to solve the
problem efficiently.
Comparison of the MINLP Formulation to the MILP Approximation
We show in the appendices that the continuous relaxation of SKP(x) has a concave continuous
relaxation. Since we are maximising this function, MINLP solvers can, in principle, solve
the problem to proven optimality. However, MINLP solvers are slow relative to solvers for
Mixed Integer Linear Programs or even Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Programs.
In order to determine the practicality of solving SKP directly compared to solving a linear
approximation we carried out some numerical experiments with randomly generated problem
data.
We considered 10 problem instances with randomly generated the means and variances and
average reward per unit. The number of items ranged from 20 to 200 in increments of 20. We
scaled the problem data so that the sum of weight was the same in all problem instances.
To solve the exact MINLP formulation we used the commercial solver KNITRO. The formula-
tion of the MILP approximation is fully described in Section 4.4. We considered formulations
with 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 linear pieces to see how this would affect the solution time
and accuracy of approximation.
In Table 4.1 below we give the solution times for the MINLP problem and MILP approxi-
mations of each number of linear pieces. It can be seen that the solution time for the MINLP
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MILP with x linear pieces MINLP
4 8 16 32 64 128 256
n_items
20 0.64 1.95 0.16 2.02 2.06 2.14 2.13 0.33
40 0.68 2.17 0.20 1.49 2.17 1.87 0.20 0.73
60 0.31 1.99 1.94 1.87 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.47
80 2.02 1.86 1.97 2.08 2.46 1.50 1.69 27.69
100 2.13 2.23 1.60 1.73 1.45 2.03 1.38 3.91
120 2.11 2.09 2.28 1.86 1.92 1.35 1.92 6.00
140 1.05 1.88 1.44 2.18 2.04 1.42 1.38 174.23
160 1.34 1.85 1.63 2.17 1.86 0.93 1.87 275.76
180 1.22 1.87 2.01 0.98 1.64 1.38 1.62 691.54
200 0.67 0.97 1.99 0.81 2.01 1.19 1.62 617.21
Table 4.1: Solution time in seconds to SKP with randomly generated problem instances with
20-200 items.
problem scales poorly with the number of items. Even worse performance would be expected
for the multi-period cases we will consider late in this chapter. We also note that the number of
linear pieces does not strongly affect the solution time. We found that with more than 32 pieces
all problems could be solved to less than 0.1% of the true solution. We therefore choose to use
the MINLP approximation for our subsequent analysis.
4.3 The Feeder Scheduling Problem as a Multi-Period Stochastic
Knapsack Problem
The feeder scheduling problem can be formulated as a sequence of stochastic knapsack prob-
lems where the item weights evolve according to a stochastic process.
Which feeders we decide to connect affects the future distribution of demand on each feeder
because it changes our state of knowledge in the future1. We may wish to take this effect on
the forecasts for subsequent periods into account when planning which feeders to connect. In
order to do this, we need to model how we expect our state of knowledge in the future, that is
the accuracy of our forecasts, to be affected by our immediate decisions. One way to do this is
to formulate the problem in a way that includes the subsequent periods and make the forecasts
for the later periods in the model endogenously determined by the decisions which must be
implemented immediately. The observations resulting from these decisions are uncertain at this
1. It is not necessary to claim that the decision variables affect the underlying stochastic process that defines feeder
demand. Rather, we only need to claim that they affect our state of knowledge of the demand by changing which
values we observe.
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stage, so the future forecasts are stochastic. We now consider how to formulate this problem as
a multi-stage stochastic program.
Let Θt represent all the information available by the end of period t. We use this information to
construct the vector of means and variances of for each feeder at each time in the next decision
interval. These vectors are now functions of Θt .
Define: SKP(xt ,Θt−1) = (r ◦µt(Θt−1))Txt − pE[(D(x|Θt−1)−C)+]
If we ignore the future then at time t our problem is to max
xt
SKP(xt ,Θt−1). Θt−1 is known at
time t so the mean and variance of each feeder, µt(Θt−1) and σ2t (Θt−1) are also known. We
could solve this as a stochastic knapsack problem. We call this method of deriving a policy,
and the policy obtained from it myopic. When the feeder scheduling problem is formulated
considering only a single period the demand forecasts that form the data of our problem are
exogenous to the model.
Now we consider the effect of our decisions at time t on the problem in future periods. The
problem faced at time t + 1 depends on Θt . Let Pr(Θt |xt ,Θt−1) be the probability density
function of Θt . Since the probability density of Θt is conditional upon xt , the decisions xt
influence the expected value of the knapsack problem at time t +1. The same argument can be
made for all subsequent periods.
In general, it may be the case that the DSO has to ‘fix’ the decisions for several periods in
advance using forecasts for multiple periods based on the same information. We can model this
by partitioning the set of time periods P into a sequence of decision intervals. Let T denote a
subset of P containing all the periods in a given decision interval.
Let xT refer to the set of decisions xt for all time periods t ∈ T and ΘT be the information
available at the end of the last time period in T
After each decision interval the demand on each feeder can be observed in the periods it was
connected. This information is incorporated into the forecasts for future periods. However, the
forecasts for demand at all times within a particular decision interval are made based on the
same set of information that was available at the beginning of the decision interval. Therefore
the decisions in decision interval T do not affect the variance in T so the expectation of the
sum of the penalties is the sum of the expected penalties in each period t ∈ T 2.
The infinite horizon Feeder Scheduling Problem can be defined by the following recursion:




Pr(ΘT |xT ,ΘT −1)FSP(ΘT )dΘT (4.4)
where:
2. This claim still holds if the errors within decision intervals are correlated. We elaborate on this claim in appendix
11.
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SKP(xT ,ΘT −1) = ∑
t∈T








To make this infinite recursion tractable we can terminate the recursion after some finite hori-
zon h. We call this the Finite Horizon Feeder Scheduling Problem. We can find a (possibly
sub-optimal) solution to the infinite horizon Feeder Scheduling Problem by solving the finite
horizon Feeder Scheduling Problem for a finite set of decision intervals, implementing the
decisions for the first decision interval and then re-solving for the next set of decision intervals.
4.3.1 Using State Space Models in the Feeder Scheduling Problem
Above we defined the Feeder Scheduling Problem with the mean and variance of total demand
given as functions of the knapsack decision variables. In order to give a concrete specification
of this problem we need to specify the model that produces forecasts of demand based on the
observations. We now show how this can be done assuming that each feeder evolves according
to any LGSSM. An example would be if the forecasts come from the ASM method developed
in Chapter 3.
It will be helpful to recall the general linear Gaussian state space model:
yt = Ztαt + εt (observation equation)
αt+1 = Ttαt +Rtηt (state transition equation)
with εt ∼ N(0,Ht) and η ∼ N(0,Qt)
Zt is called the design matrix, Tt is called the transition matrix and Rt is called the selection
matrix. yt is the observation while Ztαt is referred to as the signal of the process.
For a known initial state (or known probability distribution of the initial state) and known
variances for the state disturbance terms and observation error we can compute the maximum
likelihood estimates for the state at time t conditional on all the prior data, at = E[αt |y1, ...yt−1]
using the Kalman filter. The signal of the process can be estimated by Ztat .
The Kalman Filtering recursion is given by the equations:
Forecast error: vt = yt −Ztat
Forecast error covariance matrix: Ft = ZtPtZ′t +Ht
Kalman gain matrix: Kt = TtPtZ′t F
−1
t
Kalman update: Lt = Tt −KtZt (Lt = Tt if forecasting or observation missing)
Estimated state: at+1 = Ttat +Ktvt (at+1 = Ttat if forecasting or observation missing)
State estimation error covariance matrix: Pt+1 = TtPtL′t +RtQtR
′
t
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Note that at , Pt and Ft are calculated based on all observations available before time t. We will
use the notation Xt|s to mean the estimate of X at time t given information up to and including
time s. We adopt the convention that Xt = Xt|t−1.
Forecasting with the Kalman Filter
Suppose we have a time series which we have observed up to time s and we want to forecast up
to some forecast horizon h. That is, we want forecasts for all times t : s< t < s+h. Let’s assume
we have used the Kalman filter to compute the estimated state as and the state estimation error
covariance matrix Ps.
We can forecast the time series by computing the expected value of the state, αt , and multiply-
ing by Zt . To do this we project the estimated state at forwards recursively by multiplying the
estimated state by the transition matrix Tt to get the expected value of the state at time t +1
Forecast Uncertainty
The error of our forecast will be given by the error in our estimation of the state and the
observation noise. The contribution to the forecast error from the state estimation error is given
by ZtPtZ′t . This is independent of the observation noise which has known variance denoted Ht .
The Forecast error covariance matrix is therefore given by Ft = ZtPtZ′t +Ht .
Recall that if an observation is made at time t then for known Pt we update as follows:
Pt+1 = TtPtL′t +RtQtR
′
t
where: Lt = Tt −KtZt ,
Kt = TtPtZ′t F
−1
t ,
and: Ft = ZtPtZ′t +Ht
If no observation is made at t then instead we update according to:
Pt+1 = TtPtT ′t +RtQtR
′
t
Suppose xt = 1 if an observation was made at t and 0 otherwise. We can then formulate the
updated state estimation covariance matrix as:
Pt+1 = TtPt(Tt − xtKtZt)′+RtQtR′t
We make the following observation:
Pt+1 depends on Pt and whether or not an observation was made at time t, but it does not
depend on what the value of the observation was. Pt is not a random variable. Therefore we can
calculate Pt = Pt|s using Ps for any t > s as long as we know which observations will be made
between s and t. It is not necessary to know the value of these observations.
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The Feeder Scheduling Problem Using State Space Models for Demand Forecasts
In the state space case the information needed to evaluate µt(ΘT −1) is the estimated state of
every feeder at time s where s is the last period in decision interval T − 1. We then use the
method for forecasting described in Section 4.3.1 to predict the state at time t and calculate the
mean conditional on that state. Specifically, for each feeder µt = Zat where Z is given by the
state space model that defines the feeder’s demand process.
To evaluate σ2t (ΘT −1) we need to calculate the state estimation covariance matrix Pt for each
feeder so that we can calculate ZtPtZTt +Ht .
Let’s denote by aT , PT the sets containing at and Pt for all feeders and all time periods in T
calculated using the information in ΘT −1. These contain the necessary information to calculate
the column vectors formed by stacking for all feeders the mean demand and forecast error




In section 4.3.1 we observed that the state estimation error covariance matrix is not a random
variable and can be updated exactly given that we know which feeders we will connect (i.e. at
which points we will observe the series). The integral in FSP can therefore be rewritten just
as an integral over the future state. We adopt the notation PT +1(PT ,xT ) to denote the state
estimation error covariance matrices in decisions interval T + 1 calculated by updating PT
based on the decision taken in T , xT . Therefore, we can formulate the objective of the Feeder
Scheduling Problem as:
FSP(aT ,PT ) = max
xT
SKP(aT ,PT ,xT )
+
∫
Pr(aT +1|aT ,PT ,xT )FSP(aT +1,PT +1(PT ,xT ))daT +1
SKP(aT ,PT ,xT ) = ∑
t∈T






The Feeder Scheduling Problem is a multi-stage stochastic program with integer decision
variables and a high dimensional state space. In general, this problem class is very difficult
to solve. In particular solving FSP(aT ,PT ) is problematic for 2 reasons
1. Evaluating the future state estimation covariance matrix function PT +1(PT ,xT )
2. The need to integrate over the future state aT +1
We now discuss the case in which the feeder demand is modelled by an AR(1) process around
a deterministically evolving mean. This simplifies evaluating the future state estimation covari-
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ance matrix substantially and is a good approximation to the demand models we developed in
Chapter 3.
We will then consider whether we can get an approximate solution to FSP without the need
to evaluate the integral. We discuss some bounds on the true solution and evaluate these
empirically.
Feeder Scheduling Problem with Autoregressive Model for Demand
In the general case it is difficult to include the calculation of Pt in the feeder scheduling problem
because it involves the inversion of the matrix Ft (to calculate the Kalman gain matrix Kt) and
a series of potentially large matrix multiplications.
However, many time series of practical interest can be modelled by an AR(1) process around a
deterministically evolving mean. When we fit the ASM models to real feeder data, the variance
of the state disturbance term corresponding to the AR(1) term is orders of magnitude larger than
the other state disturbances. The observation error is also small relative to the autoregressive
error. This means that over the short term the demand on each feeder can be approximated by
an AR(1) plus white noise process around a deterministically evolving mean. In this case the
calculation of Pt can be simplified substantially.
In state space form this model is given by:
yt = αt + εt
αt+1 = φxt +ηt
εt ∼ N(0,σ2ε ), ηt ∼ N(0,σ2η)
Evaluating the future state estimation covariance matrix function PT +1(PT ,xT ) is substantially
simplified by this model as we show below.
The state space matrices defining the model are Z = 1,T = φ ,H = σ2ε ,Q = σ
2
η ,R = 1. This
process is stationary as long as φ ∈ [−1,1].
If we apply the Kalman filter to this model the forecast uncertainty is given by Ft = ZtPtZ′t +
Ht = Pt + σ2ε which requires us to update Pt+1 recursively. Suppose Pt is given. Using the
Kalman filtering equations we have:
Pt+1 = φPt(φ − xtKt)+σ2η
where xt is a binary variable taking the value 1 if an observation is made at time t and 0
otherwise.
Therefore if no observation is made at time t, Pt+1 = φ 2Pt +σ2η . By recursive substitution we
can show that if the process has not been observed for n periods Pt+n is given by:
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Now let’s consider how we update Pt+1 if an observation is made at time t. For this model
Ft = Pt +σ2ε , therefore Kt =
φPt
Pt+σ2ε
. Therefore, if an observation is made at time t then:
Pt+1 = φPt(φ − φPtPt+σ2ε )+σ
2
η
If σ2ε is small relative to Pt then Kt ≈ φ and Pt+1 ≈ σ2η . This is a reasonable assumption based
on our experience fitting structural models to actual demand data. Based on this we propose
the following simplified model of the variance:
If xt = 1, Pt+1 = σ2η






In other words the forecast error variance grows according to the sum of a geometric series and
reverts to the variance of the white noise error term after an observation is made.
4.3.2 Approximate Solutions to Feeder Scheduling Problem
By solving FSP(aT ,PT ) we obtain the optimal policy for the first decision interval which
we denote x̂T . The expected value of implementing these decisions is SKP(aT ,PT , x̂T ). The
actual value of these decisions is only known when the stochastic parameters are realized and
is the sum of the realized rewards and penalties, i.e. ∑
t∈T
Rt(x̂t)− p(Dt(x̂t)−C)+.
Over the long term the average expected objective should equal the average “predicted” objec-
tive, SKP(aT ,PT , x̂T ).
Although the solution to FSP(aT ,PT ) is the optimal policy, it is very difficult computationally.
However, there are many other ways of obtaining a (possibly sub-optimal) policy. We can
make the same comparison between the expected objective according to the chosen solution
method to the problem and the actual realized objective. For any solution method that does not
exactly solve FSP(aT ,PT ) the long term average of the actual realized objective will not equal
the expected value. Figure 4.1 represents schematically the difference between the predicted
and realized objective value for various approaches to the problem. We now discuss these
approaches and argue that we can use this to bound the possible window in which the average
value of exactly solving FSP can lie.
One approach to obtaining a policy is the Perfect Foresight policy, denoted PF in Figure 4.1.
The Perfect Foresight policy is obtained by solving a deterministic knapsack policy in every
stage with the true realized demand on each feeder. Since there is no difference between
the demand in the optimization problem and the realized demand the predicted and realized
objectives are identical. No feasible policy can improve on the Perfect Foresight policy.
Alternatively, we could solve a deterministic knapsack problem on the assumption that the
knapsack items have a known size given by the forecasts at this stage. For each decision interval












Figure 4.1: A comparison of the relative “predicted” and “true” objective values from various
methods of deriving a policy for the feeder scheduling problem: PF - perfect foresight, D -
deterministic, CP - central path, FSP - feeder scheduling problem
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we implement the first stage decisions of the solution to a multi-stage deterministic problem3.
On average we would expect the predicted objective function value of the deterministic problem
to be similar to the Perfect Foresight problem. However, the realized objective function of the
deterministic solution should be worse than the predicted objective.
Furthermore, on average the realized objective of the deterministic policy will be worse than
FSP because the assumption of deterministic demand means that the deterministic policy will
tend to connect too many feeders given the actual uncertainty about demand. The long-term
average objective value of FSP should therefore fall somewhere between the long term average
realized objective of the deterministic policy and the long term average predicted/realized
objective of the Perfect Foresight solution.
We may be able to obtain a tighter bound as follows.
Recall that aT is the sets containing the estimated state at for all feeders and all time periods
in T calculated using the information available at the end of the previous decision interval,
i.e. ΘT −1. We adopt the notation aT |T ′ to denote the sets containing the estimated state at for
all feeders and all time periods in T calculated using the information available at the end of a
particular decisions interval, T ′.
We can approximate FSP by CP, the Central Path of the feeder scheduling problem:
FSP(aT ′ ,PT ′)≈CP(aT ′|T ′−1,PT ′)=max
xT ′
SKP(aT ′ ,PT ′ ,xT ′)+CP(aT +1|T ′−1,PT ′+1(PT ′ ,xT ′))
where:
CP(aT |T ′ ,PT ) = max
xT
SKP(aT |T ′ ,PT ,xT )+CP(aT +1|T ′ ,PT +1(PT ,xT ))
In CP, compared to FSP, we do not integrate over possible future values of aT , rather we
assume that aT will evolve according to our best forecast using the information available at the
beginning of T ′.
The long-term average predicted objective from the Central Path problem will probably be
higher than FSP because it does not “hedge” against uncertainty about the future predicted state.
For the same reason the long-term average realized objective from the Central Path problem
is expected to be lower than the FSP. In principle it is possible that mean value of the aT will
be worse suited for the packing problem in SKP than the values close to the mean and so the
3. Note that for the deterministic problem the only way that the problems of each stage could depend on one
another is if there are supply quality constraints. Without supply quality constraints we could just solve a single
stage problem.
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expected value of CP will be worse than FSP. However, we think that over the long term this
effect will be minimal.
If accounting for uncertainty about the future predicted state is not important then we would
expect the gap between the long-term average predicted and realized objective of CP to be
small. This depends on the specific facts about the data and distribution of items. We will
empirically investigate this by carrying out simulations that reflect the likely range of parameter
for the feeder scheduling problem faced by DSOs.
A Note on Stochastic Supply
One area we have not explored in detail is uncertainty about the level of supply available
from the grid. As observed in Section 4.2 this can be incorporated in to the model easily by
including an additional item in the problem with mean weight 0, variance equal to the variance
of the supply and the decision variable for this item fixed so that it must be selected at every
period. It is therefore easier to model the future forecast variance of the supply compared to
demand because this is always observed and so is not dependent on the decisions. A more
complex state space model for the capacity level could be adopted rather than the deterministic
mean plus AR(1) model proposed for the individual feeders. If the uncertainty in the supply
is large relative to the uncertainty about each feeder’s demand, then the future problem may
be very different depending on how the supply variable evolves. Consequently, it may be more
important to integrate over the future state of the problem. However, because this uncertainty is
only with respect to a single dimension, the supply level, then this may be a tractable problem
to solve with a scenario tree for the supply level.
4.4 Model Formulation
We can now formulate the Central Path approximation to FSP as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program using the sets and parameters in Table 4.2
Where a set is ordered we use the notation inf{·} and sup{·} to denote the first and last element
of the set respectively.
We use the notation X \Y to denote the set containing all the elements of X except any that are
elements of Y
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P ordered Time periods
I ordered Decision intervals
M Minimum connection
frequency intervals
Ti ⊂P∀ j ∈ I ∪M ordered Periods in decision interval
i
St := {t ′ ∈ P : t ′ < t ≤
t ′+m}
Time slices for max outage
constraint
St∈T = St ∩T
St<T = St \St∈T
Y ordered set of indices for PWL
approximation of mean








ri F reward per unit demand on
feeder i
σ̂2i,t F ,P Forecast variance of feeder i
at t
µi,t F ,P mean of feeder i at time t
my Y Points in approximation of
mean
L(my) Y Points in approximation of
expected penalties
vz Z Points in approximation of
σ2
sz Z Points in approximation of
σ
φi F Autoregression coefficient
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Notes Description
σ2i F Variance of ar disturbance
for feeder i
N0i F Number periods feeder i
was off prior to start
f Minimum number of
connections in P




1 F Minimum number of
connections for feeder i
m Maximum outage length
δi,t = ∑
t ′∈St<T
xi,t ′ F Max outage constraint
indicator
Variables Indexing set
xi,t ∈ {0,1} F ,P Binary, 1 if feeder i
connected at t, 0 otherwise
σ2t (xt) P Connected demand variance
at time t
µt(xt) P Connected demand variance
at time t
rt(xt) P Expected revenue at time t
σ2i,t F ,P Contribution to total
variance from feeder i at t
Ni,t F ,P Periods feeder i is
disconnected prior to t
νi,t F ,P Periods diconnected prior to
decision interval plus time
in decision interval
δi,t,k ∈ {0,1} F ,P indicator variable denoting
if feeder i is disconnected
for k periods before t
λy,t ∈ [0,1] Y ,P weight variable for
approximation of mean
penalties
πz,t ∈ [0,1] Z ,P weight variable for
approximation of standard
deviation
αz,t ∈ {0,1} Z \ inf{Z},P indicator variable for SOS2
sets
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Equation 4.6 defines the objective function to be maximised, i.e. rewards minus expected
penalties. 4.7 to 4.9 define a piecewise linear inner approximation to the expected penalties
as discussed in 4.2.2.
4.10 defines the knapsack variance as the sum of the variance contributed by each feeder. The
variance contributed by each feeder is defined according to 4.11 in the first decision interval,
i.e. it is given by the forecast variance σ̂2i,t if the feeder is connected, 0 other wise. In subsequent
decision intervals the contribtion to the knapsack variance calculated according to how long the
feeder has been disconnected in 4.12, but is 0 if the feeder is disconncted in this period. To avoid
multiplying the right hand side of the constraint by xi,t we use the “big M” method to linearise
this constraint.
Constraints 4.13 to 4.18 measure the length of time that each feeder is disconnected. δi,t,k is 1
if the feeder was disconnected for at least k periods prior to time t, 0 otherwise. Ni,t measures
how many periods feeder i was disconnected consecutively prior to t. νi,t measures how many
periods feeder i was disconnected for prior to the start of the decision interval containing t plus
the number of time periods since the start of that decision interval. This is needed because we
only have access to obsevations before the start of the decision interval to update the forecasts.
4.19 to 4.21 define a piecewise linear approximation of the standard deviation of the total
demand in terms of the variance of the total demand, which is the sum of the variance of the
selected feeders. 4.22 to 4.25 define SOS2 sets to ensure that only two adjacent weight variables
πz,t can be non zero.
In Section 4.4.1 we define a minimum connection frequency constriants using 4.26. In Section












Piecewise linear approximation of expected penalties
λy,t ≥ 0 (4.7)
∑
y∈Y





xi,t µi,t = ∑λimi, (4.9)
























η −M(1− xi,t), t : ∃ j ∈ I : t ∈ T j (4.12)
Measure disconnection length
Ni,t ≥ Ni,t−1 +1− xi,t−1M,∀t ∈ P : t > 1, (4.13)
Ni,t ≥ N0i,t , t = 1, (4.14)
νi,t ≥ Ni,t ,∀i ∈ F ,∀t : ∃ j ∈ I : t ∈ inf{T j}, (4.15)
νi,t ≥ νi,t−1 +1,∀i ∈ F ,∀t : ∃ j ∈ I : t ∈ T j \ inf{T j}, (4.16)
νi,t ≤ k−1+δi,t,kM, (4.17)
∑
t ′∈St
xi,t ′+δi,t ≥ 1∀t ∈ P, i ∈ F (4.18)











πz,t = 1, (4.21)
∑
z∈Z\inf{Z}
αz,t = 1, (4.22)
∑
y∈Y
πy,0,t ≤ α1,t , (4.23)
∑
i
πy,z,t ≤ αz,t +αz+1,t , (4.24)
∑
i
πi,sup{Z},t ≤ αsup{Z},t , (4.25)
4.4.1 Minimum Connection Frequency Constraint
We might be required to satisfy a minimum connection frequency for feeder i which can be




Suppose that we are optimising over decisions that take place in T , which is a subset of P . We
want to replace this constraint with a modified constraint that only includes xT but ensures that
for all xT there exists some possible future set of decisions such that the constraint is satisfied.
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Let xP refer to the decisions in all periods in P . Similarly let xT refer to the decisions in all
periods in T . Denote by xP<T and xP>T the decisions taken in all periods before and after T
respectively.
We can subtract from f the number of times the feeder was connected before T and the
maximum number of periods it could be connected after T . The modified left hand side of
the constraint is the minimum number of connections in T that the feeder must be connected:






xi,t∀i ∈ F , (4.26)
4.4.2 Maximum Outage Constraint
Alternatively suppose m is the maximum allowable outage length in P .
The maximum outage length constraint can be expressed by exhaustively dividing P into
“slices” of length m+1 and requiring that each feeder is connected at least once in each slice:
∑
t ′∈St
xi,t ′ ≥ 1, (4.27)
St := {t ′ ∈ P : t ′ ≤ t ≤ t ′+m}∀t ∈ P (4.28)
Suppose St includes time periods after the current decision interval T . In this case we can
ignore the constraint because it will always be possible to satisfy it after the current decision
interval. This is simply achieved by redefining the set of “slices” to only include slices St that
end in the current decision interval:
St := {t ′ ∈ P : t ′ ≤ t ≤ t ′+m}∀t ∈ T
For slices that include time periods that happened before T we can ignore the constraint if the
feeder was connected in that slice before T . To impose this condition for each feeder i and time
period t we can define a parameter γi,t which indicates if feeder i was connected before the start




Where St<T is the set of periods in this slice St before the current decision interval T




xi,t ′+ γi,t ≥ 1∀t ∈ T , i ∈ F (4.29)
4.5 Software implementation
We formulate the model from Section 4.4 in AMPL. The resulting MILP problem is solved
using CPLEX. In the AMPL formulation we explicitly declared an SOS2 set to ensure that
only two adjacent weight variables πz,t can be non zero rather than using the constraints 4.22
to 4.25. This allows CPLEX to exploit the special structure of the problem using specialized
branching strategies for SOS2 sets. The problem was solved using a Dell PowerEdge R920
with Four Intel Xeon E7-4830 v2 2.2GHz, 20M Cache, 7.2 GT/s QPI, Turbo (4x10Cores) and
256 GB RAM.
4.6 Evaluation
In this section we perform some numerical experiments using the stochastic knapsack model
to schedule feeders on a rolling horizon basis. We consider how a myopic policy compares
to solving the feeder scheduling problem taking the effect on future periods into account.
Since we cannot solve FSP directly we consider the central path approximation described in
Section 4.3.2. We argued in Section 4.3.2 that the predicted objective value of the central path
approximation gives us a good estimate of the upper bound on how much better we could do
by solving FSP. The true objective value can be compared to the myopic solution to see how
well this solution method does in practice.
Suppose we have a model of the demand process on each feeder. Given a policy, that is, a set of
feeders to be connected, we can query the model to return the observed demand on each feeder.
These observations become the input to a model that produces a forecast mean and variance
for each feeder up to the end of the next decision interval or further if required. We use these
forecasts as inputs for a model to determine the policy for the next decision interval. We can
then iterate the process, by revealing demand on feeders connected according to the policy and
updating our forecasts. A schematic representation of the process is given in Figure 4.2.
In order to implement this evaluation procedure, we need to define an appropriate demand
model, forecast method and policy optimization procedure.
In Chapter 3 we fitted structural models to 76 feeders from Jos Electricity Distribution Com-










Figure 4.2: Combined Optimisation-Simulation model of the Feeder Scheduling Problem
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larger than other variance terms4. We simulate the evolution of demand according to an AR(1)
process using parameter values taken from the Jos models. We reduce the seasonal period
from 24 hours to 6 hours. This allowed us to experiment with solving a problem where the
optimization horizon extends over the whole seasonal period without having to solve a 24-
period problem. We can in principle solve a problem of this length, but it would make it
impractical to run the evaluation loop for enough iterations to get reliable results.
Since we have simulated the results from a known AR(1) process with a deterministic mean, we
can use the optimal forecasts from the Kalman filter. We assume all feeders connected initially
so we have starting forecasts of best possible quality.
Consider now the case where decisions are only needed for one period at a time and that after
every period we can revise our decisions for the future – i.e. decisions intervals consist of one
period. We vary the number of decision intervals that are included in the problem in addition
to the first interval. We consider lengths for the rolling horizon of 1, 3 and 6 decision intervals
ahead after the first stage decisions. Setting the horizon length to 0 corresponds to the Myopic
problem. The penalty for overconsumption is 20 per unit. The maximum capacity is 4000 at
all times. This corresponds to roughly 2/3 of off-peak demand and 2/5 peak demand which is a
credible range for Nigeria.
We first consider a case without any supply quality constraints. We also consider how the
reward per unit supply on each feeder affects our results by considering two cases. In case 1
the reward per unit supply is 1.5 for all feeders. In case 2 the reward per unit supply varies
between feeders – Prior to solving the problem a reward level is determined for each feeder by
sampling from a uniform distribution between 1 and 2. We then repeat these experiments with
a constraint on the maximum outage length.
4.6.1 No Supply Quality Constraints
Table 4.3 shows the average realized objective value per period over a sample of 480 periods.
For comparison we also show the predicted objective value.
The realized objective is not appreciably different from the predicted objective in either the
equal reward per feeder or varying reward cases. According to our reasoning from Section 4.3.2
this suggests that we could not do any better by solving the true Feeder Scheduling Problem.
Neither the predicted or realized objective value is improved by increasing the length of hori-
zon. This indicates that in this case there is no penalty to using a myopic policy. This is not
true in general however; it depends on the characteristics of the stochastic demand. To illustrate
4. The other feeders are characterized by particularly large outliers or egregious structural breaks which suggest
something unusual changed the pattern of demand over the period in question such as the connection or
disconnection of groups of customers. These events would in practice be known about in advance and could be
factored into forecasts.
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horizon 0 1 3 6
Rewards obj
equal Predicted 5863.2 5863.5 5862.9 5864.6
Realized 5862.5 5858.8 5854.0 5863.1
unequal Predicted 6601.4 6599.4 6599.8 6598.2
Realized 6615.0 6614.2 6614.0 6611.5
Table 4.3: Average predicted and realized objective value (i.e. expected rewards minus
expected penalties vs actual rewards minus actual penalties) for Central Path approximation
of feeder scheduling problem with no supply quality constraints
this, we next develop a family of problems which show that under some circumstances looking
ahead to plan for the variance can result in a better policy than being myopic.
4.6.2 An Example Where Planning for the Variance Matters – AR(1) Rolling
Horizon Model
Consider a case with n feeders, split into two groups, each consisting of half the feeders.
Suppose that feeder demand follows an AR(1) process around a deterministically evolving
and known mean. Assume that the variance of the noise process driving the evolution of each
item is σA for the first group and σB for the second.
For this example, we consider a problem with just two periods. After the period 1 decisions
are implemented it is possible to use the period 1 observations to revise the period 2 decisions.
Recall that if a feeder is connected in period 1 then it’s period two variance is just σ2. However,
if a feeder is not included then it’s variance is σ2 +φ 2σ2.
Suppose for group A feeders φA is close to 0 and for group B φB is close to 1. Therefore, if a
feeder in group B is not connected in period 1 it’s forecast error variance in period 2 will be
almost twice that of a feeder in group A.
Denote the capacity threshold by C. Suppose that the deterministically evolving mean of each
feeder is z1 = 2C/n in period 1, and z2 =C/n in period 2. In period 1 we have enough capacity
to connect about half of the feeders. In period 2 the average demand is smaller, so we have
enough capacity to connect almost all the feeders. The precise displacement of the optimal
mean demand from the capacity depends on the relative size of the reward per unit demand and
the penalty for overconsumption.
Suppose that the reward per unit supplied to group A is slightly greater than the reward for
group B, e.g. rA = (1+θ)rB. A myopic policy in this case is to connect (almost) all the feeders
in group A in period 1 and to connect (almost) all the feeders of both groups in period 2.
However, a better policy would be to connect (almost) all the feeders in group B in period 1
and then connect (almost) all the feeders of both groups in period 2.
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The disadvantage of the myopic policy is that the variance of the group B feeders grows at
a faster rate than the group A feeders when disconnected. Therefore, in period 2, when we
can connect most of the feeders, the total variance of the knapsack is higher if we follow the
short-sighted policy than the alternative.
Simulations
Consider the case with the following parameters:
• n = 100
• C = 200
• σA = σB = 1
• φA = 0.01
• φB = 0.99
• rA = .2
• rB = .2001
• p = 1 (overconsumption penalty)
We simulate 100 cases of the evolution of the AR processes. In each case we find the ‘looka-
head’ and myopic policies. We compare the expected rewards in each period, that is, the
objective value according to the optimization problems to the actual objective value, that is
the result of implementing the policy.
We define the Myopic and Lookahead policies as follows:
Myopic
• Implement a plan that maximizes expected rewards minus overconsumption penalties in
period 1
• Observe value of connected feeder and update forecasts for period 2
• Implement a plan that maximizes expected rewards minus overconsumption penalties in
period 2
look-ahead
• Implement the period 1 decisions of a plan that maximizes expected rewards minus
overconsumption penalties in period 1 and 2 using the Central Path approximation to
the feeder scheduling problem.
• Observe value of connected feeder and update forecasts for period 2
• Implement a plan that maximizes expected rewards minus overconsumption penalties in
period 2
In Figure 4.3 we plot the average expected objective and “true” objective after each simulation
to illustrate that our estimates of the expected objective and true objective in each case seem to
have converged.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of average realized objective value to predicted objective function
value
We can see that the lookahead policy is on average about 1.5% better than the myopic policy.
In practice the scheduling problem is repeated indefinitely. We simulate the evolution of the
AR processes of 100 items as in the first case for 120 periods (5 days). We find the myopic
policy for each hour separately as above but repeated for the whole duration. We also find a
“look-ahead” policy as above, except that at every stage we are planning for two periods and
implementing the first stage decisions.
In Figure 4.4 we plot the objective value over time of the myopic policy and lookahead policy.
The oscillation of the predicted objective function is caused by the oscillation in the level of
demand. When the demand is higher the number of feeders selected to use up the available
capacity is lower. This means the knapsack variance is lower, so for the same expected penalty
we can choose a knapsack mean closer to the capacity.
It is interesting to note that around the fourth day both policies perform worse than average but
the lookahead policy is able to recover more quickly to the long-term average objective value.
What seems to be happening is that around the fourth day demand was unusually high overall,
so several items were disconnected for multiple periods. As a result, their forecast variance
grew to the point that they became unattractive to connect at any time. The lookahead policy
can account for the fact that by connecting these items in period 1 they will have a much lower
variance in period 2. The myopic policy does not realize this and suffers a continual penalty to
the objective after this point.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted and realized objective function value from myopic scheduling






Figure 4.6: Demand on two feeders over 5 periods in a hypothetical case, Both feeders can
be connected in period 1, only one feeder in periods 2 and 4, and neither feeder in period 3.
4.6.3 Some Observations on Myopic Planning
Notwithstanding the example in the previous section, myopic planning may be a robust heuris-
tic for the Feeder Scheduling Problem, at least in the case where there are no supply quality
constraints. The example in Section 4.6.2 was carefully constructed. The feeder rewards were
selected to make the feeders with the fastest growth in variance appear to be less attractive in
period 1 but not so low that selecting them in period 1 significantly reduces the objective in the
lookahead policy.
Consider the following stylised case with 2 feeders over 5 periods illustrated in Figure 4.6. In
period 1 both feeders are connected. Over the following 4 periods the deterministic mean will
evolve in such a way that it is optimal to connect just 1 feeder in period 2, neither feeder in
period 3, 1 feeder in period 4 and both feeders in period 5. Suppose that the variance about
each feeder’s demand level grows according to a concave function of the number of periods
disconnected, σ2(t), which is the case if the feeder demand is given by an AR(1) process. This
means there are diminishing marginal increases in uncertainty for every period the feeder is
disconnected.
Suppose that the reward per unit demand on each feeder is the same and the size of the feeders
is such that we are indifferent to which feeder we disconnect in period 2. The key decision to be
made therefore is which feeder to reconnect first in period 4. We could connect the feeder that
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has been off for longest and about which we are most uncertain. i.e. the feeder disconnected in
period 2. Alternatively, we could connect the feeder disconnected most recently about which
we are most confident of its value, i.e. the feeder disconnected in period 3.
We will argue that the correct policy is to reconnect the feeder that has been disconnected
for the least amount of time. This is the feeder that would be selected from a purely short-
sighted perspective because the most recently disconnected feeder has lowest variance at period
4 and therefore minimizes the expected penalties in period 4. We now show that this strategy
minimizes the expected penalties in period 4 and 5, so the myopic policy is in fact the correct
policy.
Expected penalties are proportional to standard deviation of the total amount in the knapsack
in each period. Therefore, it is important to keep the variance of the items used in the knapsack
low. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance in each period, which is a concave
function. The variance in each period is the sum of the variances of each item that is connected
in that period.



















Because of the concavity of the variance as a function of length disconnected σ2(2)−σ2(1) =










· combined with the fact that ε > δ and σ2(1)< σ2(0)+σ2(2) means that
E > D. In other words, the penalty for increasing the variance of the knapsack at period 4 from
σ2(1) to σ2(2) is greater than the penalty of increasing the variance of the knapsack at period
5 from σ2(0)+σ2(2) to σ2(0)+σ2(3)
This shows that in this case the myopic policy is better. In general, the picture is complicated by
different stochastic processes for different feeders, by knapsack packing issues and by different
reward levels per feeder. This is why in Section 4.6.2 we were able to give a case where myopic
planning is not optimal. Nevertheless, we think the case we have just described gives some
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intuition for why myopic planning is a robust heuristic for the feeder scheduling problem.
However, myopic planning would lead to items not being selected for long periods of time. It
therefore conflicts with keeping disconnection intervals short.
4.6.4 Supply Quality Constraints
The results in Section 4.6.1 suggested that, without any supply quality constraints, DSOs can
manage the risk of overconsumption and maximize revenue by planning which feeders to
connect in a myopic way. We now investigate whether this is the case if the DSO must adhere
to supply quality constraints.
If the DSO does not plan correctly they may find they have to connect too many customers
in order to satisfy the supply quality constraints. They may also find that they must connect
unattractive feeders at a worse time. This seems most likely to be an issue when the reward
per unit demand varies by feeder. In this case the DSO may prefer to connect ‘unattractive’
feeders at times of relatively low demand so that at times of high demand they are free to use
their capacity to supply more ‘attractive’ feeders. Planning correctly to avoid these outcomes
presumably requires the DSO to take future periods into account.
We repeated the simulations from Section 4.6.1, imposing a constraint that each feeder can be
disconnected for at most 3 periods. Table 4.4 shows the average realized objective value per
period and the predicted objective value. The realized objective is not substantially different
from the predicted objective and as in Section 4.6.1 there is a marginally larger difference with
unequal feeder rewards.
It was not possible to find a solution to the 6 period lookahead problem with equal feeder
rewards that was within optimality tolerance in reasonable time. We report the results of the
best solution found allowing 10 minutes to find a solution at each time step. The expected
solution substantially overestimates the actual objective. The actual objective of the solution
is comparable to the solution for shorter horizons. This suggests that it is difficult to prove
optimality. Possibly because of the very similar rewards per feeder it is difficult to get good
bounds meaning that it is necessary to explore an excessively large proportion of the branch
and cut tree to prove optimality.
Contrary to our expectation this example provides relatively little evidence of the benefits of
planning ahead over myopic scheduling. The expected and actual objective of the 6 period
lookahead is the best, but only marginally so. By contrast the 3 period lookahead is worse.
Nevertheless, we think that cases exist where failing to plan for future decision intervals can
have very bad consequences if there are supply quality constraints. For example, consider a case
where load is 3 times larger than supply and continues like that for several periods. Suppose that
one third of the items are more attractive from a myopic perspective because they have a slightly
lower variance or slightly higher value. Furthermore, suppose that the maximum outage length
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horizon 0 1 3 6
Rewards obj
equal Predicted 5808.6 5807.6 5786.0 6855.0
Realized 5800.0 5802.7 5800.1 5827.5
unequal Predicted 6196.1 6212.8 6087.0 6221.1
Realized 6208.9 6206.3 6096.9 6221.9
Table 4.4: Average predicted and realized objective value (i.e. expected rewards minus
expected penalties vs actual rewards minus actual penalties) for Central Path approximation
of feeder scheduling problem with maximum outage length supply quality constraint. The
approximate results from the problem that could not be solved to proven optimality are
highlighted in red
is 2 hours. The myopic policy will be to choose the better value items for periods 1 and 2 and
then must choose all the remaining items in period 3, resulting in a very large overconsumption
penalty. A similar problem can arise with minimum supply frequency constraints.
Our results suggest that it is sufficient to solve the stochastic knapsack problem for the imme-
diate decision interval but plan deterministically for subsequent decision intervals, not taking
account of the effect of our decisions on future forecast variance.
4.7 Conclusions
We began this chapter by observing that DSOs face a continual problem of selecting which
feeders to connect because the latent electricity demand in the DSO as a whole would exceed
the available supply at all times. DSOs should prioritize certain feeders in order to maximize
revenues but also manage the risk that the realized demand will exceed the supply that the SO
allocates to them. We formulated this as the problem of maximizing the expected revenue from
supplying energy minus the expected regulatory penalties should overconsumption occur. We
gave a re-formulation of this MINLP problem as a more tractable MIP. This can be solved in
reasonable time for problems of realistic size.
Our primary focus in this chapter was this issue of how the optimal scheduling policy is
affected by the dependence of future forecast quality on current decisions. We gave a recursive
formulation of this problem which can be tackled by a rolling horizon approach. In general,
this category of problems is extremely difficult to solve. However, we noted that for a plausible
model in which demand is modelled as an autoregressive process around a deterministic mean,
modelling the effects of our decisions on the future forecast variance is a practical computation
to perform in an optimization model.
In theory one should take into account the effect of one’s decisions on the future state of
knowledge. However, our computational experiments provide some evidence that the theo-
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retical benefits of planning ahead are not realized in practice. It seems that for realistic range
of stochastic demand processes a robust policy can be derived by a “myopic” approach. Where
there are supply quality constraints our results suggest that it is sufficient to solve the stochastic
knapsack problem for the immediate decision interval but plan deterministically for subsequent
decision intervals, not taking account of the effect of decisions on future forecast variance.
Regulators may find this model useful to investigate the impact of different supply quality poli-
cies. We have already considered how minimum connection frequency and maximum outage
length policies could be incorporated into the model. The model is flexible enough to be applied
to cases with different supply quality constraints other than the ones we have considered.
Over longer forecast horizons it becomes increasingly implausible that the forecast errors are
not correlated between feeders. Our results do not extend to this case because we cannot simply
add the variance of the feeders. One way to include the correlations between feeders might be
to formulate a model for the deterministic mean conditional on some exogenous covariates
(temperature for example). Suppose for each feeder the mean demand is βiY where Y is an
exogenous covariate which has variance σ2Y and βi is the regression coefficient for feeder i. The
total variance of the mean on all connected feeders is given by σ2Y ∑
i
(β 2t ). A few features of
this model may mean it is tractable. Firstly, the uncertainty about these exogenous covariates
is not endogenous to the model so there is not additional complexity here. Secondly, the
dimensionality of the additional uncertainty is only as great as the number of covariates. It
may therefore be practical to use a scenario tree approach to integrate over the future evolution
of the covariate. On the other hand, a quadratic term is required which makes the problem
non-linear. Further study is required to see if this problem can be solved in reasonable time.
As we mentioned in the introduction, there is a benefit to being able to offer a predictable,
if intermittent service to consumers. DSOs may wish to plan which feeders to connect and
which feeders are ‘at-risk’ sufficiently far in advance that the the load shedding schedule can
be communicated to customers. At the actual time of implementation of the load shedding
schedule the DSO may need to revise this schedule in response to system conditions. Our work
so far disregarded this in favour of investigating the case of scheduling disconnections in real
time to manage overconsumption risk.
Our framework allows us to minimize the deviation from an existing schedule by imposing a
cost for this. Figure 4.7 shows how the scheduling problem considered in this chapter can be
thought of as the recourse problem of an upper level decision to set a provisional schedule.
Finding the optimal provisional schedule requires solving a complicated multi-stage mixed-
integer stochastic program for which we do not propose a solution method here. However,
it would be a simple step to apply our methods, not to short term forecasts based on the
most recently available data, but instead to a model of the long run distribution of demand








































Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the sequential nature of the feeder scheduling
problem
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additional feeders to connect if there is surplus capacity or which feeders to disconnect if
demand exceeds capacity. Having been derived with long term, high variance forecasts this
policy would likely be conservative. Therefore, although such a policy would not be optimal, it
is unlikely that it would suffer large penalties for overconsumption or disconnecting customers
that were not informed they were at-risk of load shedding.
An interesting area to extend our work would be to investigate whether we can derive a set of
‘off the shelf’ schedules which guarantee a given service level with reasonable confidence. The
DSO could select a schedule based on prevailing supply/demand conditions and communicate
this to customers.
We note some potential barriers to using this approach in practice.
Firstly, DSOs would need a system to reliably aggregate demand observations to make forecasts
in real time and that they are able to disseminate instructions reliably. DSOs in many LEDCs
are starved of funds to invest in advanced SCADA systems.
We have not been able to obtain any records of the SO’s instructions to DSOs. We also lack
billing and revenue collection data. Without this information it is not possibly to make a
reasonable comparison between the methods we propose, and the actual scheduling system
implemented by DSOs.
Furthermore we have assumed that revenue received is linearly proportional to load served to
each feeder. It is possible that the willingness of customers to pay is affected by the level and
timing of electricity supply they receive. It also may be the case that electricity supplied at
different times is disproportionately consumed by customers in different tariff categories. All
these factors should be subject to quantitative study.
We also assumed that electricity demand on each feeder is not affected by the pattern of load
shedding – it is simply not supplied if the feeder is disconnected. In practice there is likely to
be load shifting behavior that means the DSO’s load shedding policy will affect demand in the
short term. Over the longer-term customers might also react to changes in the predictability of
their supply.
Given these factors, we suggest that DSOs should first develop a system of real time data
collection and data validation. Mobile data collection systems that have been widely applied in
public health may be of use here. Secondly, they should develop a system to produce demand
forecasts and communicate these to local distribution SOs to feeder into their current ad-hoc
decision-making process. This should be combined with reliable collection of data pertaining
to billings, revenue collection, customer enumeration, equipment status and load allocation. It
would then be possible to benchmark the current performance of the system and diagnose if
better demand management has the potential to improve the utilization of allocated load.
We now look at the issue of power rationing from a higher level. In the next chapter we take
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the perspective of the system operator who must allocate scarce power between the needs of
different electricity distribution companies.
Chapter 5
National Level Load Shedding
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we take the perspective of the SO of a power system in a chronic power shortage.
In power shortage conditions the SO must coordinate load shedding and dispatch generation so
as to balance the connected demand with available power supply.
We analyse the case when the SO wants to dispatch generation and ration power supply in
order to minimise load shedding while supplying different regions of the network with a fixed
proportion of total power delivery. We have chosen to study this particular situation because
there is a concrete example of this type of regulation implemented in Nigeria (see Section 5.3).
Nevertheless, the methods we develop can be applied to other cases as we discuss in Section
5.4.
The existence of transmission constraints means that achieving the proportional targets exactly
may not be compatible with minimising load shedding. The aim of this chapter is to develop
methods to quantify the trade-off between these two objectives.
The material in this chapter is based on an article published in Energy Policy [27].
5.1.1 Existing Work
Sophisticated models have been proposed for efficient allocation of service interruptions in
power shortage conditions in [39], [42], [16] and[7]. However, these rely on complex financial
mechanisms which are unlikely to be practical in developing countries where institutional
competence is often poor [1]. There is literature on optimal load shedding such as [21], [14]
and [62]. However, these treat load shedding as an emergency measure to return the system to
a steady state in the case of a contingency event. The contribution of our work is to consider
the implications of the case when load shedding is a constant necessity for the operation of the
system. [55] discusses how power rationing can be most effectively implemented to deal with
long-term power shortages and the authors present case studies from developed and developing
countries, including Chile, China, California, the Dominican Republic, Japan and Brazil. [53]
attempts to draw lessons from the Californian experience of power rationing in 2001 that can be
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applied to developing countries. These are both empirical studies focusing on institutional and
managerial issues. In contrast our work provides a decision support model targeted specifically
at the needs of developing countries.
5.1.2 Our Approach
It is reasonable to assume that any SO will want to minimise the amount of load shedding,
however the SO likely also has other objectives. For example, in the Nigerian context the
MYTO stipulates that each DisCo should receive a fixed proportion of total energy delivered.
We say that a DisCo that recieves less energy than its proportional target is in “shortfall” relative
to the target. In the context of this chapter “shortfall” is the gap between the amount of power
supplied in a region and the amount it should get if the proportional targets were respected. It
does not mean the amount of unmet demand. We assume that the SO pursues an optimising
rather than merely satisficing approach to this policy.
Finding an optimal policy is complicated by the physics of AC electricity transmission. The
power injected and extracted from the power system flows according to Kirchoff’s laws. This
power flow must be feasible with respect to the operating limits of the transmission system
components. In many underdeveloped power systems the transmission network is highly con-
strained and operated close to its technical limits. It is important therefore to explicitly model
the power flows in the transmission system.
A further complication is that the operating conditions of a power system vary within and
between days. If the SO is concerned with optimising the distribution of energy delivered over a
time horizon during which the operating conditions of the power system are expected to change
then we must model this variation. One aspect of variation that is important in all power systems
is the level of demand over the course of each day. In many developing world power systems
the level and spatial distribution of available generation also varies between days because
of generator faults or shortages of fuel. Furthermore, poor maintenance of generators and
unreliable supplies of fuel mean that the level and spatial distribution of available generation is
highly variable. The SO must take these into account in order to determine an optimal policy
of load shedding and generation. We can model the variation in the operating conditions of the
network by a set of operating points representing the range and relative frequency of different
operating conditions. We can then optimise the dispatch of generation and demand over all
operating points.
We propose that all these features can be captured by formulating the SO’s problem as a set of
linked Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problems with dispatchable loads. Each problem represents
a scenario of available generation and demand level.
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5.1.3 Assumptions
In practice the SO does not have direct control of loads except except at the interface between
the transmission and distribution systems. This means that the SO’s direct control of load is
limited to the ability to disconnect customers in large blocks which should only be done in
extreme cases where it is necessary to protect the stability of the power system. Routine load
shedding is therefore the responsibility of the DSOs who must shed load to respond to the SO
instructions of how much power they are to consume at each grid supply point. We assume that
the DSOs are obedient to the SO’s instructions and that they can shed load in small quantities
relative to the total supply at each grid supply point. The SO is assumed to be able to set a level
of load shedding at each grid supply point as if it was a dispatchable load.
In practice the resultant load is erratic because: a) the DSOs have limited knowledge of the
likely load; b) poor maintenance means that circuit components regularly fail; and c) the DSOs
may have incentives not to behave as instructed. Nevertheless we think that useful questions
can be answered by studying the system on the assumption of obedient DSOs.
This model also assumes the network is operated strictly within the rating of the equipment, but
it may be that the SOs are able to flex these limits (e.g., overloading transformers etc.) in order
to deal with the operational challenges faced. The model could be adapted by incorporating
less restrictive constraints or using soft constraints.
We neglect issues of uncertainty about the future level of available generation and demand and
instead assume that the uncertain future availability levels are represented by a set of operating
points. This is a valid assumption if the SO is concerned with a policy that is optimal, on
average, over the long term, and the distribution of the level of available generation is stationary.
The assumption is also valid if the time-scale of the problem is sufficiently short, say a day,
that only the level of unsuppressed demand is likely to change. The uncertainty about the level
of demand over one day is relatively limited.
5.1.4 AC vs DC Power Flow Models
We can model the physics of power flows at varying levels of detail by using either the AC
power flow equations or their DC linearization. The AC version more accurately simulates
the power flows, including the effects of reactive power, transmission loses and line capacity
limits. The advantage of the DC version is that the resulting OPF problem is a convex problem,
meaning that it can be solved more quickly and to proven optimality. The DC power flow
equations are widely used in techno-economic electricity models because they are a good
approximation to the true behaviour of most power systems operating in normal conditions.
However, for a power system operating close to its limits it is important to precisely model
reactive power flows and transmission loses (see Section 5.3.3).
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 An Optimal Power Flow Model with Dispatchable Loads
For for a set of operating points of available generation and unsuppressed demand indexed
by t ∈ T we can define an OPF problem to find the combination of load shedding at each
grid supply point and power output from each generator that minimises load shedding. If we
assume that the cost of load shedding is much higher than the cost of generation then we can
omit precise modelling of generator costs and simply give each generator some nominal cost
that is the same for each generator.
We can solve this OPF problem to find the pattern of generation and load shedding that requires
the least load shedding. We refer to this as the Minimum Load Shedding Problem. The objective
function to be minimised for the is given by equation (5.1). This is simply the negative sum
of power supplied in all operating points. The constraints of The Minimum Load Shedding
Problem are described by equations (5.2) to (5.14) using the sets, parameters and variables in
Table 5.1. This formulation uses the AC power flow equations for each operating point defined
using in polar coordinates as in [10]. We formulate the DC version by removing all reactive
power constraints and variables from the problem and assuming that the voltage magnitude, v
= 1 for all buses.
In addition to finding the minimum level of load shedding in each operating point, the Minimum
Load Shedding Problem can be used to obtain an upper bound for power supply to each region.
If each grid supply point is assigned to a region, we can set the cost of load shedding for load
in that region to be higher than the cost of load shedding in other regions. This is preferable to
simply removing the loads in other regions because it removes the possibility that there may
be circumstances in which this might reduce the load that can be delivered to the region of
interest.





Table 5.1: Symbols used to define the OPF
Sets
G Generators, indexed by g
B Buses, indexed by b
B Demands, indexed by d
Gb Generators at bus b
Db Loads at bus b
Dr Loads in region r
Bb Buses connected to bus b
R Regions, indexed by r
T Operating points, indexed by t
b0 slack bus
Parameters
V UBb Voltage magnitude upper bound at bus b
V LBb Voltage magnitude lower bound at bus b
PUBg,t Real power generation upper bound for generator g
PLBg,t Real power generation lower bound for generator g
QUBg,t Reactive power generation upper bound for generator g
QLBg,t Reactive power generation lower bound for generator g
PDd,t Real power at load d
QDd,t Reactive power at load d
Smaxbb′ Apparent power limit on line bb
′
Gbb′ Conductance of line bb′
Bbb′ Susceptance of line bb′
Pr Proportional load allocation target for region r
Ls Limit on total load allocation slack variables
W Weighting parameter for shortfall minimisation objective
Variables
vb,t Voltage magnitude at bus b, in operating point t
pGg,t Real power generation at generator g, in operating point t
qGg,t Reactive power generation at generator g, in operating point t
αd,t Proportion of load shed at load d, in operating point t
pDd,t Real power consumed by load d in operating point t
pRr,t Real power consumed by loads in region r in operating point t
qDd,t Reactive power consumed by load d in operating point t
PLbb′,t Real power on line bb
′ from bus b, in operating point t
QLbb′,t Reactive power on line bb
′ from bus b, in operating point t
θbt Voltage phase angle at bus b, in operating point t
dr,t Target minus actual power supplied to region r at operating point t
sr,t Shortfall from load allocation in region r at operating point t

















pDd,t = (1−αd,t)PDd,t , (5.4)
qDd,t = (1−αd,t)QDd,t , (5.5)






b,tgbb + vbvb′(gbb′ cos(θb,t −θb′,t)
+bbb′ sin(θb,t −θb′,t)),
(5.8)
QLbb′,t =−v2b,tbbb + vbvb′(gbb′ sin(θb,t −θb′,t)
−bbb′ cos(θb,t −θb′,t)),
(5.9)
θb0 = 0, (5.10)
V LBb ≤ vb,t ≤V UBb , (5.11)
PLBg ≤ pg,t ≤ PUBg , (5.12)




2 ≤ (Smaxbb′ )2 (5.14)
Equations (5.2)–(5.3) are Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL), enforcing real and reactive power
balance, (5.4)–(5.6) define the power consumption in terms of the proportion αd,t of real and
reactive load shed at each demand bus d and operating point t, (5.8)–(5.9) are Kirchhoff’s
Voltage Law (KVL), (5.10) removes the degeneracy in the bus voltage angles by fixing it to zero
at the arbitrary reference bus, (5.11)–(5.13) are constraints on voltage and power generation and
(5.14) is the line flow constraints.












where rbb′ , xbb′ are the line resistance and reactance, and parameters Gbb′ and Bbb′ are defined
by
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gbb′ =−τbb′Gbb′ =−τbb′Gb′b = Gb′b′ = τ2bb′Gbb, (5.15)
bbb′+0.5bCbb′ = Bb′b′ = τ
2
bb′Bbb, (5.16)
−bbb′ = τbb′Bb′b = τbb′Bbb′ , (5.17)
where bCbb′ is the line charging susceptance and τbb′ = 1 except in transformer ‘lines’, where it
is the tap ratio and (as in the MATPOWER~[63] convention) the ideal transformer is at the b end
of the line.
Solution Method
The problem defined above is trivially decomposable. We can see this because none of the
constraints involve more than a single operating point, t and the objective function is a sum
over all operating points. We solve each problem using the Interior Point Method implemented
in IPOPT [60]. The AC OPF is a non-linear, non-convex problem so there is no theoretical
guarantee that the solver will converge to the globally optimal solution. In addition to con-
verging to a locally optimal solution, the solver could converge to a stationary but non-optimal
point or converge to an infeasible point. However, methods that guarantee global optimality
are not yet a practical approach for the size and structure of problems we consider (a meshed
network of 637 buses in our case study). In practical experience, local optima of the AC OPF
are relatively rare [10]. Nevertheless, we address the risk of finding a local optimum by solving
each cases from different initial points. For the first run we set vb = 1 and δb = 0 for all buses
b, and pg,t and qg,t at the midpoint of their upper and lower bounds for each generator g. For
subsequent runs the values of these decision variables were randomised. Using this method we
have not been able to identify any local optima in the problem we consider in the case study.
5.2.2 The Short-Term Load Allocation Problem
In the problem described above we just minimise the load shed. We now show how to incor-
porate requirements for proportional fairness into the model. We can model these requirements
easily by assigning each grid supply point to a region. For each region and for each operating
point we impose a constraint that the sum of load supplied to that region must be greater than or
equal to a given proportion of the total load supplied in all areas. To avoid computational issues
caused by the difficulty of satisfying this constraint exactly we impose this as a soft constraint
by penalising total violation of this constraint in the objective function.
In this formulation the proportional constraints must be satisfied in each operating point so
regions in shortfall with respect to the target in one operating point cannot be compensated for
this by a surplus in other operating points. This models the situation where the SO is interested
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in achieving the desired balance between proportional fairness and minimising load shedding
over a short time horizon during which the operating conditions of the power system are
expected to remain constant. Therefore, we call this the Short-term Load Allocation Problem.
The short-term load allocation problem can be used to quantify the trade-off between maximis-
ing power supplied and minimising the deviation from the load allocation targets. By varying
the size of the penalty for deviation from the load allocation we can find various points on the
Pareto frontier of the two objectives. By considering just a single operating point we can obtain
the Pareto frontier for that specific scenario of demand and supply conditions. Alternatively,
we can find the optimal trade off over a set of scenarios that places a consistent value on the
relative importance of the two objectives.
The objective function to be minimised for the Short-term Problem is given by equation (5.18).
This is the weighted sum of a penalty for violating the load allocation constraints in every
operating point minus the sum of power supplied in all operating points. Constraint (5.19)
defines the difference, dr,t , between the power supplied in region r at operating point t and the
corresponding target power supply for the region. The target power supply for region r is given
by the total power supply to all regions multiplied by Pr, the proportion of power that should
flow to region r according to the load allocation regulation. Recalling the definition of shortfall
given in Section 5.1.2, the shortfall in region r at operating point t, sr,t , defined in constraint
(5.20), is the positive part of dr,t .






subject to constraints (5.2) to (5.14) and also subject to
dr,t = Pr ∑
r′






Short-term Load Allocation Problem Solution Method
The Short-term Problem is separable by operating points. Each operating point defines an OPF








and noting that none of the constraints include more than one value of t.
We can obtain the Pareto frontier of the two objectives by varying the value of W . The downside
of this approach is that it does not guarantee a good spread of points on the Pareto frontier and
cannot obtain points on concave parts of the Pareto frontier if they exist.
In the case where we just have a single operating point rather than a set of scenarios we can
use the ε-constraint method described in [59]. This involves optimising just with respect to the
power supply objective and imposing a constraint on the total shortfall. In this approach we set
W to a very small positive value so that the solver will prefer solutions with a smaller level of
shortfall, all other things being equal. This approach is not directly applicable to the case with
multiple scenarios because constraining the total shortfall would prevent us from decomposing
the problems by operating points. The Lagrangian decomposition scheme which we develop in
section 5.2.3 for another purpose could be applied to this problem.
5.2.3 The Long-Term Load Allocation Problem
Suppose the SO is interested in achieving the desired balance between proportional fairness
and minimising load shedding over a time horizon during which the operating conditions of
the power system are expected to change. This means that shortfall in one operating point can
be compensated by a surplus in another operating point. We refer to this as the Long-term Load
Allocation Problem.
The objective function to be minimised for the Long-term Problem is given by Equation (5.22).
This is the weighted sum of a penalty for violating the load allocation constraints considering
all operating points together minus the sum of power supplied in all operating points. The long-
term shortfall, sLr defined in constraint (5.23) is the positive part of the difference terms summed
over all operating points t. It is defined for every region. The difference with (5.20) is that in
(5.23) is that difference terms dr,t are summed over all operating points which has the required
effect that shortfall in one operating point can cancel out surplus in another.













Long-term Load Allocation Problem Solution Method
The Long-term Load Allocation Problem becomes intractable for large numbers of operating
points but unlike the short-term Load Allocation Problem it is not separable by operating
points because of the complicating constraint (5.23). We therefore use an approach based on
Lagrangian relaxation to decompose the problem. Because of the non-convexity of the original
problem this approach is to some extent heuristic. However, as we show in Section 5.3, we
can solve problems to a very small duality gap using this method. Lagrangian relaxation is
applied to (5.23) (retaining the positivity constraint sLr ≥ 0) and the objective (5.22) to get the
Lagrangian function (with weighting parameter W determining the balance between the two
primal objective terms):



















subject to constraints (5.2) to (5.19) and sLr ≥ 0.
By the weak duality theorem this gives a lower bound on the primal problem for any choice of
µ≥ 0. Furthermore, this can be rearranged to:











Therefore (5.24) is separable by operating points because the none of the constraints mention
more than one value of t
For a given µ we can solve L(µ,W ) by solving |T | independent OPF problems Lt(µ,W ),
where T is the set of operating points, and calculating the optimal sLr ≥ 0 to minimise




The best lower bound will be given by maxµL(µ,W ), from which we can observe that the
optimal µ ∈ [0,W ], otherwise L(µ,W ) is unbounded below.
To find the values for µ which maximise L(µ,W ) we can build a cutting plane approxi-
mation to L(µ,W ). From the solution of L(µ,W ) for any particular µ we can compute the




r,t , which gives us the cutting plane
f ≤ L(µ,W )+(µ̂−µ)∇µL(µ,W ). For a set of cutting planes P we solve the master problem
max f∈R f subject to P and 0≤ µ̂r ≤W to obtain an updated µ̂. In practice we find that a dual
stabilisation method is needed for the dual problem to converge in reasonable time. We use a
Proximal Bundle Method (see [28] for example).
5.3 Case Study: Nigeria
Nigeria exhibits the features that motivate our modelling approach: demand exceeds the power
system’s ability to supply power and the Nigerian regulator NERC has adopted an approach to
manage the regional rationing of power based on proportional Load Allocation targets for each
distribution company.
As a result of the recent privatization and restructuring of the Nigerian power system there are
11 private utility companies with regional distribution and retail monopolies known as DisCos.
The roles of the transmission service provider and SO are combined in the government-owned
TCN. Generation is owned by privatized GenCos but centrally dispatched by TCN and the
DisCos are required to pay the GenCos for energy received according to generation tariffs set
by the NERC.
The proportional load allocation targets set by NERC are shown in Table 5.3. These roughly
correspond to the proportion of customers in each DisCo. The precise implementation of the
load allocation policy has varied since privatization, but the principle is that load supplied in
each DisCo region over some time period should be a fixed proportion of the total load supplied.
In this case study we analyse how enforcing this regulation over different time scales and with
varying levels of strictness affects the total amount of power that can be delivered. Requiring the
regulation to be satisfied over a short time horizon during which the operating conditions of the
power system are expected to remain constant corresponds to the Short-term Load Allocation
Problem. Requiring the regulation to be satisfied on average, over the long term corresponds to
the Long-term Load Allocation Problem. In order to explore the effect of enforcing the policy
with varying levels of strictness we obtain the Pareto frontier of the two objectives: minimising
the total load shed and minimising a measure of the deviation from the proportional targets in
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all regions that have a shortfall. We first consider each of the operating points individually and
obtain the Pareto frontier of power supply and shortfall in each operating point. We then obtain
Pareto frontier of both the Long-term and Short-term Load Allocation problems for this set of
operating points.
5.3.1 Network Topology
The Nigerian transmission system consists of 330KV and 132 KV lines as shown in figure 5.1.
The transmission system topography consists of a meshed grid in the south west of the country
connected to the north and east by radial lines.
We consider a 637 bus single phase equivalent circuit model of the Nigerian transmission
system1. The model contains data on the generation assets and the 330KV and 132KV trans-
mission system. 111 buses are at the 330KV level, 176 at the 132KV level and 190 at the
33KV level. The remainder are low voltage load buses or generator buses. All the branches
connecting to buses at a lower voltage than 132KV are transformers, not transmission lines.
Loads are aggregated at grid supply points where the voltage is stepped down to distribution
level. The model is intended to represent the state of the transmission network at the end of
2014.
5.3.2 Approximating the Variation in Network Operating Conditions
Our problem formulation is general enough that the set of operating points can represent any
variation in the operating conditions of the network including generation availability, demand
and transmission system topology. In the Nigerian case it is the variation in the level of available
generation that is the major cause of supply variability. Variation in the network topology due
to faults is of a lower order of significance.
Generation
The level and distribution of generation available is exogenous to our model and it is highly
variable. Approximately 80% of the on-grid generation capacity of the Nigerian system is
supplied by 18 gas fired power stations. These are all located in the south of the country.
The remainder is supplied by 3 hydro-electric power stations located on the Niger river in the
central western part of the country. The theoretical maximum capacity at all power generating
sites connected to the national grid, as shown in table 5.2, is 11,345 MW. However, almost
half of this is unavailable due to plant maintenance, unreliable gas supply and long term plant
outages.
We have obtained daily reports produced by TCN detailing the operations of the power system
over 1 year from May 2014. Figure 5.2 shows total available capacity in this period which
1. This model was provided and validated by EMRC http://energy-mrc.co.uk/
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Figure 5.1: Map of Nigeria showing distribution company areas, high voltage transmission
lines and location of generators
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can be seen to be highly variable. The peak daily power output from all these plants over the
study period was on average 3927 (The period of peak generation is not at the same time every
day and does not correspond to the period of highest demand because demand always exceeds
supply). Peak generation quite closely tracks available capacity which indicates that the system
is often constrained by the level of available generation
We created 26 operating points with total available capacity evenly spaced from 3 to 5.5 GW
in increments of 100 MW by scaling the nameplate real power generation capacity of each
generator by the same factor so that the spatial distribution of generation is the same.
We also create a set of 21 generation operating points that implicitly approximate the prob-
ability distribution of the level and spatial distribution of available generation. For our study
we selected a set of 21 days uniformly spaced over the year starting May 2014 and create an
operating point to match generation availability on that day by scaling the maximum generation
output of each generators to match its availability on that day. 21 operating points were chosen
to balance the goals of minimizing computational complexity while approximating the space
of past variation reasonably well.
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Figure 5.2: Time series of available generation capacity
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Loads
As we have observed, the Nigerian power supply system fails to meet total electricity demand.
The load which is served at any given moment is referred to as the suppressed load. The loads
which would consume power but are not currently supplied are referred to as the shed load.
The combination of the suppressed load and the shed load is the unsuppressed load. The shed
load cannot be precisely measured so there is uncertainty about the unsuppressed load.
Because load shedding is endogenous to our model, we require that the loads included in the
model reflect the unsuppressed load at each grid supply point.
We have obtained one set of measurements of actual connected load. In the absence of more
data we assume that the measurements are representative of the power factor at grid supply
points and the relative scale of the loads within distribution company regions. The measure-
ments do not include the shed load, however, so we scale the measurements of connected
load up maintaining the same power factor and ensuring that the total load in each DisCo is
proportional to it’s load allocation target.
There is substantial uncertainty about the level of unsuppressed demand. The TCN daily reports
for the year starting May 2014 contain estimates of the peak load from 13,070 and 14,630
MW. At the much lower end the 2009 Tractabel study forecast the peak load in 2015 to be
between 5500 MW and 7500 MW. Neither of these estimates capture demand variation over
the course of the day. An alternative approach would be to apply our dynamic regression model
as described in Section 3.5. We could then include operating points reflecting a range of peak,
off-peak and mid-peak demand conditions.
However, if demand is sufficiently high that transmission and generation constraints always
prevent the load being fully supplied in any DisCo then it may not be so important to include
an accurate level of load in the model as long as it is high enough. Our approach is to scale the




We found the minimum load shed for the 26 operating points with total available capacity
evenly spaced from 3 to 5.5 GW in increments of 100 MW. The load supplied in each operating
point is show by the green diamonds in Figure 5.3.
We see that level of power generation is highly dependent on level of available generation for
scenarios of available generation up to about 4.8GW. After this point increases in generator
availability don’t translate to proportionate increases in power supplied even though there is
still substantial load shedding. This implies that without reinforcement of the transmission
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network, improvements in generation availability will not be able to improve the power supply
beyond this limit.
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Figure 5.3: Variation in supplied load with changes in generation availability under AC and
DC models
Table 5.3 shows the proportion of load supplied that goes to each DisCo in the solution to the
minimum load shedding problem for 6 of the operating points. The most substantial undersup-
ply is to Eko and Yola. While Eko’s load share increases with more available generation the
proportion of power going to Yola falls. Eko is in the South West, where there is a concentration
of generators, but also a concentration of other DisCos with relatively large loads. Eko loses out
in low available capacity scenarios because it competes with the other DisCos in the region for
power. When there is higher available capacity it can absorb more power. On the other hand,
Yola is in the North East, far from generators, at the end of long transmission lines. In higher
generation scenarios, transmission constraints stop it from absorbing more power.
Feasibility and Cost of Load Allocation Policies
We now turn our attention to analysing how the transmission system constrains the SO’s
attempts to meet their load allocation policies. When we minimize load shedding it is possible
that relatively small differences in the transmission losses to supply different regions cause
substantial shortfalls for some DisCos. If this is the case then it should be possible to meet the
load allocation targets with a relatively small increase in load shedding.
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Abuja Benin Eko Enugu Ibadan Ikeja Jos Kaduna Kano Port Har-
court
Yola
3000 2910 12.1% 11.9% 5.7% 10.2% 12.0% 9.9% 6.3% 16.3% 8.0% 6.5% 1.1%
3500 3398 10.3% 9.0% 9.1% 13.5% 13.0% 10.1% 5.5% 14.1% 6.9% 7.6% 1.0%
4000 3877 10.7% 10.4% 10.0% 13.4% 12.1% 12.2% 5.5% 11.4% 5.7% 7.6% 1.0%
4500 4339 11.9% 10.0% 8.1% 12.4% 12.5% 15.3% 5.5% 11.1% 5.1% 7.6% 0.6%
5000 4607 12.5% 9.3% 7.3% 11.7% 12.7% 15.0% 5.4% 11.1% 5.6% 8.2% 1.3%
5500 4692 12.2% 9.1% 7.6% 11.9% 12.6% 15.0% 5.4% 11.0% 5.7% 8.5% 1.2%
MYTO2 Load Allocation 11.5% 9.0% 11% 9% 13% 15% 5.5% 8% 8% 6.5% 3.5%
The blue crosses in Figure 5.3 show the total load supplied when we enforce the load allocation
policy in the 26 scenarios of evenly spaced available generation between 3 and 5.5 GW. For
comparison recall that the green diamonds show the load supplied when we minimize load
shedding without taking the proportional targets into account. There is a substantial reduction
in load supplied if the load allocation targets are applied when the level of available generation
exceeds 4 GW.
Comparison of the AC and DC Models
We considered carrying out our analysis with the AC and DC versions of the models. Here we
present the results that motivate our decision to use the AC model. We repeated the model runs
of Section 5.3.3 and Section 5.3.3 using the DC version of the model. Figure 5.3 shows the
total supplied load plotted against the available generation capacity.
More load is supplied in the solution to the DC model than is possible with the AC model,
particularly for higher generation scenarios. Furthermore, in the DC model the load allocation
policy has no effect on delivered load. We can see from the large difference in the results for
the AC and DC models that accurate modelling of losses and reactive power flows is important
to get accurate results for the Nigerian system. These results suggest that there is a shortage
of reactive power in the network and that installation of reactive compensation could help to
alleviate some of the transmission constraints.
Based on these results we carry out our analysis with the AC model. The DC approach could
be modified by adding some approximation of the losses (e.g. a constant loss model) and using
a slightly lower line flow limit to account for reactive power flows. However, it is unlikely that
any approximation of losses and reactive power flows would give accurate results in the wide
range of different operating conditions of the network that we explore.
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An Illustrative Example of Change in Regional Distribution of Power with Increasing
Strictness of Load Allocation Targets
Recall that shortfall, as defined in constraint (5.20), is the gap between the amount of power
supplied in a region and the amount it should get if the proportional targets were respected.
There are essentially three ways to reduce the regional shortfall. First, it may be possible to
simply reallocate load from one DisCo to another, which reduces overall power supply only as
much as the transmission losses are increased. Second, if the network is more congested, load
can be reallocated in such a way that it not only increases the transmission losses but impedes
supply to other DisCo. Lastly, in the extreme case where it is not possible to increase the supply
to under-supplied DisCos, we can arbitrarily disconnect loads in well supplied DisCos until the
load supplied in all DisCos is the correct proportion of load supplied.
We illustrate this in the following plots. We studied the scenario with 4500 MW of available
generation capacity. Starting from a case in which we found the minimum load shedding
solution we gradually increased the weight given to the objective of minimizing deviation from
the proportional targets.
The resulting reduction in regional shortfall as we increase the weight parameter has 3 distinct
phases. In the first phase deviation from the targets is reduced from 400 MW to 100 MW
with relatively little decrease in overall load supplied. The regional distribution of load that
corresponds to this is shown in figure 5.6. Each horizontal line represents the solution to the
optimization problem with the constraint on deviation below the regional load allocation targets
set at a particular level. As this level changes, the distribution changes. This shows that in order
to reduce the deviation from 400MW to 100 MW, power supply is reduced in Kaduna DisCo
and increased in Kano. These are 2 DisCos without local generation and supplied by the same
radial transmission lines from the central network. This implies there is a common limit on how
much can be transferred to these DisCos. Reallocating load within this DisCo reduces overall
power supply only as much as the transmission losses are increased.
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Figure 5.4: Total load supplied, split by DisCo as allowable deviation from load allocation
targets is reduced from .4GW to 0GW



































Figure 5.5: Load supplied to each DisCo as allowable deviation from load allocation targets
is reduced from .4GW to 0GW
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Figure 5.6: Change in regional distribution of load as allowable deviation from load allocation
targets is reduced from 400MW to 100MW
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Figure 5.7: Change in regional distribution of load as allowable deviation from load allocation
targets is reduced from 100MW to 20MW
Figure 5.7 shows how the distribution of load changes in the next phase of shortfall reduction.
Load supplied in Eko DisCo increases but this comes at a disproportionate cost in Enugu region.
Eko is in the South West, where there is a concentration of generators, but also a concentration
of other DisCos with relatively large loads.
The distribution of load in the cases in the third phase of shortfall reduction are shown in figure
5.8. At this point Yola DisCo is still below its target but any increase in supply to Yola is offset
by a disproportionately large reduction in supply to other DisCos. Yola is an outlying DisCo on
a radial line without local generation. There is an upper limit on how much load can be supplied
in this DisCo. So loads in other DisCos are arbitrarily disconnected until the load supplied in
Yola is the correct proportion of the total load supplied.
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Figure 5.8: Change in regional distribution of load as allowable deviation from load allocation
targets is reduced from 20MW to 0MW
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This example shows that the deviation from the load allocation targets can be substantially
reduced at relatively little cost in terms of extra load shedding. However, there are cases when
hard transmission limits mean that adhering to the targets is not possible without substantial
reduction in supply to some DisCos and even, in some cases, arbitrability restricting supply so
as to meet the constraint in proportional terms without increasing load served in any DisCos.
This illustrates the need to enforce the targets in a flexible way.
Short/Long Term Load Allocation
In the previous section we gave an illustrative example of the tension between the load alloca-
tion targets and maximizing load served. In this section we quantify this tradeoff for a set of
operating points. We then ask if we can do better by enforcing load allocation over longer time
scale.
Using the method described in Section 5.2.2, we have obtained the Pareto frontiers of the AC
Load Allocation problem for all of the 21 operating points that were selected to approximate
the actual operating conditions of the network. An illustrative selection of these are shown in
Figure 5.9. The horizontal axis in this chart measures the total deviation from the load allocation
targets, while vertical axis measures the total load supplied. The different curves show Pareto
frontiers between the two objectives for different generation operating points.

































Figure 5.9: Pareto frontiers for an illustrative selection of individual operating points labelled
by total available generation
If the generation availability level is very low, the Pareto frontier is nearly flat, which means that
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shortfall, as defined in constraint (5.20), can be eliminated with little cost in terms of total power
supply. In these operating points power can be allocated to where policy makers have decided
it should be without causing network congestion. The small decrease in overall power supplied
is caused by slightly higher transmission loses. However, for the operating points with more
available generation it is not possible to supply enough power to some DisCos, so rigorously
adhering to the load allocation targets severely conflicts with maximizing supply. This can be
seen from the steep upward sloping curved region at the left-hand end of these curves which
indicated that gains in terms of reduced shortfall come at the cost of a significantly reduced
overall power supply.
The particularly steep curves at very high generation availability levels illustrates a potential
downside of a proportional policy of the kind described in this paper: the potential to create
perverse incentives for the SO. If a DisCo is in shortfall relative to its proportional target, but
there is a hard transmission constraint preventing further power being supplied here, then the
only way for that DisCo’s proportional target to be achieved would be to reduce the power
supplied to other DisCos. In the Nigerian case we find that this happens in some individual
operating points with high generation availability (over 4.5 GW) and a large weight on the
objective of minimizing shortfall. Available generation is very rarely this high in Nigeria, but
if availability improves without expansion of transmission capacity, proportional regulation of
this kind may cause problems.
Ultimately the load allocation targets are incompatible with maximizing supply because some
DisCos are unable to absorb enough power. Nevertheless, at the current average level of avail-
able capacity, it is possible to trade off load supplied in one DisCo vs another without changing
the overall level of supply that much. As available generation increases, the trade-off between
regional fairness and total supply is more difficult. Supplying more load in outlying DisCos
comes at a substantial opportunity cost in terms of overall supply.
We next compare the Pareto frontier for the Short-term and Long-term AC Load Allocation
problems using the methods described in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. We have obtained 20 so-
lutions to the Short-term Load Allocation Problem. The shortfall averaged over all operating
points ranges from 2 MW to 380 MW. Reducing the average shortfall to 2 MW comes at the
cost of 5% additional load shedding.
However, average shortfall as defined in the Long-term Load Allocation problem can be re-
duced to a similar level with much less load shedding. In our solutions to the Long-term
problem the lowest shortfall obtained is 5 MW, which comes at the cost of only 2% of ad-
ditional load shedding (see Table 5.4). Although our solution method for the Long-term Load
Allocation problem can in theory leave a duality gap, we can see from the duality gaps reported
in Table 5.4 that these points are very close to optimal. As a percentage of the objective function
value the largest gap is 0.05% and most are much smaller than this.
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In Figure 5.10 we plot all of the solutions obtained to the Short-term and Long-term Load
Allocation Problems in terms of the average shortfall in each operating point. In this figure we
approximate the Pareto Frontier by interpolating between these points.
For both problems there is a flat region on the right of the Pareto frontier indicating that these
levels of shortfall can be reduced at little cost in terms of total power supply. However, in both
cases there is also a steep downward sloping curved region at the left-hand end, indicating that
it is not possible to adhere to the load allocation targets without reducing the supply to DisCos
where more could be supplied.
In the Short-term problem the transition between the flat and sloped regions of the Pareto
frontier occurs when the average shortfall has been reduced to 140 MW. This is a higher level
than for the long-term problem where the transition occurs around 50 MW. Further reducing
shortfall below these levels comes at an increasing cost in terms of load shedding. This implies
that enforcing load allocation targets over a longer time horizon is substantially more efficient,
as may be expected. However, this also means that some regions will be under supplied for a
longer period, which may not be acceptable.
Table 5.4: Solutions to the Long-term Load Allocation Problem
W 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5
Supply (GW) 4.040 4.039 4.036 4.030 4.020 4.012
Supply (% of maximum) 100% 100% 99.9% 99.7% 99.5% 99.3%
Shortfall (GW) 0.431 .334 0.194 0.104 0.048 0.026
Duality Gap (%) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.03% 0.02%
W 0.8 1 2 4 6 6.5
Supply (GW) 4.009 4.008 4.003 3.993 3.969 3.958
% of maximum 99.2 % 99.2% 99.1% 98.8% 98.3% 98.0%
Shortfall (GW) 0.022 0.019 0.015 0.012 0.007 0.005
Duality Gap (%) 0.05% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
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Figure 5.10: Pareto optimal points of the Short-term and Long-term Load Allocation Problems
Sensitivity to Estimate of Unsuppressed Load
The level of unsuppressed load (demand without load shedding) is the parameter of the model
that has the greatest range of uncertainty. Therefore, sensitivity analysis of these results was
carried out to quantify the sensitivity of our model to potential inaccuracy of this estimate. We
might expect that despite the transmission constraints, some regions of the network can absorb
more power. If so, the total load that can be supplied may also increase if the loads in these
regions are increased.
The OPF model was solved for 21 individual operating points with overall load level ranging
from 5 GW to 15 GW increments of .5 GW (Note, these are not the same 21 operating points
used in the case study). In the first instance the optimization was carried out with an objective
to minimize load shedding with no load allocation targets. In the second case we require strict
adherence to the proportional load allocation targets. The individual loads at each bus were
scaled uniformly. The analysis was carried out for 6 levels of generation availability: 3, 3.5,
4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5 GW. In each case we scale the nameplate real and reactive power generation
capacity of each generator by the same factor so that the spatial distribution of generation is
the same.
The results of maximizing total supply are shown in figure 5.11 where total load supplied is
plotted against unsuppressed load for all 6 scenarios. A horizontal line for a given scenario
means that the level of load supplied does not increase if the level of unsuppressed load is
higher. The 5 and 5.5 GW generation availability operating points display the highest sensitivity
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to the load level. The 3, 3.5, 4 GW operating points display very little sensitivity to the level of
load while the 4.5 GW scenario displays some sensitivity to the level of load between 5 and 7
GW.
The results when we minimize the shortfall from the proportional targets are shown in figure
5.12. Again, the sensitivity to load level is largest in the lower range of unsuppressed load (5
to 10GW). Note that with strict adherence to load allocation targets it was not possible to find
any feasible solutions for the lowest generation scenario with 3 GW of available capacity.
As shown in Figure 5.2 generation availability in the study period is very rarely in excess of 4.5
GW and never exceeds 5 GW. Therefore, in in the most realistic range of generation scenarios
(3 to 4.5 GW) our results are not sensitive to the estimate of load if it is in excess of 7 GW.
Based on discussions with consultants working in the sector we have verified that demand is
always likely to be in excess of 7 GW. We conclude that our results would not be significantly
affected by considering a range of different demand estimates or variation in demand across
the day.
However, the methods we have developed could easily accommodate a situation in which
modelling variation in demand over the day is more important. For example, one could replicate
each generation operating point with three operating points with a peak, off-peak and medium
demand estimate and weight these in the objective function according to the proportion of the
day they represent. The methods of Section 3.5 could be used to obtain these demand estimates.
In order to do this, we would need estimates of the number of customers, split by tariff category
at each grid supply point, or at least in each distribution company area. In principle we could
use these in combination with the coefficients of the DSR model we estimated in Chapter 3 to
estimate the total unsuppressed demand in Nigeria. However, these coefficients are probably
not representative of the whole of Nigeria because they were estimated using data from only
one DisCo. For this reason, and the lack of customer numbers at grid supply points we did not
attempt this method of demand estimation in this thesis.
































































Figure 5.12: Total load supplied as a function of unsuppressed load with load allocation
targets strictly enforced
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Proportion of network components on limits plotted


















Figure 5.13: Proportion of network components on limits plotted against available generation
capacity for 397 generation scenarios in study period
Transmission Network Constraints
We have shown that the transmission capability of the system is about 4500 MW when we try
to maximize load delivery. We now consider what factors constrain transmission at this level.
For every generation scenario in Figure 5.2 we solved the single period OPF to minimize the
load shed without considering the load allocation targets. We calculate the proportion of which
constraints of various types that are at their limits in the solution. We consider real and reactive
generator limits, bus voltage limits (split by transmission and distribution level buses) and
branch power flow limits (split into transformers and transmission lines). Figure 5.13 shows
the proportion of each type of constraints on their limits plotted against the available capacity
in that scenario.
The binding constraint does not seem to be the capacity of transmission lines, since very few
transmission lines are at capacity limits, even for scenarios with high available generation. At a
critical level of available generation at about 4200MW, the proportion of transmission voltage
buses on their voltage limits rapidly rises. Below this level of available capacity, we note that
the proportion of distribution level buses on voltage limits and transformers on capacity limits
increases in proportion to the level of available capacity. For low levels of available capacity,
as certain local regions of the system become congested, it is possible to supply more power
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to outlying areas to increase the load supplied. But for high levels of available capacity the
variations in voltage magnitude required to supply more power to outlying areas become too
high.
The concentration of generation assets in the south of the system creates the need to transmit
both real and reactive power over long distances. It seems that there is enough capacity for the
power flow at the current levels of generation. However, the need to transmit large amounts of
reactive power creates a large voltage drop. Providing some source of reactive power, such as
capacitors, in those parts of the network could help to solve this problem.
5.4 Conclusion and Policy Implications
In a power system in a long-term power shortage, some policy must be adopted that describes
how to ration available power. If the SO is only incentivised to maximize delivered load,
say by payments for transmission services, then they are unlikely to distribute power equally
to different parts of the system, which may be unfair or otherwise politically unacceptable.
Countries with such power systems, such as Nigeria, therefore, specify load allocation targets
or similar metrics for each region. SOs are then penalized for failing to meet these targets,
incentivizing them to choose a more equal distribution of the available power.
However, as we have argued in this paper, this can come at a substantial cost in terms of
additional load shedding. Depending on the design of the policy the SO may be incentivized to
minimise shortfall at every operating point or attempt to balance shortfall or surplus over the
long term. It may also be allowed to deviate from load allocation targets to a certain extent.
Policy makers need to know what the efficiency penalties are in each of these cases to design
an optimal load allocation policy.
We have developed methods which can be used to quantify the trade-off between different
objectives and implement a chosen policy and applied this to the Nigerian power system.
Our case study shows that the cost of the Nigerian load allocation targets is substantial, as
it reduces the total amount of power supplied by up to 5%. This does not imply that the policy
is inefficient, if a more equal distribution of the available power has substantial benefits, but
without this quantification a trade-off between fairness and efficiency cannot be made.
It could be argued that instead of finding a balance between proportionality and maximum load,
the SO should attempt to maximize a utility function of power supply. The utility of power in
each region of the network is likely to have diminishing returns, so maximizing the sum of the
utility functions in all regions is likely to enforce some level of proportionality between regions
in any case.
Alternatively, the SO could have fixed targets for the minimum level of power to be supplied
in each region, rather than proportional targets such that the target moves, in absolute terms,
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with the total level of power supply. Once these targets have been met, surplus power could
be distributed according to some other rule. This could solve the problem where proportional
regulation encourages the SO meet the load allocation target in a given region by shedding load
elsewhere even though it is not possible to supply more load in the region in question.
Nevertheless, in both these cases there remains a similar difficulty of trying to achieve these
objectives subject to different network conditions as the level and spatial distribution of avail-
able generation varies. Furthermore, both objectives have short-term and long-term versions
analogous to the Short-term/Long-term Load Allocation Problems described above. Therefore,
the methods we describe in this paper could be adapted to these alternative problems.
In the course of our investigation we found that investment in reactive compensation could
make it feasible to achieve the Nigerian load allocation targets with less load shedding. How-
ever, it should be noted that although reactive support is cheap relative to generation or trans-
mission lines, developing world power systems often find it difficult to meet even this level of
investment. It is therefore important to consider how to most efficiently operate and regulate
the existing network. Although alleviating these problems by investment in reactive support
is beyond the scope of this paper our method could be used to evaluate different plans for
investment in reactive support. An interesting subject of further research would be to optimize
the location of capacitor banks.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we analysed the difficulties faced by various actors in power systems during a
chronic power shortage. A long-term solution to this problem requires new investment, however
the persistence of these problems in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia means
that research on shorter-term operational aspect of this problem is also needed. This is an
area that has been sorely neglected in the power system modelling literature. We analysed
three areas: Demand forecasting, national level power rationing and distribution level demand
management. We now review our conclusions in each of these areas, discuss how these results
could be applied in practice and suggest where further research should focus.
In summary this thesis has made a number of contributions that will be of interest in the context
of power systems operating in a chronic power shortage. Firstly, we developed accurate short-
term forecasting methods for electricity demand in chronic power shortage conditions. These
methods also have applications for post-hoc reconstruction of the unsuppressed electricity
demand. Secondly, we formulated a decision support model to help DSOs plan load shedding
using the multi period stochastic knapsack problem. Thirdly we developed methods that the SO
or regulator can use in a power shortage to quantify the trade-off between maximizing the total
amount of power delivered and distributing the available power in a fairer way. We quantified
the trade-off between regional equity and total power supply in the specific case of Nigeria,
showing that current Nigerian policies reduce the total amount of power delivered by up to 5%.
We have also made some general methodological contributions which will be of interest outside
the field of energy system modelling. We showed how to extend time varying coefficient
regression models to the case of periodic variation in the coefficients modelled by trigonometric
terms. We extended the stochastic knapsack problem with random weights to a multi-period
case where the random weights are the output of a stochastic process and the forecast variance
is endogenous to the model. Although this problem is difficult to solve in general, we gave
a tractable formulation in the case where the stochastic variation in the item weights are the
output of an autoregressive process.
The models described in Chapter 3 clearly show that it is possible to provide accurate forecasts
of the suppressed demand conditional upon a particular policy of load shedding. We developed
two methods, which we call the ASM and DSR approaches. We noted that the underlying model
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assumptions of the LGSSM seem to be poorly satisfied for the ASM model. Consequently, the
probability distributions derived from the model are flawed. Despite this, the ASM models are
able to provide more accurate point forecasts than the DSR model. For many of the feeders we
modelled there is evidence of non-stationary and non-Gaussian standardised forecast errors.
In Section 3.6 we described a program of further research to determine if these violations are
inherent to the data generating process or whether these are artefacts of poor data quality and
lack of the required data to account for structural breaks. The DSR model could potentially be
improved by incorporating additional data such as socio-economic characteristics of customers
or estimates of the number of illegal connections. Utilities that want to use this approach should
therefore focus on obtaining accurate and detailed information about the population supplied
by each feeder.
The DSR model also has the advantage that it can be applied to feeders where demand data has
not been recorded. This makes this model particularly attractive to estimate the unsuppressed
demand at a national level. Existing methods for this rely on unreliable proxy variables or
bottom up up calculations that are difficult to verify. In Nigeria TCN goes as far as to pe-
riodically carry out “stress tests” to establish the maximum feasible supply to each DisCo
without generation constraints. This involves maximising supply to a single DisCo by enforcing
abnormally high levels of load shedding in all other DisCo. This provides some empirical
measure of the unsuppressed load but, as well as being highly disruptive it is complicated by
transmission and distribution constraints which most likely lead to underestimation of demand.
The need for “stress testing” of the system could be removed by combining the methods of
Chapters 3 and 5. An estimate of the unsuppressed demand for the whole country produced
using a dynamic regression model could be incorporated into an up to date transmission model.
This would provide the data for applying our methods to find the maximum supply possible to
each DisCo.
It would also be of great interest to apply our demand estimation methods to a dataset coving
a longer time period. If a sufficiently long-term load dataset could be obtained (i.e. years) then
it would be possible to apply econometric methods to the resulting estimates of unsuppressed
demand. This would enable medium-term predictions of demand growth to be made.
Further exploration of this application of dynamic regression modelling should first explore in
more detail whether our DSR model is the best way of detecting the relationships between the
number of connected customers, the observed load and the latent demand. An alternative way
of forming a DR model with periodicity in the coefficients is the dynamic factor model of [15].
To compare these models, we suggest that a study should be carried out to see which model can
best recover the details of a simulated unsuppressed demand time series from the suppressed
demand.
It is interesting to consider how probabilistic forecasts of suppressed demand could be incor-
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porated into the operations of DSOs. We argued in Chapter 4 that the relevant considerations
for a DSO can be incorporated into an optimisation framework that resembles a stochastic
knapsack problem. This framework allows DSOs to prioritise feeders while also managing
risk of overconsumption. The existing literature has focused on finding exact solution methods
to the stochastic knapsack problem. However, since software packages that implement these
methods are not available it is useful to formulate an approach that can be easily implemented
and solved using standard solvers. To this end we described a MILP approximation to stochastic
knapsack problem. We propose an extension to the stochastic knapsack problem where the
demand of the feeders evolve according to a stochastic process. This allows us to model the
repeated character of the DSO’s problem.
Part of our motivation for exploring this problem is the potential theoretical interest of a class
of problem where the probability distributions are affected by factors that are endogenous to
the model. However, at least in the case we explored (autoregressive processes with Gaussian
noise) modelling the effects of decisions on future problems seems to be of limited importance
to obtain a good policy. Further analysis is required to see how this affected if the item weights
(i.e. demand) are determined by different stochastic processes or probability distributions.
Progress in this area would be enabled by assembling billing and revenue collection data at a
feeder level. This should be linked with demand and load shedding data (of the type we used in
this thesis) as well as records of the SO’s instructions. This would allow bench-marking of the
current performance of DisCos with respect to demand management. Having collected this data
we suggest that further research should focus on the question: What level of demand can the
DisCo “commit” to connecting in advance on the basis of long term forecasts of demand and
supply such that they can avoid disconnecting “committed” feeders with a given probability?
This requires the DSO to plan based on long term forecasts. This would be useful because
it potentially would allow DSOs to offer a more predictable (but still intermittent) supply to
customers.
We argued in Chapter 5 that the existence of transmission constraints in addition to limited
generation causes conflict between the objective of minimising load shedding and distributing
the burden of load shedding in a (geographically) equitable way. If the SO is only incentivised
to maximise delivered load, say by payments for transmission services, then they are unlikely
to distribute power equally to different parts of the system, which may be unfair or other-
wise politically unacceptable. Countries with such power systems, such as Nigeria, therefore,
specify load allocation targets or similar metrics for each region. However, this can come at
a substantial cost in terms of additional load shedding. Depending on the design of the policy
the SO may be incentivised to minimise shortfall at every operating point or attempt to balance
shortfall or surplus over the long term. It may also be allowed to deviate from load allocation
targets to a certain extent. The methods developed in this thesis can be used to quantify the
trade-off between different objectives and implement a chosen policy. Our case study shows
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that the cost of the Nigerian load allocation targets is substantial, as it reduces the total amount
of power supplied by up to 5%.
Chapter 7
Summary of Sustainable Energy For
All Rapid Assessment and Gap
Analyses
Table 7.1: Summary of Sustainable Energy For All Rapid Assesment and Gap Analyses
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Country Electricity Access Power quality Non-technical losses






Experience of Restructuring in South
America and South Asia
Chile was the first South American country to pursue reform in 1982. It was followed by
Argentina (1992), Ecuador, Peru (1993) and Bolivia (1994), which adopted a similar model of
regulation [6]. Other countries also reformed their power sectors including Columbia (1994)
and the Central American countries of Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica
and Honduras (1997) [44]. Diverse countries but all then with low electricity consumption
relative to industrialized world.
For the most part electricity sector restructuring in South America has relied on cost based,
rather than bid based processes to set prices, with an ISO dispatching generation according to
marginal cost. The primary exception in Columbia which introduced a bid based spot market
in 1994. The Chilean/Argentine model introduced wholesale competition
Of primary interest to Sub Saharan African countries will be the measures by which the
many countries in South America have substantially reduced non-technical losses. Throughout
South America completion was not considered feasible at the retail level, so reform focussed
on performance based regulation for monopoly retail and distribution companies [44]. These
companies have in some instances been able to deliver remarkable reductions in non-technical
losses.
In a report [57] the World Bank singled out some particular cases.
8.0.1 DELSUR in El Salvador
In late 90s 5 major Distribution Companies in El Salvador privatized. Delsur was privatized
1998 and Purchased by the U.S. group PPL Global Inc. The new owners improved management
information systems and customer databases to coordinate and field campaigns to improve me-
tering, billing and collection. Commercial functions were made more transparent and efficient.
Losses, at 15% in 1998, were reduced to 7% by 2002.
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8.0.2 Enersis of Chile
Chilectra Metropoklitana was privatised 83-87 in early electricity restructuring. Its owners,
Enersis have since participated in privatisation of utilities in Argentina, Chile, and Columbia,
Peru.
Their strategic model focuses on customer segmentation and geographic vectorization of the
served area. This allowed them to deliver a 10% reduction in losses in Chile over 7 years, a
14% reduction in Argentina over 4 years, a 12% reduction in Columbia in 3 years and a 7%
reduction in Peru in 5 years.
The approach used by Enersis is exemplified by the case of CODENSA in Bogota, Columbia.
It should be noted that the punitive actions were only possible because of the cooperation of
law enforcement agencies and investment in metering and improved management relied on a
tariff structure that allowed an efficient company to cover their costs.
Improved Commercial Management - More points of service to communicate with customers
- Collect old debts, allow illicit customers to become normal customers - Improved, metering,
billing and collection - Improve external contractor’s ethical behaviour and personal safety -
Community engagement to improve customer service and promote electricity as a good that
needs to be efficiently and commercially managed - Improved MIS and customer database
and regularly reconciling it with reality - Allow illicit users to become legitimate customers
Technical actions - Tamper proofing infrastructure and meters - Automatic meter reading and
monitoring of large consumers - Renovate distribution networks and individual connections of
customer connections located in areas with high theft - Installation of meters and replacement
of tampered meters Punitive actions - Systematically using legal proceedings against large
consumers - Police actions when required - Recovery of old debts using legal system when re-
quired - Public information on main cases of electricity theft, in general involving well-known
social agents, to promote social condemnation Improved Regulation - Tariff structure to allow
efficient DISCOs to recover costs - Sufficient funds generated to support cross subsidisation of
consumer classes
8.0.3 Andhra Pradesh State, India
An intensive loss reduction programme combined with restructuring reduced transmission and
distribution losses from about 38 percent in 1999 to 26 percent in 2003.
Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board (APSEB) suffered from large financial losses with
inefficiency and theft camouflaged by unverifiable estimates of sales and losses. APSEB was
disaggregated into 1 generation, 2 transmission companies and 4 retail and distribution com-
panies. After restructuring the distribution companies embarked on a sustained loss reduction
campaign, supported by regulatory and legal changes.
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State laws were amended to make electricity theft illegal and rigorous enforcement was backed
up by police action where necessary. Police stations provided public notification of all cases
of theft. Anti-corruption departments in DISCOs were strengthened. The theft control program
focusing on large consumers including tamper-proof meters and protective boxes installed on
transformers.
Enforcement activities were backed up by communication and prevention measures. A commu-
nication programme informed people about laws, explain utilities’ financial situation and effect
the of electricity theft on costs and tariffs. Installation of high quality meters, remote meter
reading equipment, and higher accuracy meters for large/medium customers and recalibration
of existing meters. Furthermore, new Management Information Systems were introduced using
centralized customer database to analyse metering, billing and collection performance.
8.0.4 North Delhi Power Limited, India
A public/private partnership (51:49 split between Tata and Government of Delhi) reduced
losses from 53% at takeover in July 2002 to 15% in April 2009. Performance-based multi-
year tariff regulation allows the company allowed to keep surplus revenue from exceeding
performance targets set every 4 years.
NDPL carried out aggressive enforcement activities with “scientific inputs and analysis and
a communication programme about dangers of direct tapping from live wires. Newer, higher
accuracy electronic meters were introduced and medium voltage distribution networks were
introduced in high theft areas. However, 90% of results from advanced metering infrastructure
for large customers.
Chapter 9
Fitted models and diagnostic plots
for structural models
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Figure 9.1: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 0-5
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Figure 9.2: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 6-11
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Figure 9.3: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 12-17
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Figure 9.4: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 18-23
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Figure 9.5: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 24-29
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Figure 9.6: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 30-35
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Figure 9.7: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 36-41
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Figure 9.8: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 42-47
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Figure 9.9: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 48-53
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Figure 9.10: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 54-59
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Figure 9.11: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 60-65
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Figure 9.12: Observations compared to fitted values from structural models 65-71
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Figure 9.13: Structural model diagnostics 0-6
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Figure 9.14: Structural model diagnostics 7-13
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Figure 9.15: Structural model diagnostics 14-20
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Figure 9.16: Structural model diagnostics 21-27
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Figure 9.17: Structural model diagnostics 28-34
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Figure 9.18: Structural model diagnostics 35-41
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Figure 9.19: Structural model diagnostics 42-48
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Figure 9.20: Structural model diagnostics 49-55
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Figure 9.21: Structural model diagnostics 56-62
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Figure 9.22: Structural model diagnostics 63-69
Chapter 10
Convexity of Myopic FSP
The stochastic knapsack problem can be continuously relaxed by taking xt ∈ [0,1]n. The con-
vexity of this continuous relaxation can be shown in two ways.
There is a theorem which says that stochastic programs with linear penalties for constraint
violation and where the probability distributions have finite second moments are convex[8].
This is the approach taken in [40] to establish the convexity of the stochastic knapsack problem
with random weights.
An alternative approach is to use elementary properties of convex functions to show that the
objective function of the stochastic knapsack problem is concave providing that µt(xt) and√
σ2t (xt) are convex. µt(xt) is linear and
√
σ2t (xt) is a norm and therefore convex. A proof
of this is given in this appendix. The objective function of the multi-period feeder scheduling
problem is the sum of the single feeder functions and is therefore the sum of concave functions
and thus also concave.
Consider a normally distributed random variable D with a mean and standard deviation given
by functions of x, i.e. D(x)∼ N(µ(x),σ(x))
Next consider a function of D that takes the value D, if D is greater than a constant C and 0
otherwise. This is the random variable given by:
(D(x)−C)+ = max{0,D(x−C}
We wish to show that E[(D(x)−C)+] is a convex function of x if µ(x) and σ(x) are convex.







where L(z) = φ(z)− z(1−Φ(z))
and φ and Φ(z) are the PDF and CDF of the standard normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 1.
We first show :
(1), L(z) is convex and non-increasing
Proof:
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1st derivative:
L′(z) = φ ′(z)−1+ zΦ′(z)+Φ(z)
−zφ(z)−1+ zφ(z)+Φ(z) = Φ(z)−1
2nd derivative:
L′′(z) = Φ′(z) = φ(z)
φ(z)≥ 0∀z, therefore L(z) is a convex function
It follows straightforwardly that:






We use the following result (see [9] pp89):
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The perspective of a function f : Rn→ R is the function g : Rn×R→ R,
g(x, t) = t f (x/t),domg = {(x, t)|x/t ∈ dom f , t > 0}
g is convex if f is convex.
If we take −z = µ −C it follows from (2) that L(C− µ) is convex and non-decreasing in µ .





) is non-decreasing in µ
Because σ ≥ 0 this follows straightfowardly from (2)
(4b), σL(C−µ
σ
) is non-decreasing in σ

































































The required result follows since φ(z) is positive.
Conclusion
We use the following result (see [9] pp86):
Suppose
f (x) = h(g(x)) = h(g1(x), ...,g2(x))
with h : Rk→ R , g : Rn→ R
f is convex if h is convex, h is nondecreasing in each argument and gi are convex
Define h(µ(x),σ(x)) = L(C−µ(x)
σ(x) )
By assumption µ(x) and σ(x) are convex.
This combined with (3), (4a) and (4b) proves the required result.
Chapter 11
Autocorrelation of Demand Forecasts
in the Feeder Scheduling Problem
Let T denote a subset of P containing all the periods in a given decision interval. The expected
rewards minus penalties given decisions xt∀t ∈ T is given by.
∑
t∈T
(r ◦µt)Txt − pE[ ∑
t∈T
(Dt(xt)−C)+]
In order to evaluate the second term, the expected penalties, we need to use the joint density of
Dt(xt)∀t ∈ T and integrate with respect to demand at all time periods.
To see how to do this consider a simple case wtih two periods. Suppose the demand in one
period is X and another period is Y and that we are penalised by p per unit of excess demand
in each period. The expected penalties is:
pE[(X−C)++(Y −C)+]




(X−C)++(Y −C)+ f (X ,Y )d(X ,Y )
Using the linearity of integration this is equal to:
p
∫
(X−C)+ f (X ,Y )d(X ,Y )+ p
∫
(Y −C)+) f (X ,Y )d(X ,Y )
Fubini’s theorem says that under very mild conditions we can replace the double integral with
an iterated integral and therefore also change the order of integration. To apply this theorem it
is required that the double integral is finite if its integrand is replaced by its absolute value. In




(X−C)+ f (X ,Y )d(X ,Y ) is finite.
p
∫
(X−C)+ f (X ,Y )d(X ,Y ) = p
∫ ∫




f (X ,Y )dY dX
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f (X ,Y )dY dX = p
∫
(X−C)+ f (X)dX = pE[(X−C)+]
Therefore pE[(X−C)++(Y −C)+] = pE[(X−C)+]+ pE[(Y −C)+]
It follows that even in the case where demand is correlated between time points, we can treat
the problem as the sum of several stochastic knapsack problems.
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